ON THIN ICE:
MICROS AND DATA
INTEGRITY

When
Your Data
Goes Faster
Your Dollars
Go Further.
StorageTek's 4305E Enhanced Solid
State Subsystem lowers response times
and raises productivity and profits.

StorageTek's 4305E "Optimizer" is the fastest
storage subsystem ever designed. Its solid state
technology eliminates the rotational delays that
slow both disk drives and user response times. Instead, the 4305E transfers data at near-mainframe
speeds ... boosting performance by up to 70%
throughout your system.
The 4305E stores and retrieves data in an
IBM 3380 disk fonnat ... so it configures easily
into virtually any user system. In addition, its modular design allows for simple modification as customers' requirements change.
The 4305E ... for the speed and reliability of
solid state technology ... for easy configuration
and modification ... and for the fastest track ever
to productivity and profits.

Storage Technology. It's More Than Our Name ... It's Our Commitment.
Storage Technology Corporation

Louisville, Colorado 80028-0001
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How To ProtectYour Hard Disk Data

-

AST's Knight™Data Security Manager
Guards Against Hard Disk Data Losses
From Accidents, Thmpering And Program Theft. Now you can have the security
and convenience of password protection
for your person~l computer-just like the
mainframes.
--------------------~
Entetl'" .Password:

It's simple. Identify yourself to Knight
at "logon" with your password. When the
application screen is presented, only those
applications preViously authorized by your
system manager may be executed. All
requests to unauthorized applications or
disk areas are blocked, and can be optionally recorded. That's it-you use your PC
resources like always, and of course, you
can change your password as often as
you like.
Knight continuously monitors disk
access too, so the contents of a protected
hard disk are secure even if someone
boots your PC with a floppy-based version
of DOS.
And there's no performance penalties.
Knight's security system builds protected "walls" around your hard disk files,
rather than relying totally on encryption/
decryption techniques, and preserves
full-speed disk access for authorized users.
In fact, its integrated disk cache causes
disk based applications to run faster than
standard DOS.

With Chaperone~ Knighfs built-in program export
monitor, programs cannot be copied offyour hard
disk without you: permission.

What Abo~t Encryption?

Encryption is a method of converting
your data into coded "bits" based on a
"key" you supply. Coded data can only be
decoded with knowledge of the same key.
Included as an optional utility with the
Knight security package, encryption can
be invoked automatically or you can use it
whenever an extra degree of confidentiality is necessary.* Allor any part of the
information stored on your hard disk or

Knight and Chaperone trademarks of AST Research, Inc.
'Encryption utilities available in U.S. and Canada only

With Knight, when different people share the same PC throughout the day, all their data is automatically
organized into individual, personal areas and protectedfrom accidental modification or deletion by others.

floppy disks can be encrypted. It's particularly useful when there is a possibility your
data might appear outside your Knightprotected PC, such as when transferred to
a floppy disk, or sent over a modem or LAN.
Should I use Knight On My Personal PC?

And Knight supports batch files, lets you
select application names for any program
and provides full automatic use of DOS
sub-directories, drives and volumes.
You can also. enjoy the protection
of Knight without the menu system. Our
"DOS commands"· option returns the
familiar "C>" to your screen, while retaining Knight's program and sub-directory
protection.

Even if you don't share your PC with
others, Knight adds several advantages to
keep your data organized and· protected.
For example, it lets you use project titles in
What If I Already Have Files On
place of user names for identification
and usage authorization. With all data files
My Hard Disk?
securely associated with their relevant
The automated Knight Installation
project, you'll never make accidental
Program installs the Knight
file deletions relating to one
Kernel and utilities onto your
proje~t while you're
_:~~.
hard disk without reformat1\p.PP""
ting or disrupting existing
working on another.
I'll o.lt
\ files. And our sophisticated
What About Storing
(;p-~" 1'. ~.
\,
bulk file transfer utility
Electronic Messages?
itJ't, ~TJlIV
_ ~ ,~._._.~.. w,l. helps you install new files
and applications.
With Knight's electronic -V
message center, you can
How Do I Find Out More?
create bulletin boards, type reminders
to yourself or place private messages to
Ask your dealer about AST's Knight Data
other users in protected "mailboxes:'
Security Manager, or call our Customer
Information Center (714) 863-1333. AST
Can Knight Help Me Automate My
Research, Inc., 2121 Alton Avenue, Irvine,
Recordkeeping Tho?
CA 92714 TWX: 753699 ASTR UR.
Enhancing security by recording usage
and access attempts, Knight's integrated
Boot Protection, user option
auditing system can also be used to log your •• Floppy
Password: Up to 17 characters each,
day's activities, automate client billing,
user defined
or allocate system costs based on usage.
• Numbers of Users or Tasks: 52
• Number of Protected Directories Per
Stored in a defined format for optional
Individual: 64
input into database, spreadsheet or other
• Encryption Method: DES or Proprietary
information management programs,
ASTMethod
Knight's audit file may be viewed and/or
• IBM PC/XI/AT or
printed in total, or sorted by user, applicompatible
cation, date or disallowed access attempt.
• DOS 2.0 or later

,-p-

Is Knight EasyTh Use?
Advanced menu driven screens eliminate the need to master DOS commands.

~RESERRCH INC.
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• DOS Compatible
Hard Disk
• LAN compatible
version
Q41985
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solutionthe SAS G!> System.
You can choose
One Solution that'.
between thl:t simple English-like
command language or a front-end Friendly.
It's easy with the SAS System.
menuing system. On-line help
You can write front-ends for all
facilities make it easy to handle
every application, quickly and ac- your applications. And with a few
curately. You can track sales
keystrokes, you can change them
leads, determine market share,
as your information needs change.
present results. File employee
A convenient screen manager
records, analyze benefit prolets you edit, display, and control
your work without ever leaving
grams, manage the payroll. Take
your desk. And if you need to
orders, keep inventory, produce
mass mailings. Schedule projects, move between several operating
systems, you'll find the' language,
determine product mix, make
syntax, and commands the same
forecasts, produce spreadsheets.
for the mainframe, minicomputer,
All this and more with the
SAS System.
and PC SAS System.

nOSNSE. SSX. and ICCF;on Digit6lEquipment
Corp. VAX III 8600 and 11/7xx serieS under
VMS 111: on Prime Comjuter.lnc. Prime 50
IJeries under PRIMOS ; on Data General Corp.
ECLIPSE· MV series under AOSNS: on IBM
XTJ370'andATJ370 under VM/PC; and on the
•IBM PCXT and peAT under PC DOS. Not all
pr~ucts are a:vaila~le on all operating systems.

Whatever your application,
the SAS System is your Fourth
Generation Software Solution.
Call us today.

fAl

SAS Institute Inc.
SAS Circle, Box 8000
Cary, NC 27511-8000, USA
Telephone (919) 467-8000, x280
Telex 802505

SAS is the registered trademark of SAS Institute Inc .• Cary. NC. USA. Copyright C 1985 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in the USA.

IBM ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Q. IF A MODEM IS A MODEM IS A MODEM~
DOES IT REALLY MAKE Ii
DIFFERENCE WHICH ONE I BUY?
A. The fact is, all modems are not created equal. For example,
some modems are better signal processors than others. And
these superior modems can make an important difference in
your total network performance. A difference that can lead
to important savings in telecommunications costs.
Q. How can a modem make a difference in
my telecommunications costs?

A.

The primary purpose of a network is to move
information to and from end users and thereby
improve their productivity. And a superior
modem can improve the performance of your
network in at least four areas: It can make your
network more reliable. Give your end users
faster response times. Minimize the time you
and your people spend on network
management. And a superior modem can also
save you money in line charges.

Q. What makes a superior modem?
A. As you know, a modem converts a data stream
into a signal that can be sent (usually over a
phone line) from Point A to Point B.
Now that may sound simple enough, but
there are a number of variables in that
seemingly simple scenario. Such as, what's the
distance between Points A and B? What's the
line between the points? What's the condition
and stability of the line? And many, many
more. The fact is, each variable carries
technical implications that affect the design of
the modem. And simply stated, a superior
modem enjoys a superior design.

Q. Be specific. How can a su.perior modem
save my company money.

A.

Let's face it, modems are not the most
expensive part of your telecommunications
network. Chances are, line charges are. If you

design a modem that can send data more
reliably, then that modem can begin to affect
your line charges. Every time a modem has a
"hit;' or an unsuccessful transmission of data,
the data must be retransmitted, slowing down
response time. The net effect is a reduction in
the amount of information carried by the
network.
If you use superior modems that give
fewer hits, you'll have lower line costs per data
unit transmitted and better throughput. Better
throughput translates into time and cost savings.

Q. Can a superior modem correct the
problem of faulty lines?

A. A superior modem can go a long way toward
compensating for poor line conditions-and
thus make marked improvements in the hit rate.
Take the IBM 3865 Modem, for example.
It contains a custom microprocessor with an
advanced algorithm that in effect enlarges the
target area of acceptable transmissions. The
result is that this reliable 9,600 bps modem
can operate very effectively over unconditioned
lines. Now imagine all the line conditioning
charges you won't have to pay your common
carrier.

Q. What other modems does IBM offer?
A. With our new announcements (see box), IBM
now offers a full range of modems from
2,400 bps to 14.4 kbps in stand-alone and
rack-mounted models. There's also a limited
distance modem that goes up to 19.2 kbps.

----------------------------------

NEW IBM MODEMS
Q. What about higher speed modems?
A. We recently announced a new 14.4 kbps
modem-the IBM 5866, and a new
9,600 bps modem-the IBM 5865. Both
are available in stand-alone and rackmounted models, and function in
Communication Network Management
(CNM) and non-CNM environments.
They have multipoint capabilities,
operate over unconditioned lines and
now provide expanded line diagnostics.

Q. You mean I can even~~t phase jitter
readings from an IBM modem?

A. Not just phase jitter, but readings for
ten analog parameters that measure
line quality. You can also do remote
modem configurations and tests from
the control modem.

Q. What about YQur limited distance
modem (LDM)?

A. The new IBM 5811 is a compact,
low-cost, non-CNM, baseband modem
that operates over continuous wire or
telephone cables. It offers synchronous
transmissions at 2,400, 4,800, 9,600 bps
and 19.2 kbps.
So if you're looking for reliable modems
that are competitively priced, talk to your IBM
marketing representative.
If you would like to receive free literature
on IBM modems, call 1800 IBM-2468,
Ext. 82. Or use the coupon below. After all, it
pays to be informed, because not 7-:-:':::::'
all modems are created equal.
:5~5:
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Here's how it's done at WTC Air
Freight. With the all-important
help of a Sperry MAPPER®
System.
WTC isa major worldwide
freight forwarder. And in that
tough competitive environment,
large contracts can be won or lost
on seemingly small vendor differences. For WTC's primary
customer target, traffic management, control of goods in transit
ranks high on the list.
So WTC developed a MAPPERbased computer system that gives
the company a competitive edge by
giving the traffic manager total
information and control. Right at
his own PC or terminal.
With just a few simple Englishlanguage commands, a traffic
manager can get tracking information just about any way he wants
it. A P.O. number is all he needs
to get instant information on the

status of any shipment, anywhere
in the world. He can even pull one
item out of a shipment and have
it rushed to a new destination.
And a lot more. Right at his own
PC or terminal.
What it all comes down to is a
powerful marketing advantage
forWTC.
Where competitors' systems require learning obscure computer
codes, the MAPPER System uses
plain English. In terms of user
convenience, it's no contest.
MAPPER made development of
the system a lot easier, too. With
COBOL programming, it would
have taken 60 man-months. With
MAPPER, the job was done i.n just
12 man-months.
And because of the inherent
simplicity of MAPPER language,
non-DP management people were
able to test and modify the system
all through the development proCIRCLE 5 ON READER CARD

cess. So they got precisely what
they needed, instead of someone
else's approximation.
The fact is, MAPPER's simplicity
makes it a powerful tool for any
task, any business. With the
MAPPER System, ideas become
computer solutions in astonishingly
short order.
Seeing is believing. Come to a
nearby Sperry Productivity Center
and see MAPPER in action. Or,
next best, look over our MAPPER
literature. Call us toll-free:
800-547-8362, ext. 101.
Or write: Sperry Corporation,
Box 500, Blue Bell, P A 19424-0024.
MAPPER is a registered trademark of Sperry
Corporation.
© Sperry Corporation 1985.

LOOK AHEAD
AT&T USED APACHE
TO WIN NSA PACT

A new fault tolerant system running Unix System V,
code named Apache, may have been a crucial factor in
AT&T I s win over IBM and DEC for the recently awarded
$ 946 mill ion National Security Agency (NSA) contract.
AT&T had bid 3B computers to win the contract. Apache I s
software is believed to have been developed on the 3B2
and 3B5 computers, while the hardware uses CMOS technology. Apache, which is not expected to have any IBM
370 compatibility, is expected to replace the 3B20
family, sources say. It is believed that over 70% of
government bids demand Unix, and AT&T I S System V is the
"standard" form -- but, analysts say, so far no one has
introduced an effective fault tolerant version. Meanwhile, both IBM and DEC are reportedly working toward
"proprietary" faul t tolerant systems. IBM, for exampIe, is believed to have three such projects under development internally -- one each based on its 8100,
Series/I, and 4300 computers. In addition, IBM is
selling the Stratus engine (renamed the System/88) as
a stopgap measure for those customers demanding an'immedia te low-end fault tolerant solution. IBM I sand
DEC I s commitment to Unix V is still uncertain, however,
though both companies have stated they will support it
if their customers demand it. Meanwhile, AT&T is
scouring the industry for a second fault tolerant Unix
offering. Sources are betting that a three-year-old
San Jose startup, Tolerant Systems, will inherit this
mantle. The two are reportedly in talks, but neither
company would comment on the reports. AT&T also refused to discuss Apache.

DEC DEVELOPS
TRANSACTION
SOFTWARE

Look for a major push from DEC in the on-line transaction processing area. Insiders were surprised (and
presumably delighted) to find that the third biggest
market for VAX clusters--behind the engineering and
manufacturing markets--has turned out to be banking,
an area in which DEC has had'only a small presence.
Sources say that two ,new programs from the minicomputer giant, a terminal display manager and applications
control manager, have been created to boost VAX as a
transaction processing architecture. No word yet on
when these programs will be available. Meanwhile,
watch for DEC in a few months to support both Berkeley
4 .2 and AT&T I S System V versions of Unix under its VAX
Ultrix software.

MICROEAGLE, MV
12000 EXPECTED
FROM DG

This month, Data General is expected to make formal
announcements of two products considered strategically important for the company. Anticipated introductions are the MicroEagle, reportedly a supermini
on five ICs, and the 7 .5MIPS line-topper, the MV
12000. Both products have been expected from DG for
NOVEMBER 1, 19859
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some time; the only thing unclear has been the timing
of the formal introductions. In addition, a host of
new CEO office automation, networking, and applications software to tie it all together is expected.
NCR TO ADD
37 0 FRONT END

NCR-Comten early next year will unveil a new 370-compatible front-end processor dubbed Fusion. It will
hook directly into Tl trunk lines and have enough
horsepower--up to four times the IBM 3725' s oomph, say
informed sources--to keep those lines filled with
data. The machine will match IBM's Network Control Program Version 4 software.

AI PRODUCTS
LEAVING LABS

The artificial intelligence workstation race is heating up as expert systems and other kinds of AI systems
leave the development lab for the commercial marketplace. Neck and neck are Symbolics Inc. of Cambridge,
Mass. , and Xerox. The latter recently scored big with
aI, OOO-unit order from Applied Expert Systems, also
of Cambridge. The machines will be used as the "delivery vehicles" for an expert financial planning system. Meanwhile, Symbol ics' unit sales of its small 3640
machine have reached about double those of its larger
3670. The company is looking forward to coming out
next year wi th a low-priced gate array version of its
hardware. For even later delivery, Symbolics is working on a 40-bit VLSI machine.

ZEN AND THE ART
OF SALES, IBM
STYLE

IBM's ex-supersalesman Buck Rogers will hit the talk
show circuit soon with a book titled The IBMWay, which
purports to share with those still searching for "excellence" the industry giant's world-winning marketing and sales methods. The Harper & Row book may not
convince experienced computer makers, however, for
they know firsthand that it's IBM's deep pockets and
commanding market share, not the starched shirts and
koan-like THINK slogan, that make it so formidable.

RUMORS AND RAW
RANDOM DATA

Softool Corp., Santa Barbara, Calif., which since
1981 has been marketing methodologies and tools for
creation and maintenance of software for a variety of
computers including DEC VAXs, will move into the IBM
Mainframe market in January. Toward that end the company has several new hires from Pansophic Systems, Oak
Brook, Ill. Currently big in government and government contractor markets, Softool hopes the IBM line
will push its commercial sales . . . . Service land Inc. ,
Westlake Village, Calif., which had plans for a nationwide franchise operation for personal computer
servicing, has shifted gears to follow a plan for company-owned service stores . . . . Computer Sciences
Corp. has received a five-year, $175.6 million contract from the Environmental Protection Agency for
software and systems support.
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Announcing the end

of the on-line bottleneck.
If your interactive users are in line waiting

when they should be on line working, you'll
be glad to know there's a better way: the
BTl8000 32-bit multiprocessor system. And
the BTl8000 now offers new software capabilities that enhance its mainframe-like processing power.
Hard-to-beat hardware performance
The BTI8000 supports hundreds of on-line
tenninals. Its perfonnance has been proven
in independently audited benchmark tests
simulating busy interactive COBOL users. For
example, with 200 on-line users, the average
response time was only one second. Can
any other supennini demonstrate numbers
like these?
Over ten to one growth potential
The BT18000's modular design lets you start
with a one-CPU entry-level system. Then as
your needs grow, you can increase processing
power by more than a factor of ten - up to 8
CPUs, 24 megabytes of main memory, and 8

gigabytes of mass storage. All by just plugging
in extra resource modules-rather than
having to buy a new computer.
Relational DBMS with fourthgeneration language
For fast application development, there's
nothing like the BTI8000's new relational
DBMS and fourth-generation language. This
economical package can cut your application
development costs by as much as 75% . And
cut your development schedules by an equal
amount. Designed specifically for high-volume
transaction processing, it also features exceptionally fast response times. Even with large
numbers of on-line users.
Popular MCBA business software
To enhance its hardware capabilities, the
BTI8000 now includes powerful business
software from MCBA. Written in RM/COBOL,

.BTI8000
32-bit Multiprocessor System

these integrated packages are in use at over
17,000 installations worldwide, making them
some of the most popular business solutions
available today.
Very competitively priced
At a low base price of $79,950, the BTI8000
gives you a cost-effective starting point for
building just the right configuration. And with
BTl, the more interactive tenninals you add,
the better we look on your bottom line.
Whichever configuration you choose, you
can count on our 15 years' experience in
supporting over 3,000 BTl computers in the
U.S., Canada and Europe.
So why try to squeeze more users onto
an already overcrowded system? With a
BTl 8000 , you can comfortably handle a lot
of users-without a lot of unnecessary
expense. For details, contact: BTl Computer
Systems, 870 West Maude Avenue, Sunnyvale,
CA 94088-3428; (408) 733-1122. In Europe:
BTl Computer Systems (UK), Ltd., Binningham
B13 8NG, England; (021) 449-8000.

The supennini that's hard to outgrow.
o and BTl are registered trademarks of BTl Computer Systems. RM/COBOL and MCBA are registered trademarks of Ryan-McFarland Corp. and Mini-Computer Business Applications Inc., respectively.
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And why $0 many profes- ',"" As a result, som'e of the
THE DIGITAL LOGO
terminal.'
'
, sionals return time and time' "YT20Q's besUeatures are ergo-MEANS LONG TERM
Butthere'sone teit6f ~video, againto prod ucts with the Digit'al '"nomic.The ahgle oHhe screen. COMPATIBILITY.
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: The ,sculptureof each key. The
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stration.
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,
, THE DIGITAL LOGO
',Tlleseare the thingsthat be-, tem or PDP-11™ based system,
Thetoughest testofall. The~ ,MEANS LONG TERM',
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So it only makes sense that
our video terminals are substantially more compatib~e ~p and
down the Digital family line. Each
new generation, for example,
brings with it all the important.elements from previous generations.
Which is why you'll find some of
our customers using 10 year-old
VT52™ terminals with brand new
VAX systems. The simple fact i~,
Digital has always be~n committed to protecting your Investment
with every move you make.
In addition, our breadth of
product line ~eans Digital c~n
provide you With atotal solutl.on.
Hardware, software and penpherals. And while single sourcing
is not an end in itself, it certainly
provides an extraordinary me.a~
sure of convenience, compatibility and reliability. Particu.larl~ .
when the single source IS Digital.

THE DIGITAL LOGO
MEANS LONG TERM
RELIABILITYAND
SUPPORT.

When asked to single out the
strongest feature of Digit~I's video
terminals, many users pOint to.t~e
most visible asset of all. Durability.
Over the years, we've heard
some pretty gruesome stories
about the ordeal our terminals
have endured. Like coffee that
was spilled on keyboards. Or
cables that were inadvertently
ripped from thei.r port~. They'~e
even survived tnal by fire. While
it's unreasonable to expect even
the toughest video displ~y to
come through every major .
trauma unscathed, it's comforting
to know your terminal has a reputation for survival.
It's equally comforting to
know you've got asupport team
behind you every stepofthew~y.
. . Asu pport t~am rated the. best In

BEST ENGINEERED
MEANS ENGINEERED
TOAPLAN.
The VT220,TM VT240,TM and
VT241 ,TM like every Digital hardware and software product, are
engineered to conform to an .
overall computing strategy. ThiS
means our products are engineered to work together easily
and expand economi~ally. ~nly
Digital provides you With aSingle,
integrated computing strategy
from desktop to data center.
For a detailed brochure or

more information, as well as the
name of the Authorized Terminals
Distributor or Digital Representative near you, call1-8~0-D.I~ITAL,
extension 702. Or wnte Digital
Equipment Corporation, 129
Parker Street, Maynard, MA
01754.

THE BEST ENGINEERED
COMPUTERS
IN THE WORLD.

WITH ADRS DATA BASE YOU CAN
USE 50 OF THE BEST APPLICATIONS
PACKAGES EVER WRITTEN.
AND NONE OF THEM ARE OURS.
ne-stop shopping, buying all your applications from
the same company that sells you your data base
management system (DBMS), is a very appealing idea.
Especially to the company that's trying to sell them to you.

O

But it doesn't make sense. Because no one company
has a lock on all applications. One company's manufacturing package may be perfect for you, but you may need a
distribution package from another company.
At ADR~ we understand this. And that's why
ADR/DATACOM/DB~ our high performance relational
DBMS, helps you use the applications packages that satisfy
your company's needs best. From a variety of sources.
With ADR/DATACOM/DB
best applications packages
available today. And tomorrow. The best in banking,
finance, manufacturing and
other areas. AlI from the best
applications vendors.

"/ couldn't help overhearing, Mr. Thompson, but a relationaldata base with open architecture offers a solidfoundationfor all your
company's applications thereby helping your company respond to a
turbulent business world. Mom, can / go out and play?"

That's because we've
worked with the best applications vendors and helped
them develop and support
applications especially for
ADR/DiXfACOM/DB.

you can choose from the
Applications Vendors
Supported by
ADRIDATACOMIDB.
American Management Systems
American Software
BGS Systems
Comserv
Data Design Associates
Integral Systems, Inc.
MSA
Management Technologies, Inc.
McCormack & Dodge
Symbolics Financial Systems
TRES Systems
Walker Interactive

The advantages of having an application built by a company that specializes in
applications are obvious. After all, they're the experts.
They can build applications that are rich with features.
And they are committed to keeping them current. Simply
because that's their business. Which are the same obvious
reasons for having a DBMS built by a DBMS specialist.
Or to put it another way, maybe one of the reasons
why ADR/DATACOM/DB is such a good DBMS to buy is
because we're not trying to sell you something else.
For more about ADR/DATACOM/DB's open solution
to applications, call 1-800-ADR-WARE. Or complete the
application below.

WE KEEP WRmNG THE
HISTORY OF SOFTWARE
ADR
r---------------l
Applied Data Research~ Orchard Road & Rt. 206, CN-8,

I Princeton, NJ 08540 1-800-ADR-WARE. In NJ. 1-201-874-9000.
Please send me more information about ADRIDATACOMIDW,
I o0 Please
have an ADR Representative call.
I Name
Positio..
I ~~~
I Addre~s
State
Zip
I City
I Phone Number

I
I

O

L

Computer Equipment

OM 1111/85
---------------

I
I
I
I c.::
I 0~

J

For information about ADR Seminars call l-SOO-ADR-WARE.
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LETTERS
DPDUDS?
"Of Commerce and Academe" (Sept. 1,
p. 68) was extremely interesting because
it emphasized the continued short-sightedness of the dp industry's concentration
on immediate, low-quality results.
I have been in the dp industry for
over 18 years, earned my BS degree in CMS
10 years ago, a master's in management
and human relations four years ago, and
am a founder of the Denver Chapter of
the Quality Assurance Institute. During
those 18 years, it has been my perception
that what industry really wants are "professionals" who will massage an inoperative dp product to produce what appears
to be a quality product. The dp industry,
in general, has created a perpetual system
that thrives on the "quick and dirty" phi..,
losophy that promotes low-quality product development.
The educational system is attempting to teach conceptual models that
are application transparent. Given that
certain constructs are always in force,
learning a language is a matter of learning
a new set of semantics. Likewise, applications can be translated into conceptual
models. If industry removed its focus on
specific semantics of each program, training would be easier and productivity and
quality would probably improve significantly.
I hope academia will continue the
battle until the industry ceases to demand
graduates who have been trained to perpetuate a reality mired in defects. It is the
industry that must change and learn to
accept that quality in product and service
is the bottom line.
HOWARD FELDMAN, CSP, CQA
Senior QA Analyst

Mid-Continent Computer Services
Denver, Colorado

LIKE A VIRGIN?
I recently read Steve Ditlea's article ("Befriending the Befuddled," p. 84) in the
June 15 issue. I take exception to his use
of the term virgin for the business professional who is new to computing. I don't
like his definition of the "power user" either. Clearly, neither term is intended to

be interpreted in a positive light.
Virgin is an especially irksome
term to me. There is nothing virginal
about a business professional learning
how to use automation tools for better information processing. Information processing did not begin with the computer,
nor will it ever be confined to computers.
At issue here is the business professional
who understands and applies the principles and tools of automation successfully
to information processing.
Ditlea could have sacrificed his
display of cleverness for the more commonly accepted though still lacking term
novice user. At least this phrase focuses
on the use of computers. Also, the novice
is one who has begun the journey to
mastery.
If Ditlea is in search of a better descriptive name than user, he is not alone.
The term user is as commonly associated
with drugs as computers for many novices. Recently, I heard an MIS manager
comment that the user/drug association
had validity in the computer world, because users often display signs of
addiction.
If I am deemed overly sensitive to
semantics here, please consider the fact
that Ditlea's opening sentence speaks to
the discord between MIS and the end user.
Sensitivity toward our noncomputer professional peers is really the only way of
"befriending the befuddled."
CHARLOTTE COOK HOFMANN

Director, Product Development
The Knowledge Transfer Inc.
Oakland, California

P-SYSTEM DEFENDER
If Edith Holmes were more knowledgeable about the p-System community, she
might have titled her comments in your
Aug. 15 issue (News In Perspective, p.
50) "P-System Gets a Chance for New
Life," instead of the chosen "P-System
Poops Out."
The problem has been Softech's
marketing, not lack of a market for the pSystem. The May '84 issue of Business
Computer Systems reported a survey
showing the p-System fourth among

microcomputer operating systems with a
10% market share in 1983, behind CP/M
(39%), MS/DOS (30%), and Apple DOS
(13%). The same survey showed Unix
holding a 2% market share. At the time
the article was published, AT&T was
spending millions of dollars publicizing
Unix as the next industry standard, and
Softech's Ben Goodwin was quoted in the
trade press as saying, "We have lost the
war with PC/DOS."
Softech Microsystems has done
more to hurt the p-System than help it.
The p-System they introduced for the IBM
PC was abominably slow (the version done
by Network Consulting runs five times
faster), and priced hundreds of dollars
more than PC/DOS. Furthermore, after a
major advertising campaign, Softech
failed to deliver its Liaison networking
package.
The p-System will survive without
Softech. Several vendors in North America and Europe market p-Systems for various computers. If Softech's rights to the
p-System are acquired by a company that
understands the strengths of the operating system, particularly its potential for
multi-user configurations on Motorola
68000- and Intel 80286-based equipment,
Softech's departure from the p-System
community will not be mourned.
ROB COZENS

Information Services Manager
Omega
San Francisco, California

CORRECTION
In "Surveying the Software Gene~ator
Market," (Sept. 1, p. 105) the following
note should have appeared: This paper
and the research on which it is based were
prepared under the direction of A. Milton
Jenkins, Peat Marwick Visiting Professor.
Others contributing to this work include
personnel from Peat Marwick's Strategic
Research Services and Catalyst Group,
and graduate MIS students at Indiana
University. Copies of the complete survey
are available from Richard A. Willner,
Strategic Research Services Group, Peat
Marwick, Mitchell & Co., 345 Park Ave.,
New York, NY 10154, (212) 872-6548.
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WANG PUTS

AUTOMATION NO ...
NETWORKING
ATYOUR FINGERTIPS.
TOGETHER.TODAY.
Until recently, businesses
our VS family of computers.
Finally, with Wang OFFICE,
had to buy data processing
They integrate and distribute
you can give anyone with a
from one company.
information from deskdesktop terminal access to data
Office automation from
top to mainframe, in
processing, office automation
another. And networklocal as well as remote
and networkinging from yet another.
all through the
So instead of worksame, easy-toing togethe~ these three
locations, in both Wang and
use, menutechnologies sometimes work \
IBM environments.
driven
Then there's Wang Sysinterface.
against each other.
\
tems Networking,
With .
But at Wang, we've been listening to customers tell us their \ a flexible framework
Wang, you
also get
businesses would run better if the \ that offers a wide range
three became one.
\ of networking solu/
something as
\ tions. Like WangNet, Wang's / important as any product:
And that's the way we've
designed our products.
\ universal, open transport /
Our commitment to provide
The key to the Wang solution is
system.
/
you with the best possible
\
/
service and support.
So call Wang at 1-800\
/
225-9264.
\ ...
. And discover how much
~g
better everything runs when
\ 'is!
everything runs together.

\

WANG
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George R. Davis, Editor-in-Chief

EDlmRIAL

IT'S TIME TO SHOW
YOUR STUFF IN JAPAN
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A peace of sorts has descended in the long-fought battle to lower Japanese
trade barriers against U.S. computer and telecommunications manufacturers.
Following years of intercontinental haggling and months of meetings, proposals, counterproposals, and behind-the-scenes arm-twisting, the Japanese
government has agreed to remove all import tariffs on cpus and peripherals
by early next year and to establish a private sector group for discussion of
international standards. In addition, the Japanese government has decreed
through MIT! that 132 Japanese firms will purchase more foreign computer
and communications products in the future.
While all of this is encouraging for proponents of fair trade, it is really
nothing more than a small concession made by the Japanese to stem mounting U.S. protectionist legislation (see Tokyo bureau manager Thomas Murtha's "The Kimono Is Open," p. 36). These Japanese concessions will
provide access to some business not previously available to U.S. manufacturers. The real trade imbalance problem between the U.S. and Japan, however,
lies in the minds and hearts of the Japanese buyers. Like it or not, Japanese
buyers-whether of computers or cars-see the international product game
differently from the rest of the world. "Made in Japan" has a much deeper
emotional meaning to a Japanese buyer than a "made in the U.S.A." tag does
to the average American buyer. This is due partly to the siege mentality of a
small island nation, and partly to the Japanese's real pride in the economic
miracle they've brought off in the postwar decades. It will be all but impossible to force a Japanese user to buy American equipment simply because it is
American. Even if it were possible, it might play to the strength of those Japanese who want to further protect their home market. Japanese buyers could
view legislated purchases as a clever trick, meant to keep the U.S. Congress
from bringing stronger anti-Japanese trade legislation to bear. As a result,
Japanese users will have little respect for the American product they will be
forced to buy.
It is in the best interests of American manufacturers to look at this relaxation of trade barriers as nothing more than an opportunity that will allow them to gain a new understanding of the Japanese marketplace. It is
crucial that U.S. suppliers gain an understanding of the Japanese regulatory
system and of the Japanese standards maze. Even with the relaxation of barriers, Japanese cultural differences will not be easy to overcome.
It is therefore imperative that American manufacturers convince Japanese users that they should buy American because of quality and innovation, not because of legislation.
Above all, American manufacturers must try to truly understand the
Japanese buyer. That will be the most difficult task because it represents a
new cha1lenge for American marketing. Decades ago, when American computer companies entered European markets, the suppliers succeeded for the
most part by applying good old U.S. computer marketing techniques. In other areas of the world they found different cultures and sometimes far different purchasing criteria, but at the time, American computers were the only
game in town, so they won the markets. Nation after nation adjusted their
criteria because they needed computers.
But things are very different in Japan. American manufacturers are
faced with a society that has shown over and over again that it won't respond
to Western marketing tactics. They are also faced with a society that has
well-entrenched, highly successful computer and telecommunications industries. American vendors also cannot expect Japanese buyers to believe that
"made in the U.S.A." automatically means the highest possible quality.
With the trade barriers now relaxed a bit, American computer and
communications vendors have an opportunity to show their stuff, but the
stuff they show will determine just how successful they will be.
@
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SEE . . HAPPEIIS WHEI
YOU GIVE YOUR 3270 TERMIIIAlS
AMilD OF THEIR_.
You've never seen anything like this before.
Because most of what you see here has never before been
seen on a 3270 terminal.
Until now.
Because now there's ITT Courier's new 9930 application
processor. A fits-under-your-desk computer system that
provides 16 of our 9000 Series terminals with all the brain
power necessary to do everything you see here.
And then some.
Word processing, electronic mail, spreadsheet analysis
and a full menu of other local processing functions can now
be performed independent of your 3270 mainframe.
In essence, the added intelligence of the 9930 gives· your
3270 terminals a mind of their own, allowing them to
function much like a personal computer. Yet your end-users
have to learn nothing more than a few simple keystrokes.
The 9930 application processor. No other device can do
as much for your 3270 terminals. Or ,rA~~i!:;L."'i':2i}j!',l?:>
do it nearly as well.
~
See for yourself. Contact your
i
nearest ITT Representative. Or call
I
ITT Courier's Sales
1
Department, toll-free
!
at 1-800-528-1400. COURIER
Integrated Business Systems

ITT
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IBM'S PC
PACES THE

PACK

Our annual mini/micro survey
forecasts familiar faces in the
winner's circle.
by John W. Verity
Minicomputer shipments during the year
eQ.ding June 1986 will be up just 13.3%
over the previous year in terms of dollar
volume, according to the 1985-86 DATAMATION/Cowen & Co. mini/micro computer survey. This represents a
substantial decline from the 25 % growth
forecast in last year's survey and is attributable largely to the ongoing strength of
IBM's PC family.
Meanwhile, there will be a continuing deceleration of growth in personal
computer shipments-only 24% growth
in dollar volume compared with the 63 %
forecast last year--even as micros continue to encroach on business that once
went to minis alone. The survey, made in
July and August, found about a quarter of
all mini sites (24%) and two fifths of pc
sites (39%) expecting to spend more for
those types of equipment in the year ending June 1987 than they will have spent in
the previous 12 months.
Special attention was paid this
year to, among other topics, AT&T and its
Unix operating system, the needs and
plans of those using Digital Equipment
VAX computers, the IBM PC and related
software markets, and the effect of pcs on
minicomputer markets.
This year's survey tallied responses from 6,412 mini/micro sites
where 27,557 minicomputers were operated and some 90,000 personal computers
were purchased in the past year and a
half. Most of these sites (93%) are end
users, as opposed to systems houses and
oems, which ultimately resell the gear
they described for the survey.
As in previous surveys, results
show that the rate at which minicomputer
makers are signing up new users is falling
as the market matures. The compound
annual growth rate of the user base is 9%
for the past five years, but 15% for the
past eight years. The minicomputer system types showing the strongest growth
in new users are workstations and intelligent terminals, which outperformed
small business systems, traditional minis,
and data entry and office systems.
One traditional application area
for minis, scie~tific/engineering calculation, will slip almost a full percentage
20 DATAMATION

point in its share of the total shipments
indicated by respondents for 1985-86.
The strongest application areas appear to
be standalone business data processing,
on the strength of IBM'S S/36.
Market activity seems dampened.
Although responses varied according to
the mode of buying and the primary
equipment vendor involved, users indicated less anticipation than last year that
their pc and mini suppliers would unveil
major systems in coming months. Last
year's survey found 26% of the minicomputer sites and 38% ofthe pc sites expecting major announcements, but this year
the comparable numbers were 23% and
32%, respectively. The fall in expectations held among end-user and oem/systems house sites alike, although 37% of
the latter (down from 45% last year) still
said they expected to see major product
introductions soon. Among the vendors
seen as most likely to spring new products
are Data General, Hewlett-Packard, and
Apollo Computer of Chelmsford, Mass.
The products mentioned as likely to
surface include DEC'S MicrovAX III and
machines code-named Scorpio, Nautilus,
Neptune, and Nebulus; HP's Spectrum;
Data General's MicroEagle and MV/
12000; and IBM'S long-expected pc2.
Where important new products
have been introduced or first shipped
since the last survey, shifts have occurred
in buying patterns. For instance, in terms
of dollars, DEC VAX sites indicated a
growing appetite for the model 8600 system (37.4% of the total spending for VAX
equipment during the next 18 months,
compared with 15.3% for the last 18
months), while the original vAx-l1/780
and its companion model 785's dollar
share tapered from a total of 56.3% in the
previous 18 months to 31.6%. The MicroVAX II has gone from a mere 0.5% of

Among the vendors seen as most
likely to spring new products are .
Apollo, Data General, and HP.
VAX spending to 15%. Indeed, in both
technical and commercial arenas, the MicrOVAX II was mentioned by 45% of VAX
sites as the primary VAX machine for new
applications: the prospects for that VLSIbased machine to grab a large share of the
total VAX pie seem substantial. Nevertheless, the venerable PDP-II is still holding
its own at 16% of the value of all DEC
shipments to responding sites.
In most cases, average minicomputer system prices have risen substantially in the past five years, more than
doubling for some vendors. For instance,
Data General machines purchased in
1980-81 averaged $35,000, but those purchased in 1984-85 went for an average of
$101,000. Machines from Tandem Com-

RG.1

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
Query: Do you have in use now, or do you plan to use initially in 1985/86, a local area
network (LAN)?
PERCENT OF SITES

SHARE

~OTHER
~ARCNET
~

IBMPCNET

~--1~;~~.~ . ~--~~~,,~~ WANGNET
~ETHERNET
~

VAXCLUSTER

~

DECNET

7/84

7/85
PLANNED
IN USE
PLANNED FOR 85/86
FOR 85/86
·Implicit 74%, 1.5-year compound growth rate
··Includes 3-COM 3.0%, NoveIi2.6%, Sytek 0.9%, AT&T Starlan 1.3%, AT&T Other 2.5%, Primenet 1.3%, etc.

RG.2

CUSTOMER LOYALTY
Query: Do you expect to change to another manufacturer as your primary source of
minicomputers in 1985/86?
PERCENT RELATIVE TO TOTAL SURVEY AVERAGE OF 85.1% ANSWERING NO·
+11.6%

-5.6%

·As opposed to answering Yes or Seriously Considering

puters of Cupertino, Calif., and Prime
Computer of Nadick, Mass., however,
now sell for a lower price than five years
ago: for example, Tandem's average system price was $268,000 then but is only
$202,000 now. The increasing popularity
of DEC'S Microv AX II will probably trigger a fall from $143,000 to $98,000 in the
average price of DEC systems purchased
during 1984-85 and 1985-86, respectively_
For Data General, the most important 32-bit machines will be the highest-performance MV models, the 10000
and upcoming 12000, accounting for a total of 55.7% of the total planned purchases by respondents. The original model 8000's share (including the 8000-2) of
32-bit dollars spent with that vendor will
fall from 36% in 1984-85 to only 10.6%
in the next 18 months. Similarly, Prime

Average minicomputer system
prices have risen substantially in
the past five years, more than
doubling for some vendors.
stands to see 53.9% of its revenues from
survey respondents come from its model
9955.
AT&T, once a major source of business for minicomputer vendors, has shifted to its own systems in a big way. In the
upcoming 18 months, the survey shows,
AT&T sites will use AT&T minis 93.1 % of
the time, while DEC'S share continues to
fall, hitting near bottom at a mere 3.4%.
Nevertheless, AT&T has had only limited
success in penetrating minicomputer
markets beyond its own boundaries.
About 76.3% of the purchases of AT&T
3B minis planned by respondents will go
to internal AT&T sites. Of the 3Bs used by
respondents, 67.5% are scheduled for
communications work (including systems
run by the Bell operating companies),
9.2% for education, and 11.3% for financial services systems.
The Unix operating system, on
which AT&T has been relying as a wedge
into the IBM-dominated market, still
ranks low on users' lists of criteria for selecting computer systems. Both technical
and commercial sites ranked "strong
Unix offering" as only the 12th most important criterion, while compatibility
with installed systems and hardware reliability were most important to those two
types of users, respectively.
As a primary operating system,
Unix has made only modest inroads:
7.8% of the respondents indicated that
Unix is now their main operating system
and another 4.4% said it would become
their main system in the next 18 months.
But that future total of 12.2% is down
from the comparable figure of 13.8%
measured last year. A similar drop, from
18.2% last year to 15.8%, was seen In the
NOVEMBER 1,198521

IN FOCUS
use of Unix as a secondary system.
Evidently, newer suppliers such as
AT&T, Sun Microsystems of Mountain
View, Calif., and Altos Computer Systems of San Jose have come to depend on
Unix and its derivatives most heavily.
Only 14.3% of DEC sites, for instance,
said Unix would be their primary operating system, but users of Sun, Altos, and
AT&T each showed greater than 92%
planned usage. Of current users of Unix,
DEC sites are most heavily represented,
with 35%. Next are IBM at 10% and HP at
9%. And, not surprisingly, Unix is more
widely used in technical than in commercial applications, particularly in software
development. AT&T'S System V is the
most popular Unix variant, followed by
the Berkeley 4.2 version and Microsoft's
Xenix.
Slight increases were found in the
use of such advanced programming languages as Ada, Lisp, and Prolog. Respec-

AT&T, once a major source of
business for minicomputer
vendors, has shifted to its own
systems in a big way.
tively, 7.4%, 8.9% and 4.3% of survey
respondents said they would use those
languages by the end of next year. Lisp
was found most heavily used in educational sites followed by software development sites.
Interest in fault tolerant systems
held at traditional survey levels, but
doubts about the real size of this market
raised by past years' surveys were confirmed. Asked if they would like their
current vendor to supply a fault tolerant
version of its minicomputer system, 3.1 %
of respondents said they already had such
a machine installed, 15 % said they would
like such a system and would pay extra
for it, and 36% said yes, but they would
not pay extra for it. When asked if they
would still be interested in this capability
if it were not compatible with their current systems (say, an IBM 370 or VAX),
40.5% said no and only 10.5% said yes.
As noted last year, this response suggests
a much narrower market potential for
new, proprietary fault tolerant systems
than might have been expected.
In the "integrated" office systems
arena, it was found that a handful of suppliers has captured the majority of installations, both planned and existing. IBM
was found to have a 23.7% share, about
even with DEC'S 22.9% share; they were
followed by Wang's 11.8%, Data General's 10.6%, and HP'S 5.1 %. Altogether,
only 18% of survey sites had such systems installed or planned for future installation; usage is heaviest with large
organizations (e.g., 31 % of users showing
annual revenues over $500 million). Ex22 DATAMATION

FIG. 3

TOP DOZEN MINICOMPUTER SYSTEMS 1985/86
A. BASED ON NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS ACQUIRING SYSTEMS
(7/85-12/86)
MANUFACTURER
IBM
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC
HP
IBM
DEC
DG
IBM

SYSTEM
.System/36
MicroVAX-1i
VAX. Unspecified
VAX-11j750
VAX 8600
VAX-11j785
VAX-11j780
3000. Unspecified
System/38
PDP-11f84
MVf4000
Series/1

AVERAGE UNITS
HOW MANY
PER SITE
SITES ACQUIRING
224
196
83

83
75
67
64
52
47
42
36
34

7.9
2.9
2.0
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.3
2.8
1.2
1.8
3.2
9.8

B. BASED ON NUMBER OF UNITS BEING ACQUIRED (7/85-12/86)
MANUFACTURER
IBM
DEC
DEC
Burro~ghs

IBM
Altos
DEC
HP
Data General
DEC
DEC
Data General

SYSTEM
System/36
PDP-11f73
MicroVAX-1i
820/825
Series/1
986
VAX. Unspecified
3000, Unspecified
Eclipse, MV/4000
VAX 8600
VAX-11f750
Eclipse, MV
Unspecified

HOW MANY UNITS
BEING ACQUIRED

EST. VALUE
($ MILLIONS)

1,774
621
567
345
332
251
164
144
144
104
104

$103.4
9.3
21.2
2.1
12.7
2.5
35.6
31.2
12.2
53.1
13.8

104

5.7

• The respondents also plan to acquire:
• 95 DEC VAX-11/785s for $262 million and 81 VAX-11J780s for $22.9 million
• 21 AT&T 3820s for $6.3 million, 224 382s for $7.5 million
• 95 DG MV/10000s for $19.6 million
• 56 IBM System/38s for $14.8 million
• 25 Prime 9955s for $8.6 million
• In total, 2,094 respondents reported plans to acquire 9,867 systems valued at over $693 million between
7/85 and 7/86.

cept where IBM is the principal supplierwhere mainframes still dominate and
networked pcs are on the rise-integrated
office systems tend to be based on shared
minis. Forty-nine percent of the office
system users said IBM communications
compatibility (i.e., under System Network Architecture) was "very desirable."
Previous surveys in this series
have shown the microcomputer in general, and IBM'S PC in particular, making
strong inroads in markets that were once
the province of minicomputers. The
microcomputer continues to extend its
reach, although not as strongly as in the
past few years. Last year, for instance, the
year-to-year growth in new pc users within the survey population was measured at

65%, but this year's growth is only 22%.
This suggests a maturation of the market
in which most sites already have at least
one pc installed. There may be only single-digit growth by next year. The slowdown in growth seems to be taking place
among sites using all types of pCS-IBM,
Apple, and all the rest.
The few new pc users are, not surprisingly, choosing IBM as their main supplier. That company has gained 63.3% of
new pc users in the past year, compared
with Apple's mere 4.6%.
The application of pcs is strongest
among banking and educational sites.
Asked how many hours on average they
used their pcs, respondents matched last
year's number of 4.9 hours. The most rap-

IF YOU WANTID SEILBUSINESS SOFIWARE ID1HIS COMPANr;
IT BErTER BEA GOOD FIT.
Jordache was one of the first companies to see that
borderless business software was the wave of the future.
Their choice: The company that invented it, McCormack
&Dodge. We created Millennium, a family of financial and
human resources applications that aren't just borderless
in name, but in fact.
Millennium eliminates boundaries between applications,
letting you search through large data bases and effortlessly
pursue information trails across systems. Millennium

applications are on-line, real-time, integrated with all major
data bases. The complete Millennium family includes an
interactive PC link and systems development tool.
We are about to deliver Jordache's second Millennium version, Millennium 2.0. Even more advanced
than the original. With it we send our thanks for
b~lieving in Millen- MCCormack &Dod(Je
mum the first
.
'l:)
. around.
DB
a company of
tIme
. The
Dun &: BradstreelCorporation

McCormack & Dodge Corpora tion, 1225 Worcester Road, Natick, MA 01760, 1-800-343-0325
Jordache is a registered trademark of Jordache Enterprises, Inc.
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id rise in pc applications has been in
remote terminal emulation and graphics
processing, but spreadsheet and word
processing work continue to dominate.
In terms of sites, the "independent
store" remains the predominant channel
through which to acquire a pc (53.8%),
particularly for machines from Houstonbased Compaq Computer Corp. (88% of
sites). About 63% of IBM sites buy from a
store and another 25% buy direct from
IBM. (For DEC, HP, and Wang, over 60%
buy direct from the manufacturer.) When
measured in terms of unit volume, however, "direct from manufacturer" is the
leading channel of acquisition (51.8%). A
shift was noted in the source of IBM pcs,
from direct to the independent store, suggesting that Apple is losing retail shelf
space. On the other hand, educational
sites, where Apple is particularly strong,
are heavily skewed toward acquisition direct from the vendor.
Even more than hardware, pc software is bought at independent stores.
While only 22.9% of such software comes
directly from the manufacturer, 58.2%
comes from independent stores.
Selection of pcs is based heavily on
compatibility with prior systems and the
availability of software. While a quarter
of the responding sites mentioned the viability of their pc vendor as a major selection criterion, the other two factors were
each mentioned by 60% of the sites. For
the first time, the IBM PC ranked ahead of
Apple for software availability, but the industry leader's machine continued to lag
the Silicon VaHey vendor when it comes
to ease of use and quality of displays.
Software continues to capture a
rising share of the average user's pc
spending. Software purchases accounted

FIG. 4

MINICOMPUTER PURCHASES
TOTAL SYSTEMS
PERCENT OF INDICATED SPENDING (IN DOLLARS)
PAST 18 MONTHS

NEXT 18 MONTHS
OTHER

WANG

DG

HP

IBM

DEC

*Past 18 months includes: Prime 5.9%, AT&T 2:4%, SEL 1.5%, Tandem 1.5%
**Next 18 months includes: Prime 2.6%, AT&T 2.3%, SEL 1.6%, Tandem 1.6%

FIG. 5

VAX PRODUCT MIX
PERCENTOFRESPONDENTVAX*PURCHASES
-UNITS-

-DOLLARS-

11/785

As a primary operating system,
Unix has made only modest
inroads.
for 19.2% of the spending in the 12
months preceding the survey and stand to
make up 20.4% of the coming year's
spending. Helping to fuel that trend is the
continuing perception by users that the
quality of pc software exceeds that of
minicomputer packages.
Lotus 1-2-3 and Wordstar continue to rank as the leading software
packages for pcs among survey respondents. The former was mentioned by 68%
of respondents while the latter was mentioned by 41 %. Runners-up included various database packages and Multiplan.
Lotus's Symphony showed up at only
20.8% of the sites, while IBM'S DisplayWrite came in just under MultiMate's score
of7.3%. Nevertheless, IBM stands to push
its way into the top five software packages
to be used in the upcoming 18 months
24 DATAMATION

11/780
11/750

11/730
MicroVAX-1

MicroVAX-1I

8600

1/84-6/85

7/85-12/86

1/84-6.85

7/85-12/86

*Excludes unspecified VAX models; VAX-II/725 and VAX-II/782 quantities nominal in these data

IF YOU WANT 10 SEIL BUSINESS SOFIWARE 10 1HIS COMPAN\;
YOU BETTER DEUVER.
Flying Tigers® was one of the first companies to see that
borderless business software was the wave of the future.
Their choice: The company that invented it, McCormack
&Dodge. We created Millennium, a family of financial and
human resources applications that aren't just borderless
in name, but in fact.
Millennium eliminates boundaries between applications,
letting you search through large data bases and effortlessly
pursue information trails across systems. Millennium

applications are on-line, real-time, integrated with all major
data bases. The complete Millennium family inchides an
interactive PC link and systems development tool.
We are about to deliver Flying Tigers' second Millennium version, Millennium 2.0. Even more advanced
than the original. With it we send our thanks for
b~lieving in MillenMCCormack & Dodpe
mum the first
'D
. around.
DB The
a company-of
tIme
Dun8< Bradstreet Corporation

McCormack & Dodge Corporation, 1225 Worcester Road, Natick, MA 01760,1-800-343-0325
Flying Tigers is a registered trademark of Flying Tigers Lines.
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with DisplayWrite and TopView. By the
same token, Wordstar's star seems to be
falling. While TopView, IBM'S windowing
package, is currently in use at only 2.6%
of the survey sites, users indicated that
figure would reach 6.6% by the end of
next year. Lotus's Jazz is now at 2.1 % of
the sites but the survey predicts it may get
to 5.4% in the same time period.
Compatibility has been an issue in
the pc market ever since IBM unveiled its
market-winning PC in 1981, and this

For the first time, the IBM PC
ranked ahead of Apple for software availability.

AT&T 3Bs SLOW TO TAKE OFF
RESPONDENT PLANNED 38 UNIT PURCHASES

I
NON-AT&T

•
•
•
•
•

$ 53
192
70
106

$ 30
107
39
59

$20
72
26
40

$ 459
559
559

$44
56
56

$ 25
30
30

$17
20
20

.......... $1,999

$249

$139

$ 94

$995

$97

$ 54

$ 37

$ 75
388
110

$42
216

$ 28
146

1945

22·

UNION·

1-800-526-4965
Offices

in

Philadelphia

N.J.

(Outside
and

New
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ANNOUNCING THE FIRST
BUSINESS MODELING
SYSTEM WITH
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
INGOT is the first DSS which simulates decision making of· a
chief financial officer to minimize capital costs. INGOT takes
into account daily financial events, corporate policies, interest
rates, and your business forecasts. INGOT's CASHMOD
·command makes simultaneous equations obsolete.
Other standard capabilities in INGOT give you more for
your DSS dollar, including:
•
•
•
•

PERT project management with automatic calendaring.
Times series forecasting and advanced statistical methods.
Flexible graphics for floor plans, maps and diagrams.
Data entry with automatic validation and user defined
HELP files.
• Optimization with linear and integer programming.
.• Built-in financial and manufacturing models as commands.
• 100% of reference manual on-line for easy use.
INGOT runs on IBM MVS/TSO, DEC VAX, Prime, Tandem,
DG AOS/VS, Apollo, CDC/NOS-VE, HP 9000, Honeywell
GCOS, and most UNIX systems. Ask us about any others.

Tra"nsNet Corporation

ROUTE

SERVICES

Manufacturing-Electrical Equipment SIC includes old Western Electric
Communications SIC includes the old Bell Operating Companies
Business Services includes computer and data processing service (i.e., much of systems house population)
Manufacturing-Except Electrical includes office machine suppliers (e.g., hardware oems)
These data do not reflect the recent very large 3B contract awards from the government sector (e.g., NSA)

TI707 Portable Data TerminaL ...... $ 550
TI820 Data Terminal PKG KSR ...... 1,995
TI855 Dual Mode Printer................
725
TI865 Dual
1,095

B

R?

OTHER
..., FINANCIAL

EDUCATION

12 MOS - 24 MOS - 36 MOS
$ 32
$ 22
$ 58
125
70
47
211
117
79
83
46
31
178
99
67
255
142
95
316
176
119

Personal Printer ................. .
Letter Printer..................... .
DECwriter III KSR ............. .
Video TerminaL .............. ..
Graphics TerminaL ............ .
Color Graphics TerminaL .. ..
Laser Printer

SIC

CUSTOMER

AT&T
INTERNAL

year's survey shows that systems-level
compatibility is more important (64% of
sites) than applications-level compatibility. This augurs well for the equipment
manufacturer but less so for the independent software supplier. Of those sites that
had standardized on one or two pc suppliers, 69% chose to do so along systems
lines (MS/DOS, for instance), but only
26% at the software package level (e.g.,
Lotus 1-2-3).
Lotus is the major beneficiary of
the ongoing standardization of pc software packages. Two fifths of the respondents have chosen 1-2-3 as a standard

LA50
LA210
LA120
VT220
VT240
VT241
LN03

FIG. 6

201·688·7800

N.J.)
York

Get the Facts. Call 800-323-7820 or in Illinois 312-869-5556.
SCHONFELD & ASSOCIATES, INC.
.s5:5:=:a:=~
III 2550 Crawford Ave .. Evanston. IL 60201

INGOT

City
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IF YOU WANTID SEll BUSINESS SOFIWARE ID 1HIS COMP~
YOUBElvIERHAVE IT UP AND RUNNING.
Herman's World of Sporting Goods was one of the first
companies to see that borderless business software was
the wave of the future. Their choice: The company that
invented it, McCormack &Dodge. We created Millennium,
a family of financial and human resources applications that
aren't just borderless in name, but in fact.
Millennium eliminates boundaries between applications, letting you search through large data bases and effort1essly pursue information trails across systems. Millennium

applications are on-line, real-time, integrated with all major
data bases. The complete Millennium family includes an
interactive PC link and systems development tool.
We are about to deliver Herman's World of Sporting
Goods' second Millennium version, Millennium 2.0.
Even more advanced than the original. With it we send our
~han~s for ~elieving
MCCormack &Dodpe
III MIllenmum the
'D
· around. DB The
a company of
Dun&: Bradstreet Corporation
filrst tIme

McCormack & Dodge Corporation, 1225 Worcester Road, Natick, MA 01760, 1-800-343-0325
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package, followed by Ashton-Tate's
dBase product at 9.2%.
When it comes to pc hardware
with an operating system, IBM is the
hands-down winner. Of those sites that
have chosen one or two standard suppliers, IBM was mentioned by three fifths of
the sites, followed by Apple's 7% and
Compaq's 6%, IBM winning even where
another vendor is the major supplier of
minicomputers: only 17.8% of DEC sites
have standardized on DEC micros52.6% have chosen IBM. In sum, IBM has
captured more than half, 56.3% to be exact, of the sites with microcomputer installations. Apple is left with only 9.9%
(down from 42% in the 1981 survey) and
DEC with only 4.9%. IBM's share promises

FIG. 7

PRIMARY CHANNEL FOR PC HARDWARE ACQUISITION
Query: What is the primary channel through which your organization acquires its pcs?
PERCENT OF SITES
APPLE
COMPAQ

IBM
~ DIRECT FROM
~

MANUFACTURER

~

OTHER (MANUFACTURER,
STORE, ETC.)

~

INDEPENDENT

~STORE

The few new pc users are, not
surprisingly, choosing IBM as
their main supplier.
to grow to 62% next year, according to
respondents' planned purchases; Apple's
share will drop by a half, to only 5%.
Compaq and AT&T will each gain, however, the former up 1% to 5% and the
latter tripling its current 1% share. Of the
more than 90,000 pcs purchased by survey respondents in the 18 months preceding the survey date, 53.1 % were from

1984

1985

1984

1985

1984

1985

SURVEY YEAR

• For DEC, HP, and Wang, however, 600/0± cite "direct from manufacturer" as primary channel

UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS
DHAHRAN - SAUDI ARABIA
COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
The Department of Computer Science and Engineering will have faculty positions in Computer Science and Engineering
open for the academic year 1986-87, starting 1 September 1986.
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE:
Ph.D. in Computer Science or Computer Engineering or in a closely related discipline with emphasis in Programming
Languages, Data Base-Organization and Structure, Microprocessors, Operating Systems, Data Processing, System Analysis, Digital Design, Computer Architecture, and Software Engineering, Micro-Electronics and Robotics.
The Department offers an undergraduate program in Computer Science and Engineering and a master program in Computer Science.
Computing facilities available include a computer-aided-instruction center based on an HP3000 and a number of microcomputers, a computer-graphics center with a VAX 11/780 and number of work stations in addition to IBM 3033 and
AMDAHL 5850 and various minicomputers and microcomputers.
LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION IS ENGLISH.
Minimum regular contract for two years, renewable. Competitive salaries and allowances. Air-conditioned and furnished
housing provided. Free air transportation to and from Dhahran each year. Attractive educational assistance grants for
school-age dependent children. All earned income without Saudi taxes. Ten months duty each year with two months
vacation with salary. There is also possibility of selection for the University's on-going summer program with good
additional compensation.
Apply before December 31, 1985, with complete resume on academic, professional and personal data, list of references, list of publications, research details, and with photo-copies of degrees and/or transcripts, including home and
office addresses and telephone numbers to:
UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS
HOUSTON OFFICE, DEPT. 309
5718 WESTHEIMER, SUITE 1550
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77057 USA
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--- We're in the IBM plug-compatibles business. And when it gets
down to a question of them or us for terminals, .more and more mainframe users are choosing us. C.Itoh.
They choose C. Itoh not just because of our lower prices. It's also
because of our greater versatility, long list of extra features, and.
more compact design.
Our IBM plug -compatible terminals are so versatile that they
can be ordered with alternate personalities and changeable
keyboards.
The list of extra, built-in features ranges from a printer port to
a time-of-day clock.
And our compact design, a footprint of just one foot by one foot,
means our terminals take up less desk space than an in and out basket.
To help you make the right choice, simply contact·the
Plug Compatibles Division of CIE Systems, 2515 McCabe Way,
Irvine, CA 92713-9628. Call toll free
1-800-854-5959. In California, phone
...
1-800-432-3278. Service nationwide.
. . . . I .....

I --H

®IBM is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
©1985 CIE Systems, Inc.

IBM Plug Compatibles
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IT'S OUR BUSINESS TO SHARE
OFFICE SPACE WITH IBM~

AndNow,
thePosterl

IN FOCUS
FIG. 8

PC APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
Query: Which pc applications software package does your organization principally use
now and which are planned for use (initially or additionally) in 1985/86?
PERCENT OF MENTIONS
OTHER
FRAMEWORK
JAZZ

2'0:i=====
0.8

MULTIPLAN
DBASE

1.0

TOPVIEW (IBM)
DISPLAYWRITE (IBM)
WORDSTAR
SYMPHONY

1-2-3

IN USE NOW

PLANNED FOR 85/86

FIG. 9

IBM PC PRODUCT MIX
Query: How many personal computers were acquired by your organization during the
past 18 months (1/84-6/85), and how many are planned for the next 18 months
(7j85-12/86)?
RESPONDENT IBM PC PURCHASES
-SITES-

-UNITS-

~ UNSPECIFIED
.1

Ten dollars buys an I8-inch by
24-inch, four-color reproduction of
our June 15 cover. This exploded pc
generated so many letters we just
had to do it! Also available: a poster
version of our March 1 "wire blossoms" cover.
To order, send a check ($10 per
postel) made out to DATAMATION,
with your name and address, to
DATAMATION Poster, 875 Third
Ave., New York, NY 10022. Please
specify "June 15 Exploded Pc" or
"March 1 Wire Blossoms:'

'i) OTHER*
PCXT

1/84-6/85

7/85-12/86

1/84-6/85

7/85-12/86

"Principally 3270 PC

DRTRMRTION
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Note: PCjXT and original PC still comprise over half of respondents' personal computer unit buys from IBM.

RELIABLE LSI CIRCUITRY
Extensive use of LSI circuitry for a
reduced parts count, plus a design
specification that provides a 20,000
hour MTBF, mean years of troublefree operation for your customer.

FSD
The FSD is the high-performance drive with built-in quality to match.
After all, it's built in the U.S.A. by Control Data, leading supplier of OEM
storage peripherals for over twenty-five years. And it's backed by our worldwide support system.
.
The FSD meets all FCC, UL, CSA, and VDE standards and features
a dual channel option, daisy chain interface capability, phased-lock data
separation, and much more. The FSD is ideally suited for your systems
application ..
Why not evaluate the FSD yourself? To qualify for an evaluation unit, or for
more detailed information, call your local Control Data OEM sales representative direct, or our toll-free HOTLINE: 1-800/828-8001 EXT. 82. Or, write:
Control Data, OEM Product Sales HQW08X, P.O. Box 0, Minneapolis, MN 55440.

<S 2) CONTR.OL DATA
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CHOOSE HIGH-PERFORMANCE
OR ULTRA-HIGH PERFORMANCE
FSD operates with the standard SMD
interface or the new SMD-E extended
interface with a 14.5 MHz transfer rate,
and an 18 millisecond data access rate
for increased system throughput.

NEED EVEN MORE CAPACITY?
FSD's half-rack form factor permits
installation of two drives in a standard
19" rack-mount configuration, giving
you storage capacity of over one
gigabyte.

Q~~

President Ronald Reagan

"u.s.

Savings
Bonds can mean
a brighter future
foryo~ ... and
Amenca
u.s.
"I'm appeali~g to
•
every Amencan
to support the
Savings Bonds program.
With today's competitive-rate
Bonds, you can earn higher market-based interest and at the same time play an important
role in America's growth and prosperity. Last
year alone, U.S. Savings Bonds saved our
Treasury nearly $2 billion. That's something
every taxpayer benefits from.
Why not serve your country
while you save. Buy U.S. Savings Bonds
through your Payroll Savings Plan where you
work. It's the way to build up your savings while
you build a better America.

us. SAVINGS BONDS~ Paying Better1han Ever
...,~
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IBM, 14.2% from Apple, 6.5% from DEC,
and 4.4% from Zenith.
IBM will see the PC AT do well, that
machine comprising 23% of the IBM PC
units users plan to purchase in 1985-86;
the original PC and XT versions will show
a combined share of 73%. In terms of
sites purchasing pcs, the AT will go to
21 %, while the two previous models will
go to 56%. The 3270 PC is still a low-volume product with this survey population,
accounting for only 2% of planned unit
purchases, or 3% of the sites.
Asked if they anticipated any major systems introductions by their vendors this year, 36% of IBM PC user sites
answered affirmatively, down from the
48% recorded last year when the survey
was taken just a month before the longawaited AT was unveiled. This year's survey was taken just after IBM told
customers that there would be no pc2 introduction this year.
The Pc's importance to IBM
showed in the fact that 62% of the projected mini/micro dollars to be spent with

When it comes to pc hardware
with an operating system, IBM is
the hands-down winner with 60%
of the sites.
IBM by this year's survey respondents will
go for PC equipment. Earlier this year, the
DATAMATION/Cowen survey of IBM
mainframe users showed that they would
spend 28% of their IBM dollars for PC
gear.
As its overall market share has
dropped, Apple Computer's product mix
has changed. Only 19% of the specified
Apple unit volume was Macintosh hardware, compared with 52% for the Apple
II during 1984-85. But the following 18
months promise to see the Mac get 40%
of Apple's shipments to these users, while
the model II's share falls to 32%.
Peripherals purchases were down
this year. In the under-20MB hard disk
category, for instance, unit shipment
growth, over the previous year was only
12.9% (compared with the 219% measured in the 1983 survey), and in the
20MB to 100MB range, growth was 65.8%
(down from 115% last year). Even worse
were alphanumeric crt terminals, at minus 8%.
The microcomputer has made its
biggest impact in commercial computing;
it was the most frequently cited vehicle
for new applications in that sector. Minis
continue to be favored more heavily than
pcs in scientific/technical computing. @
To order the complete 1985-86
DATAMATION/Cowen & Co. Mini/Micro
Survey results for $795, please call
Don Potts at (704) 568-5854 .

ASCII and
you shall receive.
Just tell us what you want. Price? The WY-30, right out front, makes your system look and feel like
a million bucks for $399. Flat screen, crisp SO-column display, Touch-Tilt, 41 programmable functions.
Heavy duty applications? The WY-50, at $599, is the industry's favorite for a lot of good reasons.
132 columns, tilt/swivel, 16 dedicated function keys.
Even more sophistication? The WY-50+, at $699, packs top-end functionality: mUlti-page
memory, variable length function keys, bidirectional auxiliary port, and so on.
Color? The WY-350 gives you full WY-50 emulation plus 64 colors, 16 palettes for $1195.
All our ASCII terminals share the exclusive Wyse keyboard layout, 26-line screen, and acrossthe-board software compatibility, so you have complete design flexibility. Users can move from one
Wyse terminal to another without relearning or reprogramming.
No matter what you ASCII for, your answer is Wyse. Call us today.
Regional Sales Offices: Northeast (201) 725-5054; Southeast (305) 862-2221; North Central (313) 471-1565;
South Central (214) 490-0968; Southwest (818) 340-2013; Northwest (408) 559-5911; OEM inquiries (408) 946-7115.

WYSE
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See Us At Comdex, Booth 2176.

VVhyyoushouldnevermrrunit to a database
rnanagementsystemwithout test driving the product
There's only one way to evaluate the performance of
a fourth generation language database management system. 'lest drive it. Put it to work developing applications for
actual problems.
When you do, you'll find that no other 4GLiDBMS can
beat NOMAD2. The power and richness of its language let you
conquer the toughest applications with ease. And its ability to
interface with your existing databases lets you read files as
well as write data with barely an effort.
We're willing to run NOMAD2 through whatever obsta-

de course you care to set up. And against whatever products
you select for comparison. Because in a comprehensive test
drive situation, not only will NOMAD2 get applications up and
running fast, it will leave the competition in the dust.
NOMAD2, which runs on your mainframe or ours,
is another step in the NOMAD evolution that began in 1975. For
information write Roger Cox, D&B
Computing Services, 187 Danbury Rd.,
Wilton, CT 06897. Or
.
.
call (203) 762-2511. The worldS prerruer 4GL/DBMS

D&B Computing
Services

Nomad2

NOMAD is a registered trademark of D & B Computing Services. Inc.
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CHECK THE QUAUTIES YOU WANT
MOST IN A DATA ENTRY TEMPORARY:
DSpeed
D Accuracy
D Ability to follow formatting instructions
D Aptitude for your specific job requirements
D Additional clerical skills
D All of the above
Announcing
Kelly's new testing system
for data entry operators. No
matter which boxes you checked,
Kelly can now custom-tailor operators to your specific needs.
The key is the Kelly
simulator. An innovative testing computer that adapts to the operating and
performance characteristics of all major kinds
of equipment. Right down to the specific keyboard style you use. Because an operator who is
highly productive on a 10-key pad style may not be
equally proficient on a data-entry style. Or on the
typewriter style.
The Kee tests first for speed and
accuracy. And the prospective operator is scored on
that. But speed and accuracy are worthless without the ability to follow formatting instructions
correctly. So another unique step in the Kelly
testing process is the capability of the Kee to
evaluate the operator's ability to comprehend and
execute formatting instructions. And then to electronically classify temporaries for different
variations within the job description. When this is
combined with Kelly's tests for clerical skills it
enables Kelly to provide temporaries that don't
just fill in, they fit into your exact requirements.
In data entry, not everyone's needs are the
same. They may vary from business to businessand from department to department. If you need
high-production operators to spend 100% of their
time on data entry, we've got them. If you need
people to spend 25% of their time on data entry
and the remainder on accessing and clerical work,
HI

then we
test them
for clerical
only. Because
that's what you
really need.
There are
almost 600 Kelly offices
coast to coast. We're right there in the White
Pages near you. So call us next time you need
good, thoroughly qualified data entry operators.
Check the boxes above. Then check your White
Pages for your nearest Kelly office. And then
check the results.

IELL~

The
Kelly Girl®
People

SERVICES

<01985 Kelly Services, Inc.

Nobody puts temporaries to the test like Kelly:M
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While formal trade barriers in
Japan have been lowered,
administrative hurdles must still
be cleared. Nevertheless, there
are signs of progress.
by Thomas Murtha

There's an old adage often used in Japan:
ishi no ue nima san nen. It means sit on a
rock for three years. That, in essence, is
Japan's message to foreign telecommunications and computer vendors hoping to
succeed in the Japanese market.
Although such homilies about
perseverance and patience are anathema
in protectionist-minded Washington, major companies doing business in JapanBurroughs, Northern Telecom, Rolm,
and others-have taken them to heart. In
fact, major vendors have gone one step
further and are saying the proverbial ball
(the initiative in winning business) is now
in the court of suppliers.
"American companies here in telecom and computers are not complaining anymore [about trade barriers]," says
Herb Hyde, chairman of Burroughs (Japan) and president of the American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan. "They
are happy to see progress has been made.
They realize it takes time and commitment to be successful in this market."
Adds John Sheppard, director of
digital switching for Northern Telecom
Japan, "Most of the trade barriers only
exist in our minds. There are cultural differences. The situation here is not totally
different from doing business with the old
AT&T. It took us about four years to convince them we had a product the Boes
could use. So it's not unreasonable to expect it's going to take longer in Japan."
A major breakthrough for foreign
suppliers occurred in September when
Daini Denden Inc. announced it would
purchase core network equipment, ineluding four DEX 600 switching systems
and a network control center, from Digital Switch Corp., Richardson, Texas. Although the contract's value, estimated at
$20 million, may be small change in terms
of the overall market, the award was
unprecedented.
In late August, the Japanese government unilaterally took several major
steps toward lowering barriers. These in-

eluded the elimination of import tariffs on
all cpus and peripherals, effective April
1986; the establishment of a private sector
telecom standards committee with foreign representation; and a kamikaze drive
by the Ministry of Internatiomil Trade
and Industry (MIn) to have 132 Japanese
corporations purchase more American
products. Also, a group of trade negotiators meeting in Japan last spring succeeded in devising a fairer system of interconnect standards for terminal equipment.
Trade figures provide further documentation of the changes under way.
According to statistics from the U.S. embassy in Tokyo, Japanese imports of computers and related equipment during the
first half of 1985 were $450.7 million, up
45.8% from 1984. Nevertheless, it will
take many more of these double-digit percentage increases to close the total computer trade imbalance with the U.S.,
which ran at more than $2 billion in 1984.
"But it's obvious Japan is responding to American pressure, especially in
the telecommunications sector," says
Mark Foster, Japan counsel for the Electronics Industry Association. "If we continue to say Japanese efforts are
meaningless attempts to placate their critics, we've painted ourselves into a corner.
"We must convince American
companies to spend the money to take advantage of the changes that have occurred
in Japan. In the past six months, it's become much clearer that real opportunities
exist here in telecom. This isn't a mirage.
But if the opportunities aren't used, the
window will close again."
Adds Ken Suzuki, managing director of the Japan Electronic Industry

"If we continue to say that
Japanese efforts are meaningless
aHempts to placate their critics,
then we've painted ourselves into
a corner."
Development Association, "There just
aren't any significant trade problems remaining between the U.S. and Japanese
computer industries. The unilateral elimination of our tariffs on cpus and peripherals marks the complete liberalization of
our market to imports. But the selling
side should be making the effort,not the
buyers." Suzuki may be overstating just
how complete the liberalization is. Although the barriers are crumbling, cultural inertia, particularly among middle- and
lower-level bureaucrats, still slows efforts
to open the Japanese market. A case in
point is the award to Digital Switch Corp.
When Daini Denden requested interconnect specifications necessary to use
the American switches from Nippon
Telegraph and Telephone (NIT), the company ran into a stone wall. It took a for-
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mal complaint from the U.S. embassy in
Tokyo and a lecture from the Electronics
Industry Association in Washington to
prod NIT to cooperate.
"Our decision to buy core equipment from a U.S. supplier shocked NTT
and its traditional family of suppliers,"
says Sachio Senmoto, senior vp of DOL
"The problem is middle-level bureaucrats. They constantly resist change."
Rolm, too, had problems but managed to get them solved. "Changing the
bureaucratic structure here in Japan requires a lot of detailed work," concedes
Bill Crowley, vp of Rolm International
Japan. "Rolm had specific problems selling digitial PBXS that were embedded in
outdated rules that shut us out of several
important markets. We analyzed the markets and made specific recommendations
for changes. We're happy because trade
negotiations were very effective in getting
what we needed this year. Competing
here solely on price and performance is
just a function of committing the resources to removing the barriers and developing a niche in the Japanese market."
Not all foreign companies, however, have the wherewithal to tough it
out. The prospect of a three- or four-year
wait before making significant sales has

scared off many foreign companies.
"Most smaller companies can't
even think about establishing a presence
in Japan," points out John Goss, president of the International Bureau of Software Test, Sunnyvale, Calif. "If we don't
go to Japan and establish a company,
sooner or later there will be a Japanese
competitor in the same market. But
showing profit from a Japanese venture in
a short time period really looks difficult.
If we hadn't recently been acquired by a

Although the barriers are
crumbling, cultural inertia,
particularly among middle- and
lower-level bureaucrats, still
slows efforts to open the
Japanese market.
larger firm with more resources, I don't
think we could even consider getting our
feet on the ground in Japan."
Adds Bill Smale, executive vice
president of JSE International, a Japanese
firm that adapts foreign software for the
Japanese market, "Some American firms
come here ignorant of the rules of the
game and cultural differences. The big
mistake is trying to dictate the method of
doing business without understanding the

people and doing your homework."
A lot of the homework for American companies in Japan involves unraveling the regulatory maze. But the effort
could payoff, particularly in telecom
products. The modernization of Japanese
telecom calls for the installation of 60
million digital lines by 1995. That's at
least a $12 billion market by conservative
estimates. And that doesn't include the
network software, switching and terminal
equipment, and the surging demand for
value-added services.
American trade negotiators in Tokyo, unlike their saber-rattling colleagues
in Washington, are keenly aware of the
potential, and are attempting to consolidate gains.
"There are healthy signs of progress on both sides, but we still have to get
the administrative procedures in place to
fully open the Japanese market," says
Herb Cochran, commercial attache at the
U.S. embassy in Tokyo. "Pinpointing
problems in standards and certification
procedures requires taking advantage of
the opportunities now available. Running
batches of U.S. equipment through the
Japanese approval system should flush
the bugs out of the bureacracy."
But there are more than just a few
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MEANWHILE, IN WASHINGTON ..•
While foreign corporations begin their
navigation through the often difficult and
confusing Japanese procurement process,
American legislators in Washington,
D.C., no doubt sensitive to the emotional
issue of jobs, are raising the prospect of
protectionism.
The Senate Finance Committee,
searching for ways to open what is still
perceived to be a closed market, particularly in telecommunications, thinks it's
found the key. Call it the telecommunications version of the eye for an eye theory.
If the Japanese don't let the Americans in
there, than we'll keep them out of here.
Although it is merely one among
approximately 300 trade bills traveling
the halls of Congress, the Telecommunications Trade Act, S. 942 on your roster,
has been blessed by the Finance Committee and probably has an excellent chance
of . winding up on President Reagan's
desk. But not even Las Vegas is giving
odds on what will happen to it then.
A similar bill in the House, the
Trade Law Modernization Act, sponsored by Reps. Timothy Wirth (D-Colo.)
and James Florio (D·N.J.), has also
drawn wide support, but is moving more
slowly. At press time it hadn't budged
from its original position in the Energy
and Commerce Committee.
"I think the prospects for passing
this [So 942] are very good," says a source
in the office of a sponsoring senator.
"This isn't a protectionist bill. It's a market-opening bill. The administration is
going to be a lot harder pressed to veto a
bill like that."
Whether or not it's a "marketopening" bill depends upon which the
side of the Pacific one is on. There's no
doubt about the· bill's purpose, though:
"To ensure that countries, such as Japan,
which have made commitments to open
their telecommunications markets, fully
abide by those commitments or face swift
retaliation against their exports of telecommunications products and services to
the United States."
The bill's major finding is that unless the telecommunications trade imbalance is corrected through U.S. firms
being given substantially equivalent access to foreign telecom markets, the U.S.
should avoid granting continued open access to the offending nation's products
and services in our market.
To accomplish that, the President
is authorized to enter into negotiations

with the U.S. Trade Representative's list
of bad guys. To reduce or eliminate foreign barriers to U.S. exports of telecom
products and services, he can pursue
most-favored-nation treatment for those
products as well as equipment standards
and procedures for certification of equipment that does not exceed the minimum
standards and procedures necessary to
protect the telecom network.
These discussions have a life cycle
of two years. If they turn out to be all
talk, then it's time for presidential. action.
CBEMA testified in favor of the bill. The
Electronic Industries Association's Information and Technologies Group and the
American Electronics Association both
support the concept.
"There's not a great deal of opposition that's politically salient," the
Senate source says. "No one's lobbying.
Japanese companies aren't doing it. Local
BOCS aren't around. I think unless you
come from a state with a strong telecom
presence-New Jersey, Illinois, Colorado, or Pennsylvania-you're not going to
be too active on this one."
You are if you're the North American Telecommunications Association
(NATA) or the Commerce and Industry
Association of Japan (CIAJ).
"At best," NATA president Edwin
Spievack told the Senate International
Trade Subcommittee, "s. 942 is a 'multinational relief act,' which might help pry
open foreign markets to increased sales
of products made overseas by Americanowned corporations.
"At worst, the bill will trigger a
catastrophic trade war," Spievack said,
"which will harm American consumers,
devastate America's own independent
distribution network, and return control
of the U.S. telecommunications equipment industry to a single corporationAT&T." Spievack further contended that
even if every piece of telecom equipment
in Japan were purchased from a U.S. supplier, it would not make that much of a
dent in the trade balance between the
countries. He estimates the Japanese telecom market to be worth $4.2 billion.
That's farless than one would think for
the second largest market in the world.
"This [So 942] flies in the face of
what the international trade framework is
all about," charges Eric Garfinkel, the attorney for the CIAJ. "It's not a results-oriented standard. It's subjective as hell. It's
a departure from any international stan-

dard I've ever seen. I negotiated trade
agreements for three years at the Commerce Department and nobody tried to
push crap like this on us."
For the loyal opposition, it could
be worse. It could be the 25% import surcharge bill sponsored by Reps. Dan Rostenkowski (D-11I.) and Richard Gephardt
(D-Mo.) and Sen. Lloyd Bentsen (D-Texas). The Trade Emergency and Export
Promotion Act (H.R. 3035) finds that
"Japan has not significantly reduced its
pervasive protectionism and, as a result,
Japan has not, in comparison to other
major industrialized countries, significantly increased its imports of manufactured products while it has significantly
increased its exports of manufactured
products."
This legislation authorizes the
President to sock a 25% ad valorem
standby duty on any country identified by
the International Trade Commission as
an excess worldwide trade surplus country or excess bilateral trade surplus country. That means they're ripping off the
U.S., and essentially covers Japan, Korea,
Taiwan, and Brazil. That would have, as
ADAPSO president Jerry Dreyer notes, "a
very deleterious effect on our industry."
But that bill, although strongly backed by
the House Democratic leadership, is expected to take second place to tax reform
if Ways and Means Committee chair Rostenkowski can continue to resist the pressure to reverse the order.
Even if he stands fast, it may not
matter. A resolution sponsored by Rep.
Stan Lundine (D-N.Y.) and approved by
the House Democratic Caucus has been
put on a fast track as part of an overall
Democratic trade package. It could have
passed the House as early as Oct. 30. The
trade sanctions are similar to those of
H.R.3035.
"I think a lot of members see these
bills as leverage to have other countries
come around," says a House staffer close
to the situation. "But trade is becoming a
public works issue. Trade issues, including telecom, are becoming tradable. I
don't know if that's going to stop.
"Members are scared of the consequences of bills like the telecom trade act
and the import surcharge bill. They're
looking for ways around them. I don't
think they really want it to pass."
Their constituents will perhaps
beg to differ.

bugs in the bureacracy. A full-fledged
feudal turf battle is raging between MITI
and NPT, both of which want control over
the formulation and administration of
Japanese industrial 'standards. The new
telecommunications standards committee

(TTC) ,

overseen by NPT, represents. a
threat to MITI, which administers the Japan Industrial Standards (JIs) system. All
public organizations in Japan are required to use JIs-approved products.
The establishment of TTC, pro-

posed by U.S. trade negotiators last April,
gives private industry greater control over
telecommunications standards. That
means a reduced role for administrative
guidan'ce and greater participation by foreign firms. The TIC board includes IBM
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For fourth-generation, relational
database management systems, the
concept of "complete" has been
enlarged. Now, "complete" is DM
from Battelle.'
It provides everything that
you expect from a 4GL DBMS.
An easy-to-use, non-procedural
query language. A sophisticated Report Writer with
forms capability. Security at
all levels down to the
individual database record
occurrence.
But with DM there is a great deal
more. DM allows you to store and search long
documents as easily as numerical data. Its powerful
COBOL and FORTRAN precompilers enable easy host
language application interface development. Three levels of enforced data independencephysical, logical and user - provide long-term
flexibility and data integrity. And, of course, there is
Battelle's worldwide support.
Software Products Center
505 King Avenue
There's still more to DM Just call or write
Columbus, Ohio 43201-2693
In Ohio, (614)424-5524 collect
Battelle. ~'ll enlarge your definition of "complete:'
1-800-328-2648

C) Banelle

OM is available on DEC VAX/VMS and soon on CDC and IBM machines.
DEC and VAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
Offices in Columbus, Cleveland, Chicago, New lVrk, Washington, DC, Boston, Los Angeles, London, Paris, Frankfurt and Geneva
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ONLY ANETWORK
THE CENTER OF YOUR EXPANDING

you'll buy later. You can easily and economically add and
A local area network. Sure it can integrate some of your
rearrange equipment. Plus, no matter how far apart devices
stand-alone equipment. But what about the departmental
systems you have? And what about next year? Will it be able are, with ISN, you still get maximum network performance.
to handle new applications that come along? Can it grow? Is
So once your backbone network is in place, the possibiliit a long-term solution or just a quick fix?
ties are endless. Grow upward, outward, backwards and
The Information Systems Network from AT&T is the data sideways. With ISN, your options are always open.
network that can meet your immediate and long-term needs.
You can break the ties that bind you
It's the only network open and flexible enough to integrate
the equipment and systems you have now, and willingly
At the local level, ISN is a hierarchical star network with
accept what the future might bring. It's the data network
a fast-switching Packet Controller at the hub. The Packet
that can expand with your business-grow from a local to a
Controller is linked to all devices in your network and mancorporate-wide network.
ages all network communications.
So ISN can set up communication links between all your
, You can build a strong foundation
equipment and systems.AT&T'System 85 and AT&T System 75
Different systems-Incompatible hardware from differPBXs, mini-com2uters and mainframes, isolated Ethernet*
ent vendors-A few stand-alone pieces here and there-ISN
systems, AT&T STARLAN NETWORK and 3BNET,
can tie it all together.
smart and dumb terminals, even equipment from IBM ISN's open architecture lets it act as the backbone data
ISN gets it all on speaking terms.' All working even harder
network that integrates your disparate systems and
for you.
smaller networks.
ISN protects Y,our 3270 investment. It lets your Bisync
terminals access multiple IBM** hosts. Low-cost dumb
Its unique wiring system of twisted pair and fiber optics
allows ISN to support the equipment you have now, and what terminals and personal computers can do the same. Syn*Ethernet is a registered trademark of Xerox Corp. **IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
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THIS OPEN AND FLEXIBLE CAN BE
UNIVERSE.

chronous and asynchronous traffic can travel through your
network with the same speed and efficiency.
With ISN, you're never locked into one vendor or one
location. Since ISN uses the same technology for local and
wide-area networking, its growth potential is limitless.
Linking multiple Packet Controllers lets you start with
one ISN and grow across a premises. Add another ISN and
grow across the city, or across the country. There's nothing
holding you back.

You can handle it all
No matter how large your network becomes, ISN still
provides fast, reliable communications between all users.
With a high backplane and fiber rate of 8.64 mbps, and a very
efficient packet structure, ISN maintains a high throughput
rate even when traffic is at its peak.
Long messages or bursty transmissions-ISN's been
engineered to handle it all. A unique centralized short bus
and perfect scheduling access method permit messages to
travel through the network almost instantaneously. And
arrive with their integrity intact.
Premises-wide or nationwide, ISN puts you in command.

No matter how large your network gets, you choose the
means of control-centralized or distributed.
You've made the right connection
AT&T has a long history of solving complicated networking problems with clear-cut, intelligent solutions. We make
the pieces fit.
We work with you every step of the way. Our professional
sales and service people are trained to plan, design and maintain a network that will meet your business needs.
ISN reflects AT&T's better approach to office networking. To learn why it's the right choice for your business, call
your AT&T Information Systems Account Executive, or
1800 247-1212.

~_~AT.T
~

~

The right choice.

Here's our superior proposition: Invest a few minutes
of your time and see how the
VISUAL family of graphics
terminals can deliver more
performance for less money
than you expect.
For example, compare the
VISUAL 241 color graphics
terminal to the DEC VT 241":'
The VISUAL 241 gives you
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superior ReGIS graphics
resolution; 30 programmable
function keys, including 15
nonvolatile; two auxiliary
ports; a variable tilt display;
and enhanced Tektronix 4010/
4014'· emulation. In addition,
working from a palette of 64
colors, the VISUAL 241 offers
four simultaneous colors with
an option to expand to 16.

And if you expect to pay a
premium for a terminal that outperforms DEC, you're wrong.
The VISUAL 241 color graphics
terminal is only $2,195. At that
price all DEC can deliver is a
monochrome graphics terminal.
Finally, both the VISUAL 241
and its monochrome companion, the VISUAL 240, can be
customized both functionally

and cosmetically to suit your
specific needs. Ask DEC if they
will do that.
Now, if the prospect of getting more terminal for less
money is compatible with your
way of doing business, it's time
to call. Because the onlY way
to see superiority is to see a
demonstration. So call1-gOOVISUAL-C and See for yourself.

See for yourself.@
Visual Technology Incorporated

Visual Technology Incorporated. 1703 Middlesex Street. Lowell, MA 01851, Telephone 1·800·VISUAL·C or J.617·459·4903.
DEC'" is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. Tektronix 4010/4014 is a registered trademark of Tektronix, Inc.
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Japan, the American Electronics Association, and the American Chamber of Commerce in Japan as well as Japanese
industry representatives.
"We're working to simplify the
system and speed up administrative reform," explains Mark Foster of the EIA in
Tokyo. "Although it's impossible to get
the ministries out of the approval system,
we can shorten the queue for the regulatory process.
"There are billion-dollar companies that have shied away from this market like poison ivy. But there are now
some companies that for the first time are
making an effort to be more aggressive in
foreign markets. They have to if only to
defend their domestic markets. For example, Japanese manufacturers have identified modem technology as one area where
they want to compete."
Adds Jack Osborn, executive
managing director of TRW Overseas Inc.,
"With the trade problem and the need to
be competitive, the Japanese electronics
industry is really trying to get their managers to be more objective in selecting
products from foreign companies. But it's
like trying to turn an aircraft carrier
around in a full gale. I'm convinced that
responsible pressure from Washington
has influenced Japanese leaders. That
message is slowly getting across to actual
purchasers of equipment at lower levels in
the hierarchy. But you simply can't tell
guys down in the ranks to change their
suppliers overnight."
That is exactly what the U.S. side
would like to see. But don't hold your
breath. Maybe U.S. vendors should find a
comfortable rock in Japan and try to
come up with homilies of their own. @

MANAGEMENT

HARD

TIMES
AT CDC

Control Data is trying hard to
rewrite its balance sheet in
black ink.
by Karen Gullo
Winter came early to Control Data Corp.
(CDC) this year. In fact, the company's
bleak financial picture hasn't warmed up
since last winter, when it became apparent that setbacks in its peripherals, data
services, and computer systems businesses would result in a whopping 80% dip in
earnings.
The first blasts of cold air came to

Minneapolis late this summer when CDC
restated results, posting a loss for this
year's second quarter after the Securities
and Exchange Commission objected to
certain of the company's accounting practices. The company lost $14.8 million in
the first half and from there CDC'S financial picture hit the deep freeze. The company's computer services and products
business saw a $16.4 million operating
loss in the second quarter (the previous
year it made $24.9 million before taxes),
inventory grew to $900 million, debt rose

by $47 million, and 4,800 employees were
laid off.
The nuclear winter continues to
drag on. CDC canceled $300 million in securities offerings, citing continuing losses
at its peripherals operations, and now
says that not even profits from Commercial Credit Corp., the company's financial
services unit and one of the few strong
money-makers, will offset a net loss for
the year. Michael Geran, analyst at E.F.
Hutton, expects a total corporate loss of
$20 million, while CDC'S computer opera-
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tions will lose $120 million.
The problem areas at cDc-peripherals and data services...,.-took their toll
on the computer systems business, which
accounts for 20% of revenues. "You've
got the good part of the. business being
dragged down by the peripherals side of
the business," Geran says. CDC has fallen
way behind its competitors in both the
peripherals and computer systems markets, say observers, and is now operating
in catch-up mode. "They used to be a
leader, and now they are following," says
Dennis Thomas; senior systems programmer at Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore., a
large CDC user. Thomas oversees the beta

The company lost $14.8 million in
the first half and from there
CDC's financial picture hit the
deep freeze.
testing ofVE/VX, CDC's Unix implementation for the new 800 series of mainframes,
a product that Thomas says should have
been available five years ago.
Like a majority of large CDC users
interviewed by DATAMATION, Thomas
says that while the company possesses the
talent and technological savvy to produce
innovative computer equipment, CDC has
for the last five years been unable to bring
technologies through product development and into the marketplace in a timely
manner. "It's like there are two trains [at
CDC]," says Thomas. "Their technology
train is passing by their supply train. We
hope it catches up soon."
Loyalty runs high among CDC users. Just about everyone says the company will pull out of its slump and continue
as a viable supplier. Some blame the
worst of CDC'S hard tirries on the general
slump in the computer industry. But the
consensus among users and analysts is
that the company will have to take some
very drastic steps to overcome the bleak
financial picture of the last year.
CDC says its financial woes are only
temporary. The company is taking longand short-term steps to bring the company back to profitability. The steps, some
of which are already being taken, will include reorganizing and consolidating the
company's businesses, trimming back on
operations that don't strategically fit into
CDC'S computer business, and raising
cash by selling off certain assets, including segments of the computer operations.
"We have a fundamentally strong
company," asserts Bob Duncan, vice
president of market and strategic planning at CDC. "You're talking about a
company whose net worth is over $1.7
billion. That's not an insignificant
amount. You're talking about a company
that has short-term bank debt in the $750
million range. That's not bad debt-to-eq44 DATAMATION

uity ratio, when you get right down to it.
You're also talking about a company that
has a profitability problem. We're reducing the total size of Commerical Credit
Corp. by a third, we're refocusing peripherals, refocusing the services business,
all of which adds up to: we're positioning
ourselves for profitability in 1986. We're
going to be a smaller, leaner, and meaner
company."
In the meantime, CDC is apt to see
more than a few users stray from the fold
in search of more stable pastures.
"They've lost some of their customer base because they weren't timely in
introducing new technologies," says
Thomas G. Kamp Sr., formerly vice
chairman and director of CDC'S business
and technology cooperative ventures and
pioneer of the company's peripherals
business. Kamp, a consultant to CDC, is
currently ceo at Centronics Data Computer Inc, Hudson, N.H, a computer
printer maker. "The technologies did exist in the advanced technology division,
but they were much too slow in translating them from there to a development
team and an operating division."
Another recurring observation is
that the company has spread itself too
thin, sinking money and talent into ventures that are not profitable, ventures that
stray from the business of making computer equipment. Plato, the company's
computer-based education and training
business, has most often been the target of
such criticism. CDC chairman Bill Norris
has said Plato is the future of the company, but many observers disagree. "From
our standpoint, we haven't put too much
money into Plato," counters Duncan.
Duncan acknowledges, however, that the
company has made some mistakes. "Any
dynamic company will start new things
and some of those things will fail. We've
stopped many of the new ventures that
have not proven out. If they can't meet
our expectations of performance, we'll either change them or we'll get out of
them." Duncan says the company has divested itself from a number of noncomputer businesses over the past few years,
everything from valves for nuclear power
plants to cable television controllers.
While users applaud the introduction a year ago of the 800 series, CDC Net,
the NOS/VE operating system, and the implem'entation of Unix System V, they say
the products are extremely late. "In terms
of concentration of resources, they have
to dismantle a policy of diversification
that's gone on for the last decade. It's a
180 degree policy reversal," says Geran.
"Faced with the realities, however, I
think Bill Norris will make the necessary
changes."
Larry Jodsaas, president, of CDC'S
computer systems group, says it's compa-

ny policy to give customers long lead
times when introducing new technologies. "We tell bur customers way in advance when products are coming down
the road," he says.
How long it will take the company
to pull out of its slump, and whether users
will string along are matters of debate. "I
know there are a number of longtime CDC
users who are planning to stay with the
company, and I know there are others
who have needs that the company is not
meeting, and those people are certainly
looking elsewhere," says Elaine Litman,
chief of the Scientific Computing Division at the Defense Nuclear Agency, Department of Defense. Litman is also
president of VIM Inc., the CDC user group.
"Most people feel Control Data is going
to make it. The company needs to decide
what segment of the marketplace they're
going to go after. They can't spread themselves thin by trying to supply the entire
spectrum of equipment from supercomputers to micros. The bottom line is that
they are not big enough."
Financial troubles aside, users
point to problem areas that seem to be a
result of the company's having lost its focus on its computer systems business. A
technical services manager at a large academic computing center with many
Cyber mainframes complains that the
company's tardiness in getting products
to market, a lack of software for administrative data processing and, in particular,
high overhead costs to maintain the company's operating systems are three big
minuses for CDC.
"CDC doesn't have the software we
need," says the technical services manager, who requested anonymity. "Their

"You've got the good part of the
business being dragged down by
the peripherals side of the
business. "
main administrative software package
just isn't adequate. Our new idea is to go
out and look for third-party software that
will do what we want it to do, and then
find the hardware that fits, and that
might be IBM, CDC, Amdahl; we don't
know yet."
Other users cite a lack of traditional business application software for
CDC mainframes as a problem area.
"Their software in general has probably
not traditionally been one of their big
strengths," says Jim Presti, manager of
remote computing services at Boeing
Computer Services, Seattle. "They have
to broaden their capabilities. Their scientific users use computer hardware for
crunching but also for things like word
processing and database management."
The company is increasing its efforts to

RM/FORTRAN'· is the fastest,
most powerful FORTRAN made for
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Whether you're developing your own
programs or converting mainframe
applications, no other desktop
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RM/FORTRAN applications run
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FORTRAN applications.
RM/FORTRAN can even give your
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To help you run VAX® and VS
FORTRAN applications on your PC,
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FORTRAN-77. It's the only PC
FORTRAN GSA-certified errorfree at the highest possible level.

RM/FORTRAN also has popular
VAX, VS, and FORTRAN-66 language extensions, handles arrays
and programs larger than 64K
bytes, and includes a mainframelevel interactive symbolic debugger.
At Ryan-McFarland we've been
building mainframe FORTRANs
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Honeywell, Digital, and others. In
fact when IBM recently wanted a
high-performance FORTRAN for
their Engineering/Scientific Series,
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RM/FORTRAN as IBM PC Professional FORTRAN.
Turn to RM/FORTRAN to turn
YOllr desktop into a mainframe. Ask
your supplier for RM/FORTRAN or
call (213) 541-4828 Ext. 900DM for
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performance PC FORTRAN available. We intend to keep it that way.
RM/FORTRAN Features Include:
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Full FORTRAN-77. certified error-free
Unlimited program and array size
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IEEE floating point arithmetic*
Interactive symbolic debugger
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• Upper and lower case symbols
• INCLUDE statement
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develop new business applications software with third-party vendors, but the
company's financial situation right now
may' not look especially encouraging to
third-party vendors.
"We are bringing some business
and administration capabilities into the
Cyber line, predominantly in the education arena," says Jodsaas. In addition,
CDC announced in late summer that it
would convert Century Analysis Inc. Officeware office' automation software to
run on Cyber 180 computer systems. Re-

garding ventures with third-party vendors, Jodsaas says the company's
financial picture has caused "small delays" in attracting third-party software
vendors, but, for the most part, CDC
hasn't had too much trouble convincing
software vendors to migrate their products to its mainframes. "We're finding
very good reception," Jodsaas says. Internally, CDC has concentrated on developing mechanical and electrical CAD
packages.
CDC finally caught up with its main-

EBCDIC to Lotus 123-

fast, secure and automatic
S
top waiting hours for "That Girl" to
download a file for you. An Emerald
1//' tape subsystem, and our proprietary
Tape Import/Export (TIE) software, can do
the job in seconds.

Fast
IBM 3270 Emulation techniques
'squirt' data through a cable. Even at 9600
baud, it's slow when you're dealing with
large files. Emerald allows your PC/AT to
download the data directly from
mainframe .tape at speeds measured in
megabytes per minute. And, of course,
getting data back to the mainframe is just
as fast and easy.

Secure
Forget about the worry connected
with passwords, who has access to what file
and the concern of micros "hogging" your
system down. Because downloading is
accomplished off-line the micro has no
access to the big computer-it can't
change anything you haven't given it, and,
it can't slow your system down.

Automatic
Conversion to ASCII is automatic. But
our TIE software doesn't stop there. You
can convert directly into Lotus 1-2-3,
Emerald, TIE & Mainframe Storage for Micros~ Emerald Systems Corp.
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dBase III, DIF and CSv. And, you can preselect the data you download-take only
the records and fields you need.

For IBM and Compatibles
The Emerald off-line 1/2" tape
subsystem supports the IBM PC, XT, AT
and true compatibles running DOS 2.X or
3.X. It is available in rack or desk top
configurations, with or without automatic
tape loading. Included with each subsystem,
in addition to the tape drive, is the TIE
software, tape controller card, cables,'
documentation and' one year warranty.

Helpful Hint
If the downloaded files on your PC
will be larger than 32 megabytes you need
an Emerald hard disk subsystem. (They
handle single volumes and files up to
280 MBytes.)

El11erald
Systems Corporation
Mainframe Storage for Micros
4757 Morena Boulevard
San Diego, CA 92117
(619) 270·1994
Telex: 323458 EMERSYS
EasyLink: 62853804

frame competitors last October when it
announced its own Unix implementation.
The system sits on top of NOS/VE and, according to Dennis Thomas, users can easily move between the two operating
systems. "I think it's one of the system's
real strengths. It offers a tremendous
platform for expanding the system, it's a
well-designed system, easy to use, but
they should have had this three, four, five
years ago."
Beta tests show that the system's
performance is not up to par. CDC says it
is working to bring the performance up to
a more acceptable level, and will release
the system in the first quarter of 1986.
"The first performance of the Unix system was less than what a customer would
want, but we have enhanced it a lot and
will continue to enhance it," says Jodsaas.
Meanwhile, . Thomas says he's
concerned about CDC'S commitment to
the product. "There are some major
things missing, and it comes down to
sinking enough time and money into it to
make it happen. They could make it a
tighter and more cohesive product, but
they haven't shown any signs of doing
that yet." Says Jodsaas, "There's so much
more power for the user through the
NOS/VE system than there is through
Unix. I want a reasonable performance

Some blame the worst of CDC's
hard times on the general slump
in the computer industry.
Unix shell system, but I'm not trying to
get a scientific processor that is the fastest
in the world with Unix."
Bright spots in CDC'S financial picture include the company's engineering
services division, which provides maintainance for mainframes and microcomputers; the government systems group,
which supplies computer equipment and
peripherals to the defense establishment;
its software systems for utility and energy
management; Arbitron, a data service
that measures broadcast audiences; and
Ticketron, a computerized ticketing business. The company recently announced
that Ticketron, with revenues this year
expected to reach $100 million, is up for
sale. It's likely that other units, perhaps
even segments of the computer business,
will be on the selling block before long.
Robert Price, CDC'S president, has said in
published reports that certain computer
business assets will be sold. He has not
identified which ones. He has asserted
that the company does not plan to sell
more than $150 million worth of the computer businesses. Price was unavailable
for comment.
Michael Geran says the company's military computer business, in addition to Arbitron and Ticketron, are the
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The critical success factor in
end-user computing is the power
of the software behind it;
. Giving executives the information they want, when they want it and how they
want it is every MIS and data processing professional's goal.
But, in order to succeed, you need several things.
You need to provide the executive with push-button ease and fast access to
reports and charts from many different sources; all of which requires mainframe
power and personal computer convenience.
You need computer technology that is adaptable to their natural work habits
and environment; whether that be a desk, a conference area or the boardroom.
You need software which has an integrated, layered architecture that supports
increased application development productivity: from data acquisition to the delivery of information to upper management.
In short, you need Comshare's System W.
Our new W/Information GatewayTM software can turn an IBM PC XT® into an
executive workstation with customized menus for direct access to information with
a single keystroke. Our new W/Information LibraryTM on the mainframe automates
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and the ease of delivering
information with System WCRJ's
new customizable workstations.
the management and distribution of the reports, charts, memos and even spreadsheets delivered by W/Information Gateway.
In addition, these reports and charts for distribution can be produced using
other System W products, including application software for multidimensional
modeling and relational data management.
A total computing solution for end-users, the System W product line can be
tailored to suit the executives within your organization.
We could go on, but we would rather you call Chris Kelly at Comshare
toll-free: 1-800-922-7979 (in Michigan call: 313-994-4800). Or mail
your business card to Comshare, Department 125, P.O. Box 1588, Ann
Arbor, Michigan 48106. We'll send you our booklet cCThe Executive Use
of Workstations." Pass it along to your upper
management. And let them see for themselves how very rewarding end-user computing
can be.
End-User Software and Services.
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company's most marketable assets. In a
reversal, CDC says it is no longer looking
for outside investors for ETA Systems, the
St. Paul-based CDC spin-off that plans to
release a new supercomputer in late 1986.
CDC had failed to attract investors previously. The company was underwritten by
a $40 million equity investment by CDC.
CDC estimates that ETA needs another
$100 million to develop a product.
CDC may attempt to rid itself of
those businesses that are profit barren.
The peripherals business, particularly the
disk drive business, "turned out to be a
great black hole" for CDC, says Geran.
"They are probably going to lose $50 million to $100 million," he says. CDC declined to discuss this and other aspects of
its financial picture. Whereas the company five years ago owned 50% of the disk
drive market, today it is holding on to
29%, according to Geran. Unable to perfect certain technologies for 3 ~ -inch
Winchester drives and 33800 drives, CDC
nixed these products and finally dropped
out of the IBM plug-compatible disk drive
business altogether, taking a $70.3 million
after-tax charge in 1983.
The profitable segments of CDC'S
disk drive business include 5 ~ -inch
drives in the 20Mb to 85Mb range, says
Larry Perlman, president of the peripher'al products company. "We continue to
see demand, though not quite as strong,
for some of our products that are used in
large systems. The weaknesses, which everyone in this business is facing, are in the
middle of the line, the 8- and 9-1nch products in the 200Mb to 500Mb range.
Perlman says efforts are being
made to bring the division out of its
slump. Manufacturing facilities have been
reduced by about 35%, and the unit's domestic work force has been cut by about
45%. Perlman declined to name which
areas of the peripherals division will be
sold. "Our business objective is to have a
dominant position in the high-capacity
and high-performance data storage products market for oems," says Perlman.
"We are moving away from end-user
products and trying to tear down the
product line so it is focused more narrowlyon the high-capacity, high-performance market segment." Perlman says
the division is planning to release a line of
3~-inch disk drives in early 1987. "We're
not going to let a short-term financial
problem get in the way of our being a vigorous competitor."
CDC may find it difficult to sell its
assets, however. With all three segments
of the company's main business in financial trouble, buyers won't exactly be
knocking its doors down, analysts point
out. "With the state of the market and the
severe price cutting going on, I would
think that the only ones interested in the

peripherals business would be perhaps the
Japanese," says George Podrasky Jr., an
analyst at Duff and Phelps, Chicago.
"And the current management at CDC
would be vehemently opposed to such a
sale."
Many observers blame CDC chairman Bill Norris for the company's troubles, saying that his penchant for
involving the company in unprofitable
and diversified projects and his oft-stated
commitment to social ventures have taken the company from its former position
as a financially strong technological leader to its current troubled state. Others
claim that Norris's willingness to take
risks is what made the company great in
the first place. "He did something different and made money at it, and all he's
done for 25 years at CDC has been to try
new things," observes a former vice president and 23-year veteran of the company
who asked not to be named. "Unfortunately, it hasn't worked out well for him
this time. He hasn't come up with a win@
ner to bail him out."
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Nomen est omen. The name is
the destiny, said the Romans.
IBM was destined to bring hardware to the world, but is it fated
to draw on others for today's
most vital commodity-software?
by R. Emmett Carlyle
IBM is seemingly going against its nature
to create its first sales force dedicated
solely to marketing software. This organizational change is the first tangible illustration of how important the software
business has become to the hardware giant; it also raises the status of software in
the eyes of IBM's customers.
"IBM used to give its software
away to sell hardware," says John Gosden, vp of technology at the Equitable
Life Assurance Society in New York.
"Pretty soon it'll be the other way
round."
Sooner or later, IBM comes to all
businesses, and software is clearly no exception. IBM'S newly created IBM Information Services (lIS) software marketing
force will become a very aggressive and
visible competitor, according to leading
independent software companies.
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It's a grave situation.
Millions of IBM PCs and
con1patibles can no longer
handle the growing needs of
the business world.
Because users are
delnanding lTIOre and 1110re
storage space.
For bigger programs. Like
n1arathon spreadsheets and
Olympic-sized men10S. Or for
new applications like downloading from the n1ainfran1e to
the Inicro.
So a lot of MIS and DP
deparnTIerit heads are replacing
their PCs with expensive XIs.
But now you can halt this
senseless economic waste
and save all your PCs.
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A 10 megabyte hard disk
drive on a card that n1akes a
PC* function exactly like an XT
In fact, the only difference is
that Hardcard is faster than the
Xl's built-in drive.
Hardcard also saves you
installation time. Because
everything is compressed onto
a single card that quickly
plugs into any expansion slot
inside the PC.With no cable
connections. No external
power supply No adapter cards
to buy Making it easy to save
hundreds, even thousands
of PCs in a day
And with our special
installation software, your
users can load the operating
system and be ready to install
their programs in minutes.
Which saves
your technical
M

*lIardcard is compatible with IBM PC,
IBM PC XT, Compaq POI table, Compaq Plus,
AT&T PC 6300.
Plus and Hardcard are trademarks of Plus
Development Corporation. IBM, IBM PC and
IBM PC XT are trademarks of International
Business Machines Corporation. Compaq Portable and Compaq Plus
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stat! lots ot support ti111e.
Hardcard also saves all
that Inoney you've invested in
software. Because it runs
all the 1110St popular business
progralTIS exactly like an XI
'vvould. With no extra fuss or
111odil1cation. And its built-in
I-Iardcard Directory progralTI
lets users easily access their
most valued progran1s and data
at the touch of a key.
Plus Hardcard is the only
add-in drive that lets your
users keep both their floppies
up and running.
As fc)r reliability, there's
sin1ply less to go 'vvrong. In fact,
Hardcard has fewer parts
than any other drive. Which
n1akes it twice as reliable as
the Xl's built-in drive.
Because of this superior
reliability; we can offer you a
\varranty that goes well beyond
the usual 90 days. We give
you a full year Should anything
go wrong within the year,
take it to your nearby authorized service centeI~ and you'll
get a replacen1ent Hardcard
the same day
Best of all, Hardcard is
affordable enough to save all
yourPCs.
And it's available now
at computer retailers nationwide. For the one nearest
you, write Plus Development
Corp., 1778 McCarthy Blvd.,
Milpitas, CA 95035. Or call
(408) 946-3700.
But do it right
now:
Because the
end is near
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"But it's my bet that IBM will have
to draw on the independents for the bulk
of its software," says Robert Goldman,
president of Cullinet Software of
Westwood, Mass., alluding to IBM'S
mixed track record as a software producer. "The initiative is certain to open more
doors for ISVS [independent software vendors] than it closes."
An IBM spokeswoman confirmed
that a new liS software marketing force
was now in place in 12 major U.S. cities:
Dallas, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Atlanta, Washington, D.C.,
Detroit, St. Louis, Los Angeles, New
York, and Bloomington, Minn. Sources
. claim that a staff of 80 salespeople has
been trained, and that that number will
more than double next year. IBM declined
comment on the numbers, but did confirm that the new software sales group
will draw from the company's portfolio of
2,000 program products, support valueadded resellers and dealers (including retail stores), and acquire programs from
ISVS.
The new IBM marketing group
may have its origins in a 1981 "love-in"
that the computer giant hosted for the independents at its White Plains, N.Y., facility. "It was here at this applications
software summit that IBM announced that

it couldn't provide all the software the industryneeded," remembers John Imlay,
chairman and ceo of Management Science America in Atlanta, and a DATAMATION advisor. "You might say it was the
beginning of the open era."
Late in 1983, IBM created its lIS
independent business unit, based in Milford, Conn., to act as an umbrella group
for its software thrust. The new software
marketing force, as well as a growing

Sooner or later, IBM comes to all
businesses, and software is
clearly no exception.
number of joint marketing deals with independents, has followed naturally from
this.
Recent high-level talks between
IBM ceo John Akers and ADAPSO, the software industry association, have reaffirmed the corporation's commitment to
ISVS, and have resulted in the creation of a
standing committee to address IBM'S perceived rebundling of software and hardware and the associated threat of source
code restrictions.
"While IBM'S cordiality and openness is encouraging, one shouldn't lose
sight of its intent," warns Rick Crandall,
head of ADAPSO'S long-range planning

committee, and ceo of Comshare, Ann
Arbor, Mich. "IBM still wants all the business. The question is, how much can it go
after all at once?
"IBM is courting the independents
because of their value as an alternate distribution channel. Our appeal to IBM is
that we are close to the customer and understand the end user's needs."
IBM has told investors about its goal
of a 35% compound annual growth rate
for its software revenues over the next five
years. Last year, the company's software
revenues accounted for 7% ($3.2 billion)
of total sales. At a 35% rate, revenues
would top $20 billion in 1990, about 25%
of total sales. And reaping the harvest
will be IBM'S new software salespeople,
who, unlike their colleagues selling hardware, apparently think of IBM purely as a
software company.
The new lIS buildup has occurred
against the backdrop of IBM'S second major reorganization of its marketing group
in three years. Diminishing gross margins
from hardware and pricing competition
from Japan have forced IBM to streamline
its sales force yet again to significantly reduce selling, general, and administrative
expenses, analysts say.
Analysts expect to see a continuation of the 20% per year decline in hard-
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A WORD BEFORE YOU SPEND ALL THAT MONEY ON LOTUS 1-2-3.
Before you decide to buy LotusQ!J 1-2-3® for yourself or
your company, there's something you should consider.
SuperCalc®3 Release 2.
Because SuperCalc3 Release 2 offers you the same
kind of power, features and functionality as you'll find in
Lotus 1-2-3.
Without the high price.
With its integrated spreadsheet, database management, and superior graphics, SuperCalc3 Release 2 provides the essential tools a manager needs to manage.
Yet it's so easy to install and learn you can create and
print your first spreadsheet in only fifteen minutes.
And SuperCalc3 Release 2 also comes with two basic
features that Lotus seems unwilling to match.
A much lower price tag. And a Site Licensing program
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Computer Associates Micro Products Division was
formerly known as Sorcim/IUS.

© 1985 Computer Associates International, Inc. SuperCalc is a registered trademark of Computer Associates. Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.
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Now that there's a standard, we've built it
into the Net/One Personal Connection,®
extending Microsoft® Networks with
IBM's NETBIOS interface.
Because the Net/One Personal Connection adheres to the NETBIOS industry
standard network interface, it's compatible
with the applications you're already running, as well as any you want to run in the
future. It's compatible with all your IBMcompatible devices, and with all the people
who've already learned to use them.
It's a completely integrated way to bring
pes into the corporate network.
Because we are the total networking

Astandard has
And one

systems supplier, the Personal ConnectIon

opens doors for PCs like no mere PC net
can. So now, Net/One® can connect any PC
to any host or any other PC, companywide, from one environment to another,
from one department to another, with the
same familiar DOS commands everybody
already knows.
The Net/One solution lets any PC
become a universal workstation. Anyone
can communicate from their PC to anywhere else on the network. Fast. Easily.
Our support goes
system-wide, too.
Like any Net/One product, the Personal

Connection comes with continuing, expert
support from our worldwide field service
organization.
Give us a call, and let us show you
how to let real productivity emerge as
standard for your PCs.
Ungermann-Bass, Inc., 2560 Mission
College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95050,
(408) 496-0111.
© 1985 Ungermann-Bass, Inc.
Net/One and Personal Connection are registered trademarks of Ungermann-Bass, Inc.
IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

• Ungermann-Bass
The Net/One Company

emerged for networking pes.
meets it. Net/One..
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ware price/performance. But in one
product category, at least, prices are actually rising: software.
"Look at IBM's second-quarter fig-

"IBM still wants all the business.
The question is, how much can it
go after all at once?"
ures," says Bob Djurdjevic, editor and
publisher of the Phoenix-based newsletter
Annex Computer Report. "The hardware
gross margin [pulled down by increasing

PC shipments] was 55%, while software
was 70%. Software is now vital to IBM's
bottom line."
IBM must succeed in the software
business for one other reason, says Djurdjevic, himself a former IBMer and noted
expert on the company: "The company's
rental business has all but vanished." So it
is with a certain passion and urgency that
IBM has set about raising its software
prices-especially in the area of systems
software, where its users are locked inand begun introducing new programs.

Customer sources claim that IBM'S
new software, particularly its suite of 31
microcomputer applications programs
launched with much fanfare in October of
1984, are not selling as well as the company had hoped. The Personal Decision Series and Business Management Series
were r~writes of existing minicomputer
and mainframe software, gathered together by lIS. "As well as being hardware
hogs," says the information center manager for -one large East Coast manufacturing concern, "they lack a sense of
closeness to the PC user and a feel for his
problems."
IBM wouldn't comment on sales of
its micro software, but is known to be
working on improved versions of the two
families and the TopView windowing
package that goes with them.
"No one should be suprised that
IBM is having difficulty producing a winning software package," says Cullinet's
Goldman. "The company has yet to create a successful mainframe applications
package-at least I know of none." IBM
has never had a major presence in mainframe-based accounting software, one of
the largest and most mature software
markets. The company is selling two of its
own packages, COPICS and MAPICS, in the
other cross-industry application, manufacturing, but users have talked of a wide

"Look at IBM's second-quarter
figures. The hardware gross margin was 550/0, while software was
70%. Software is now vital to
IBM's bottom line."
Interlynx'" 13287 provides an
economical printer attachment to IBM direct connect
3274, remote 3274/3276/4701
controller or integrated type
IIP.C processor adapter.
Easy optioning via a front
panel menu, no internal DIP
switches, serial and parallel
interfaces, and greater diagnostic capability are standard with Interlynx'" 13287.
A unique pseudo transparency option sends escape
sequences to specialty printers, downloads Xerox 2700

typefonts, graphics output,
bar code output, and bar
code printers.
Thousands of companies
worldwide use local Data
protocol converters to expand their IBM mainframe
communication capabilities.
Join them today.
CalJ for more information
and ask about the free 30day trial program (213) 3207126. In Canada call (613)
748-9751. In UK call
(0895) 56791.

"Your Lynx to IBM"

L"I:fi~:a-

2771 TOLEDO STREET, TORRANCE, CA 90503 TLX 182518
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range of deficiencies and anachronisms in
the two products. Notable efforts in vertical areas such as banking and health services seem years away, and will probably
be provided by ISVS, say experts.
lIS has begun to fill in the blanks in
IBM's portfolio with a growing number of
joint marketing deals with independents;
talk of acquisitions and deals with leading
companies is rife, although apparently
nothing has yet crystalized.
Even if IBM finds the packages it
wants, there still remains the problem of
integrating them. "Not only that," says
Crandall, "we can get intense about our
individual solutions. It's difficult for IBM
to get intense over 5,000 packages."
Independents will seek the IBM
seal of approval-in part to prevent its
being conferred on a competitor-and
hope they don't get too dependent on the
computer giant.
IBM'S course, too, is set. The company's destiny has been to bring hardware
to the world since its incorporation in
1923. Now it seems to be the fate of outsiders to put the software, the S, into
IB~

@

ORACLE:
The portable version of
IBM's DB2 and SQL/DS.
COMPATIBILITY

PORTABILITY

CONNECTABILITY

The ORACLE relational
database management system is
fully compatible with IBM's SQLI
DS and DB2. SQL/DS and DB2
represent IBM's latest generation
of database management technology for IBM's largest computers. ORACLE's capabilities
and user interface - the SQL language - are identical to those of
SQL/DS and DB2. Programs
written for SQL/DS and DB2 will
run unmodfied on ORACLE.

SQL/DS and DB2 run only on
IBM mainframes~ ORACLE runs
on IBM mainframes, DEC, DG,
AT &T, HP, Stratus and several
other manufacturers' minicomputers, and on a wide range of
microcomputers including the
IBM PC/XT and PCI AT. All versions of ORACLE are identical
and include a complete implementation of SQL - not a subset.

Having the same software running on your mainframe, minis,
and micros greatly simplifies the
task of connecting your machines
into a network. ORACLE's network software allows microcomputer users to directly access data
stored in the shared database on
the mainframe or minicomputer,
or copy that data into the database
on their micros and operate independently.

Oracle introduced the first relational DBMS and the first implementation of SQL back in 1979. Today,
eight of the ten largest U .S. companies use ORACLE. In fact, INC MAGAZINE ranks Oracle as the fastestgrowing software company in the USA. Surprised? Don't be. ORACLE is the number one relational
DBMS, with thousands of installations on IBM mainframes, DEC, DG, HP and most other vendors' minis
and micros, including the IBM PC.
To attend the next free, half-day seminar in your area or receive additional information, write Oracle
Corp., Dept. DM1, 2710 Sand Hill Rd., Menlo Park, CA 94025, or call1-800-345-DBMS. From now on,
it's the only DBMS phone number you'll ever need. Following is the ORACLE seminar schedule:

ORACLE Seminar Schedule
Albuquerque ............................ Nov
Austin .................................. Oct
Boston .................... Oct 15, Nov 12, Dec
Chicago .......................... Oct 16, Dec
Cleveland ............................... Nov
Columbus ............................... Oct
Dallas ............................ Oct 8, Nov
Dayton ................................. Oct
Denver .......................... Oct 29, Nov
Detroit .......................... Oct 22, Nov
Houston ......................... Oct 31, Nov
Kansas City ............................. Nov

26
3
II
12
5
8
13
9
20
12
21
6

Los Angeles ...................... Oct 22, Nov
Minneapolis ............................. Oct
New Orleans ............................. Nov
New York City ........... Oct 10,25, Nov 6, Dec
Newport Beach ........................... Oct
Oklahoma City ........................... Nov
Omaha .................................. Oct
Orlando ................................. Oct
Phoenix ................................. Oct
Portland ................................. Oct
Rochester ......................... Oct 10, Dec
Sacramento .............................. Oct

19
10
19
12
17
7
24
15
9
10
5
8

St. Louis ............................... Nov
Salt Lake City ........................... Nov
San Antonio ............................. Oct
S~n Diego .............................. Nov
San Francisco ........................... Nov
San Jose ................................ Oct
Seattle ........................... Oct 2, Nov
Syracuse ............................... Nov
Tulsa ................................... Oct
Washington .............. Oct 10,24, Nov 7, Dec
Wichita ................................. Oct

14
14
23
7
5
24
26
7
29
10
3

Call 1-800-345-DBMS today.
© 1985 by Oracle Corp. ORACLE@ is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation. SQUDS, DB2 and IBM are registered trademarks of IBM. DEC, DG, AT&T, Stratus and HP own numerous trademarks. TRBA.
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DISK DRIVES

Tandon's charges of patent
violations and its ITC complaint

reflect an industry in radical
change.
by Charles L. Howe
When it comes to secrecy, aspects of the
American computer industry sometimes
resemble one of those murky espionage
novels by John Le Carre. Victors suddenly become victims. Ideologies seem to
count for little, and the heroes and villains tend to resemble one another to a
striking degree. In the end, one is left with
a mild sense of confusion and, .perhaps, a
degree of compassion.
So it is, say some, with the recent
preliminary patent victory of Tandon
Corp., Chatsworth, Calif., over a handful
of Japanese double-sided floppy disk
drive vendors who have been playing
hardball in the U.S. market. So it is, say
others, with Tandon's separate and unrelated civil action, which alleges racketeering, industrial espionage, sabotage, and
corr~pt business practices against defendants that include Format Corp, Century
City, Calif.
Tandon's story is uncommon in
that the company has gone from rags to
riches ,vith a patented product and not
merely a variant upon a process, or some
minor permutation of a widget. The firm
was founded in a garage in Southern California in 1975 by Sirjang Lal "Jugi" Tandon and his wife with $7,000 of their own
money. Tandon's idea was to use both
sides of relatively cheap floppies for micros, while others were selling far more
expensive rigid disk drives. While IBM unsuccessfully grappled with the technology
of a two-sided floppy product in 1976,
Tandon apparently solved it one year later. In 1977, Tandon filed and two years
later was granted U.S. Patent 4,151,573.
This patent, claims Tandon, covers all
double-sided floppy disks of whatever size
and whether half or full height.
At the time the patent was granted, says Tandon's initial August 1984
complaint before the International Trade
Commission in Washington, D.C., the
firm "was seIling 90% of the available
U.S. market for floppy disk drive transducers." By the end oflast year, that market had been carved up by at least 35 new
L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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and mainly Japanese vendors until it resembled the carcass of a Christmas goose.
The once wildly successful Tandon was in
trouble, and much of that trouble, it was
charged, came from people selling product for which they had paid Tandon neither licensing fees nor royalties.
The numbers seem to verify Tandan's claims of being deeply wounded. In
the first six months of its 1985 fiscal year,
the firm lost $35.3 million. During fiscal
1984, which ended on Sept. 28, 1984, the
company earned $29.4 million. Tandon
posted a $19.9 million loss for its second
quarter ending March 29, and a $35.3
million first.;half loss. In 1983, the firm's
stock was selling as high as $42.75 per
share, but even after the ITC ruling was
announced, it was going for less than $6
(see "DATAMATION 100," June 1, p. 127.)
Tandon's initial complaint alleging patent infringement named the Japanese and American subsidiaries of Sony
Corp., Teac Corp., and Mitsubishi Electric Corp. Tandon alleged that Sony was
in violation of Tandon's patent and was
now selling 80% of the 3 ~ -inch doublesided drives in the U.S., while Mitsubishi
and Teac had cornered 70% of the 5~
inch double-sided floppy market. Without admitting any liability, Sony and
Teac subsequently settled with Tandon,
agreeing to pay unspecified licensing fees
and royalties on drives sold in the United
States. Tandon also charged Mitsubishi
with predatory pricing-deliberately selling its gear for less than it cost to make.
At press time, Mitsubishi denied
liability even after the ITC had ruled
"there is reason to believe" that the firm
may have infringed upon Tandon's patents. Until a final ruling, Mitsubishi is under a temporary exclusion order and will

The once widely successful
Tandon was in trouble and much
of that came from people selling
product for which they had paid
no licensing fees or royalties.
be obliged to pay the government a 25%
bond on all disputed floppy product sold
in the U.S. If a final ruling is made
against Mitsubishi, and if President Reagan signs that ruling-which by statute
he must decide on by early next yearMitsubishi will be permanently barred
from selling its double-sided floppy products in the U.S., and its bond will revert
to the government.
Forgetting about Tandon's problems of being undercut for a moment,
that firm's vice president was asked if the
end user would benefit as the cost per
drive keeps going down and oems pass
these savings along. "But don't you see,"
replied Ranjit Sitlanti, "these vendors we
have named never made the investment in
________________________________

RANJIT SITLANTI, vice president of
Tandon Corp.

research and development that Tandon
did. It's simply not a level playing field!"
To further level that field, Tandon
recently added a string of 14 names to its
ITC patent infringement action. The firms
cited are Qume Corp., Philips Peripherals, Tokyo Electric Corp., Epson Corp.,
Sankyo Seiki Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Canon Ltd., Hitachi Ltd., Victor Co. of
Japan, NEC Corp., Okidata Corp., Toshiba Corp., Sumitomo Corp., World
Storage Technology, and Y.E. Data. Unless these firms settle up with Tandon, an
ITC interim order against them would
have the same gravity as the comparable
order against Mitsubishi. At press time,
none of the 14 had admitted liability.
Tandon's lawyers say they would be
pleased to quietly settle with all 14, as
they did with Sony and Teac, and as they
would like to do with Mitsubishi. If no
settlement is forthcoming, say the lawyers, all the holdouts will be pursued in
separate civil court actions asking for substantial damages.
In a world where vendors can be
as tight-lipped as a patriot facing a firing
squad, one talked. Gary Beckerman is
vice president of operations for Teac in
Montebello, Calif., where the company
has been selling its floppies in the U.S. for
three years. "Basically, the settlement
[with Tandon] was fairly clean," he says.
"We don't admit anything." Why is Teac,
without admitting liability, paying license
fees and royalties that neither Tandon nor
Beckerman will quantify? "We just decided to settle the case and go on to business," says Beckerman.
How can Teac, as Tandon alleged
in its ITC complaint, sell its floppy drive
product for less than Tandon, whose substantial operations in Singapore and
Bombay are said to produce dirt cheap
goods for the oems? "If you look at our
drives," responds Beckerman, "I think
you will find substantial improvements
and substantial manufacturing cost reductions that have taken place over a long
period of time." He declines to provide
financial data or say to whom his firm is

_ L _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Get EasyPROCLIB before your
systems staff plans an exodus.
Talented systems programmers are hard to find and expensive to
keep. So the last thing your systems staff should have to do is routine
procedure library maintenance for your users.
EasyPROCLIB makes it easy and virtually foolproof for users to
create and maintain their own procedures. By themselves. On their
own. With absolutely no risk of disturbing the Operating System.
PROCLIB creation and maintenance goes on daily without your
systems staff giving it a minute's thought or a second of their time.
At SCA, we sell relatively inexpensive products that can make
your mainframe run much better. For example, EasyPROCLlB~
which could free ten to twenty hours a week for your systems staff
to do more productive work.
These days, there aren't too many other ways an investment of

$8,000 could buy that much added performance in your data center.
~~ ~ ~ Software Corporation of America
~'0::::JL:=::1 'C.
Box 1109, Herndon, VA 22070, (703) 471-1545
Quick! Send me more information on EasyPROCLIB before my
systems staff heads for the exit.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company
Phone (_) _ _ _ __
Address ________________~----City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ _ __
OPSyS ________ CPU _____~_#DASD __~----For immediate assistance call, tOil-free, 1-800-368-7638
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selling. Sources say Teac was manufacturing 150,000 drives monthly last year,
with 57% of its output going to the U.S.
Teac has also been a major maker of recording gear for the past 30 years.
Nobody knows whether Tandon's
floppy fortunes will ever fully recover.
Some say the money from Teac and Sony
will put new life into Tandon. John Girton, a research analyst who is a Tandon
watcher for Birr, Wilson, a securities analyst firm in San Francisco, hypothesizes
that Tandon will get in aggregate from
$12 million to $24 million annually from
the two settlements. "The up-front [license fee] money will be very helpful to
Tandon," says Girton. "The royalties per
drive, however, are probably quite
small."
Bob Gaskin, senior industry analyst at San Jose-based Dataquest, says he
suspects Mitsubishi will settle up as the
ITC matter goes down to the wire. Worldwide, says Gaskin, the 1985 market for
3~-inch double-sided floppy drives is
probably worth $38 million at the factory
revenue level and $799 million at the 5 ~
inch level. When the dust finally settles,
says Gaskin, Mitsubishi will still most
likely be a major player in this market,
along with Teac, Sony, and Tandon.
"Right now, the floppy suppliers world-

wide are cutting themselves to pieces
competing in the market as they lower
prices," says Gaskin, providing his rationale for a Mitsubishi settlement before
the market gets even more competitive.
Like other analysts, Gaskin doubts that
any of these vendors is making any money on its floppy product.
How competitive-and how desperate-that market is getting is demonstrated by the Format affair, which, if
Tandon's complaint is to be believed, has

Tandon also charged Mitsubishi
with predatory pricingdeliberately selling its gear for
less than it cost to make.
all the elements of high dudgeon, low intrigue, and a smattering of opera bouffe.
In a separate lawsuit recently filed in Los
Angeles by Tandon against Format
Corp., that outfit, five of its principals,
Gold Star-Tele Electric Company Ltd.
(GST) of Seoul, South Korea, and a group
of other, yet unidentified companies and!
or individuals, are charged with trying to
do to Tandon roughly what Kim Philby
did to Britain's Secret Intelligence
Service.
Tandon alleges that two of its former employees, among others, stole the

corporation's technical family jewels, set
up Format, and got an advance payment
of $500,000 from GST to begin a competing operation, with gear to be made in
South Korea by Gst and then sold in the
U.S.
The scheme came a bizarre crop;.
per, says Tandon lawyer Thomas Bourke.
One of the former Tandon employeeS is a
gentleman named Philip Tomasi, who has
admitted that he was so piqued at Tandon
that he did an adroit-and, until recently,
undetected-spot of sabotage before leaving. Then, after a falling-out of some sort
with his new cronies at Format, Tomasi
laid waste to his new company's manufacturing area with a ball peen hammer. This
apparently led outraged Format officials
to file a $5 million damage suit charging
Tomasi with the civil equivalent to running amok.
,
Tomasi then blandly told the
whole story to a local newspaper; somebody at Tandon read. it, and Tandon
abruptly realized what had happened.
"Without the help of Tomasi," says Tandon lawyer James Hamilton,"we would
have never known what had been done to
us." Tomasi has not been named as a defendant inasmuch as he is said to be cooperating in the investigation. Format
apparently ran into trouble after selling

Heart disease or stroke can cheat you
out of the best years of your life.

Those are the years shared with
people you love. And when a loved
one is gone, everything changes.
You can't imagine the loss, unless it
happens to you. Last year, nearly
one million Americans died of heart
disease and stroke - 200,000 of
them before retirement age.
The American Heart Association
is fighting to reduce early death
and disability from heart disease
and stroke with research, professional and public education, and
community service programs.
But more needs to be done.
You can help us save young lives
by sending your dollars today to
your local Heart Association, listed
in your telephone directory.
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never leaves the node. Because
most of the traffic is local, bandwidth needed on expensive transmission lines is minimized ... as is
the cost. The distributed architecture offers maximum flexibility,
including centralized network
control, independence of host
CPU type, and high reliability.
If you've got a networking
problem looking for a solutionlook to Timeplex.

__

A multinational manufacturer of
systems and equipment for
telecommunication s networks.
Timeplex, Inc.
Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07675
201-930-4600
Timeplex Canada Inc. 416-475-1961
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The best-selling
PC graphics package
is not only easy
to use.

Just call 203-222-1974
or mail the reply card
for your FREE Demo
Diskette.

You're not going to
rush to your phone or
mailbox just because
we're offering a free
demo diskette.
We understand that.
So if you'll give us 10
seconds, we'll give you
four solid reasons to
accept our offer:
1. This demo diskette will
show you the highlights
of three different pro ..
grams that provide presentation .. quality
graphics.
2. These programs can fill all your busi ..
ness graphics needs-a complete
package.
3. All three programs combine great versatility with remarkable ease of use.
4. This package outsells all others in pre ..
sentation graphics. It includes CHART..
MASTER~ the program rated Number
One by Software Digest two years in a
row-1984 and in 1985.
Conclusion: This is the ideal software
to standardize computer graphics
throughout your company (assuming
you have IBM® PCs or 100 % compatible
personal computers).

It's easy to try.
Business Graphics Softwara Market
By AppUcatlon
1985

__ a_
Add definition to pie charts with a variety of colors
and patte~ns.

NEW MARKETING DEPARTMENT
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Artist
COllywrilcr

Media Speoia.list
Presl'J Wri ter
Photo&ro.pher

Assistant
Da ta Processor

Get clear, easy-to-follow organizational charts from
DIAGRAM-MASTER.

The masters touch.
Our total package consists of CHART..
MASTER® ($375) for graphs. SIGN .. MAS ..
TERTM ($245) for text and tables. And
DIAGRAM .. MASTER™ ($345) for all kinds

of diagrams and drawings.
It's everything you need for presentation-quality slides, overheads and hard
copy reports.
This package can stand alone. So your
users won't need other graphics
programs.
It can easily access your spreadsheet
programs-and turn their dull, analytical
graphics into dramatic presentations,
blessedly easy to understand.
What's also easy is using our programs. Beginners won't even need the
manual, except for technical points. Our
Help Screens do it all.

TECHNOLOGY INC.
Outperforms Peer Group'"
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CHART-MASTER'S bar charts make data clearer;
easier to read,

.Job Porformunco and Satisfaction
'What is theJr value to an oraa.nlzaUon?

DJ:SIQN CONCERN
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The stamp of approval.
Industry leaders use our products. Examples include GE, IBM, Westinghouse,
AT&T, 3M, Dupont, Exxon, Chase~ General Foods, Goodyear.
Which is one of the reasons we're the
industry leader.
Our out-front position
also came up in several
other reader surveys. For
example: CHART-MASTER
was the outstanding favorite of PC Magazine and
Lotus Magazine readers.
But why take someone
else's word for it? Make
your own evaluation with
our free Demo Diskette.
Call 203-222-1974 now. Or
mail the card.

IBM is a registered trademark of the International Business Machines
Corporation
CHART-MASTER is a registered trademarK of Decision Resources, Inc.
SIGN-MASTER is a trademark of Decision Resources, Inc.
DIAGRAM-MASTER is a trademark of Decision Resources. Inc.
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SIGN-MASTER helps you organize text and make
the meaning clear,
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little or no product, and its attorney is
asking leave to sever himself from the
case on grounds that he has not been
paid. Format could not be reached.
In a cross-complaint, attorneys for
GST have denied all material allegations,
charging Tandon and Tomasi with im-

The Format affair, if Tandon's
complaint is to be believed, has
all the elements of high dudgeon,
low intrigue, and a smaHering of
opera bouffe.
proprieties that include violating provisions of the California Business and
Professions Code, and Tandon with distributing press releases and otherwise
handling press inquiries "for the purpose
of damaging and destroying GST'S reputation for honesty and fair dealing." As legal lagniappe, GST'S lawyers are asking
the court to order Tandon to pay damages "greatly in excess of $100 million."
Lawyers for Tandon say they
would be pleased to settle with GST out of
court. If not, the trial could get under
way as early as next June and it promises
to be a wowser.
Quite apart from its floppy fandangos, Tandon has been too narrowly
perceived by some as being a Johnny One-

Note operation, says vp Sitlani. Indeed,
some 80% of its total 1984 revenues of
$399 million came from its assorted twosided floppy products. Since then, of
course, Tandon licensees like Shugart
have gone under as competition turned
the market into a maelstrom. Sitlani says
that this major floppy orientation of Tandon's is rapidly changing.
Guessing that totaL1985 revenues
will come to around $300 million, Sitlani
says he would like them divided now and
in the future equally among floppies,
Winchester disk product, and systems
and subsystems. The company has just
signed a deal worth perhaps $2 million
monthly with Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Tandon's lucrative business with
IBM is on the uptick. "In March," says
Sitlani, "we had discussions with them
and they determined that they needed
more of our 5 ~ -inch TM 100-2 product."
Likewise, the firm is selling to
Tandy Corp. private label PC xT-compatible micros marketed as the HD 1200.
. "We are certainly optimistic about
1986," says Sitlani. "We also believe that
there are entirely too many players in the
floppy disk drive market." John Le
Carres legendary George Smiley or his
archrival, Karla, could not have put it
more succinctly.
@

What you're
100·
foris
a graphics
company
that's more
responsIve.
•
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But computer-based fingerprint
identification systems are
spreading out beyond law
enforcement.
by Irene Fuerst

California's new NEC Automated Fingerprint Identification System, known as
CAL-ID, took only three minutes to identify Richard Ramirez as the alleged Night
Stalker, the serial murderer who terrified
Californians last summer. Twelve hours
after law enforcement officials published
his name and photograph, a group of East
Los Angeles residents surrounded Ramirez and the police took him into
custody.
The Night Stalker brought nationwide attention to fingerprint computers,
but the Ramirez case may only be the tip
of a computerized identification iceberg.
Fingerprint systems, which read,
digitize, store, compare, and retrieve fingerprints, are the rage among law enforcement agencies, but other uses for the
systems are being found as well. Vendors
are readying products targeted at anyone
whose pocket or purse holds a key, credit
card, or automatic teller machine card.
New technologies are behind
much of the activity. The most modem
fingerprint systems, such as California'S,
rely on optical disks, which have the edge
over magnetic media in storage density as
well as cost.
NEC Information Systems, Boxborough, Mass., and De La Rue Printrak
Inc., Anaheim, Calif., are apparently
among the few vendors of these systems.
Both companies have patented elements
of their machines, such as the algorithms
used to recognize fingerprints, and both
are seeking to leverage their technology
into related markets.
"We're currently looking at the
use of biometrics," says Richard E. Snyder, president and chief executive ofPrintrak. He says the company is about to
launch a biometrics-based access control
device that relies on fingerprints, but he
declined to state an introduction date.
Snyder says, however, it can be used for
either physical access or data access.
Already in use at the Anaheim facility, the "personal identity verification"
device-called PlY 2000 internally at
Printrak-uses the same type of algo-

rithms as the law enforcement systems
but implements a different scanning device to read prints directly off a finger;
says Ron Hilderbrand, the company's director of operations.
"Biometrics is keyed to the electronics industry," says Snyder. If current
cost-chopping trends continue, he adds,
biometric technology will replace ordinary house or automobile keys with devices that verify the identities of
fingerprints, signatures, voices, corneas,
or palm prints, among other things. "The
market appears to be opening up," says
Snyder, who is eyeing 300 to 400 potential sites for fingerprint computer installation over the next 10 to 15 years.
NEC, too, is looking to both the
physical and data access businesses~
"That's explosive," says Joe Phillips,
NEC'S national program director for fingerprint systems. In Japan, he notes, NEC
is very strong in banking, an area that
lends itself to biometric verification with
ATMsand credit cards. A highly accurate,
reliable, marketable, and cheap identication method is not available now, says
Phillips. "That's holding the market
back," he contends. "We've got the technology. It's got to be put it to work."
While Phillips says his division's
overall market is the identification market, right now he's concentrating on law
enforcement. Fingerprint computers are
currently providing about 10% or 15% of
the yearly revenues of NEC Information
Systems, he estimates. In five years, Phillips expects to be looking at a $500 million market in fingerprint computers
alone. He foresees that within two years,
40% of the country's fingerprints will be
earmarked for automation, if not already
on-line.
Right now there are only about 30
fingerprint computers in use throughout
the world, ranging from small municipal

The Night Stalker brought
nationwide attention to fingerprint computers.
or county systems storing only a few
thousand records· to those storing the
prints of several million people; But this
number is expected to increase dramatically as the market matures and
diversifies.
Automated fingerprint systems
range in price from under $1 million to
tens of millions of dollars. "Typically, in
industrialized countries ... about 10% of
the population has been arrested for some
felony [imd fingerprinted]," says Printrak's Snyder. He contends it is now costeffective for a law enforcement agency
with 50,000 to 100,000 criminals on record to have its own system.
A computer for a city with a popu-

lation of 500,000 to 1 million costs $1 million to $2 million, which factors out to
about 10 cents a finger, or $1 a record.
Other companies outside the U.S.
are also in the fingerprint-identification
business. "The fingerprint business is very
international," explains Paul Redstone,
who works on fingerprint systems for
British company Logica in London.
Redstone looks after Logica's
main operational site for these systems at
London's police headquarters in New
Scotland Yard. The Logica system, installed in March last year to keep criminals' fingerprint records, comprises twin
Prime 750s, four Floating Point Systems
AP 120BS, and Ii imaging workstations
from British company Gresham Lion.
The system runs about 1,000 tasks a day,
or some 1 million comparisons.
Logica's initial system is riot the
final solution for London's Metropolitan
Police Force, however. Another British
company, Smiths Associates, is now developing a system based on the transputer
chip te~hnology launched by British
semiconductor company Inmos in October. Using an array of 16 transputers,
each capable of lOMIPS, Smiths is designing a system for encoding the print
images,
Logica has installed another sys-

tem with the Dutch police force and is
talking hard to forces in the U.S., where it
sees a large potenti.al market.
North America is also theJocus of
much attention at French company Morpho Systeme. Backed by the French government, Morpho has installed a number

Within two years, 40% of the
couritry's fingerprints will be earmarked for automation, if not already on-line.
of systems for the French Ministry of the
Interior and in the old French colonies of
Senegal and Cameroon.
Like Logica, Morpho hopes to
cash in on the growing U.S. demand for
fingerprint systems, but is hamstrung by
the lack of any demonstrable system in
the U.S. To solve the problem, Morpho
has been looking for U.S. partner and
expects to announce a deal with an American company soon.
Printrak is the industry's old-tinier. Rockweli International started the fingerprint business in the late 1960s' in the
course of doing research for the FBI; went
comm~rcial in the late '70s, and sold out
to De La Rue in 1981. Printrak now has
systems iIi 22 U.S. locations and in six
outside the U.S.
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Is this

quick enough?
The graphics workstation you're probably thinking of
buying right now comes from a company that's not a leader in
technology.. That's not price competitive. And not very
responsive.
Doesn't seem like such a good selection anymore, does it?
We suggest that you take a look at us. Spectragraphics. A
high..:performance graphics company that's built on response.
Response in our products. Giving you greater speed and
flexibility. More features. And continual innovation in a whole
family of single and multi-user design stations called DesignSeCM
Response in the way we do business. With field upgradeability.
Fast on-site service. And prices so good they're not even
competitive.
All of which should strike a responsive chord with your needs.
Making us a second source; perhaps. But never second choice.

SPECTRAGRAPHICS
Where your ideas take shape.

Spectragraphics Corporation, 10260 Sorrento Valley Road, San Diego, CA 92121 (619) 450-0611.
DesignSetis a trademark of Spectragrapliics Corporation.
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
NEC'S fingerprint computer got its
start in the mid-'70s, after the company
cooperated with the Japanese government
to develop a system for that country's national police force. After six years of research and development, NEe decided to
sell the system worldwide in 1982. Besides systems in Tokyo, San. Francisco,
and Sacramento, Calif., NEC has one in
Anchorage, Ala., and one in Calgary,
Canada.
Cops love. the machines. Without
an automated system most latent printsthose scarcely visible fingerprints taken
from a crime scene-are good only for
positive identification· after a suspect is
caught, or when the search can be narrowed down to only a few candidates.

Ramirez was identified on a single print. "They caU that a cold
make. You have no suspects."
"The national average for getting a latent
print identified is 1%," says Tom Wilson,
director of information policy prograins
for Sacramento's Search Group Inc., a
nonprofit criminal justice information
management clearinghouse.
Ramirez was identified. on a single
print. "They call that a cold make. You
have no suspects;" says Wilson. "There
are a lot of police departments that have
told me they don't even try to get a cold
make .... They pretty much. just throw
.
the print away."
"It's a hell of a tool," says Sergeant Tom McCready, of the San Jose police department, about the latent print
unit's 2!-2-year-old Printrak system.
San Francisco's $2.3 million NEC
system, the first one the Japanese company installed on this continent, has been
the object of curiosity of visitors from
around the world; too many visitors, in
fact, for ,San Francisco Inspector of Police
BobDagitz's liking. Nonetheless, Dagitz
says San Francisco's, computer "has
proved a. very successful aid in law enforcement." The system's first hit, in Febfllary 1984, was reportedly a murderer
one of the inspectors had been waiting six
years to nail.
.
,
. Users of the NEC and Printrak sys':'
tems in law enforcement agencies say
both have their good po~nts. "People
who've benchmarked systems sayNEc has
a more accurate system," says Peggy
James, latent print examiner in the Houston police department, which has had' a
fingerprint system since 1979. The NEC
system is not as operator friendly,
though. With a Printrak, she says, it is
less work to enter latents into a system.
, What .Printrak allegedly loses in
accuracy it apparently makes up for in
speed. On a latent search, Printrak;s
matchers beaver away at over 2,000

matches a second each, while NEC'S
matchers are comparative sluggards at
650 matches per second each, claims
Printrak's Hilderbrand.
Printrak utilizes both pipeline and
parallel processing. The company's engineers cook up their own matchers and image processors, but the rest of the system
is,baseq on DEC components.
The 'NEC system's matchers (coprocessor subsystems) are specially built
pipeline processors that process at about
the speed of a Cray 2. NEC claims that
with a new proprietary search and recognition algorithm, the amount of information the system uses in a search is greater
than the competition's.
'
.
"The technical answer is that
we're 99.99% accurate," says Phillips of
NEC, adding that a system such as CALIO'S will run at about 98% or 99% accuracy. "Human error is what causes the
percent loss," he says. "It's a difficult
question. There are all kinds of fingers to
be searched," from perfect lOs to smeared
latents. Printrak also claims 99%-plus accuracy for its system.
Optical techno~ogy, meanwhile,
has put the spurs to the market, reflecting
the fact that magnetIc media js close to its
theoretical density limit. ,"Such a massive
amount of data is required [for fingerprint systems] ... you'd be filling up a
whole building with magnetic disks,"
adds Johnson. Adding a billion-byte optical drive to a system costs only about
$15,000, says Phillips, about half the
price of a magnetic unit'.
The CAL-ID system does have mag~
netic disks.' They store mathematically
encoded minutia data, which are what the
computer uses for matching. Minutiae are
details of the ridges that make up a print,
such as the humber of ridges within a
loop or whorl, whether a ridge dead-ends
or splits, and so on. After the system
makes its choices, usually an ordered list
of candidates, a train,ed fingerprint ana~
lyst compares the ,optically stored images
of them to the suspect print. "The final
decision is up to an expert," says Phillips.
The human element will always be
a crucial factor in 'fingerprint identification, but the spread of c9mputer technology in this field promises to speed up an
ofteil time-critical process. That's good
news for law enforcement agencies as well
as forthe public at large.
In reference to' the Ramirez case,
Tony Doon:;m', project manager of the
CAL-IO program, comments,. "Had a system like this been in operation two years
ago, conceivably 16 to 20 people would
still be alive."
@
Also contributing to this article were European managing editor Paul Tate and
Pariscorresponde~t James Etheridge.
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o Information Center Seminar
o Applications Development Seminar
o Both Seminars
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Looking for an information center
system that handles just about
anything they throw at you l
Trying to juggle end user demands without
losing control?
Then you need RAMIS@ II from Martin
Marietta Data Systems. The first information
center system that's as good to you as it is
to your end users.
RAMIS II is a comprehensive, integrated
system. It enables your end users to develop
everything from simple reports to complete
personal applications without having to
transfer data from one product to another.
And it generates reports directly from VSAM,
DB2 or almost any other file.
RAMIS II is the only product designed to
support every level of user expertise. It
offers a choice of a non-procedural language,
easy-to-use menus and Artificial-Intelligence
software for French and English.
What's more, with RAMIS II on the PC,
you gain a stand-alone workstation or a
seamless extension of your mainframe.
Now you can make end user computing
effective in your company at last. With
RAMIS II, another of Martin Marietta's
Natural Selection™ products: an interrelated
family of products that work with an extraordinary variety of machines, environments,
applications needs and degree of user
sophistication.
If you thought you'd never find a way to
balance your needs with those of your
end users, you're in for a nice surprise.
It's ready now.
NATURAL SELECTliilNQ
Martin Marietta Data Systems
RAM IS II Information
Po. Box 2392. Princeton. NJ 08540

1-800-257-5171

o I'd like a Representative to call.
o Please send me literature.

o Please send me information on other
Martin Marietta products.
Name _________________________
Title_-.,...-__________________
Company_________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City________ ,$tate _ _ Zip _ _ __
Phone (

I
I
I

IWARTIN IWARIETTA

__________________________

Martin Marietta's RAMIS II.
We're ready now.
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Manage all elements
of your high-speed
DataComm universe.
And control it from asingle point.
If you're moving into a new high-speed Tl
network and want to provide finger-tip control
from the computer room to every desk in your
organization, General DataComm has an offthe-shelf solution.
You see, at GDC we know the real solution
to communications is one that gives you a complete system, not just bits and pieces scattered
here and there.
A turnkey solution that offers the broadest
selection of modular systems-compatible with
all types of computers, terminals, transmission
lines and protocols-working together in a
completely integrated network.
And to top it all off, a sophisticated network management system controlled from a
single point, and a reliable, efficient service
organization to tie it all together.
Perhaps that explains why more Fortune
1000 and regional Bell operating companies
have relied on GDCs network design and program management capabilities to solve their
most complex communications problems.
It might be you may never need all that
we have to offer in data communications. But
isn't it reassuring to know one company has
everything you may ever need?
Put our systems and experience to work
for you. Contact our Sales Department, General
DataComm, Inc., Middlebury, CT 06762-1200,
(203) 574-1118.
When it comes to flexible communications
systems, no one gives you a better solution
than GDC.

IEll general dataCamm
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See us at:
S.E.I.A.-Booth PI1l4, 1115 -C.M.A.-Booth 410
N.M.I.C.-Alcove D - COMDEX FALL-Booth 2366

Equinox didn't invent the Data PBX ...

we just perfected it!
All the Data PBX features you need

Plus these Equinox only features

Port selection: User-controlled terminal switching
between computers.
Access control to keep your database secure from
unauthorized personnel and to protect dial-in lines
from "hackers".
Port contention or sharing for maximum port
utilization and economy.
Network control from a central point; alter system
configuration, collect statistics and perform diagnostics.
Non-blocking architecture permits 660 full-duplex
connections at 9600 bps.

Expandable from 24 to 1320 lines without taking your
system down.
User-friendly menu-driven battery-backed
configuration plus on-line help.
Compact dimensions: 360 lines in the unit shown
above. Less than one sixth the size of Micom or
Gandalf PBXs!
Simple do-it-yourself installation using low-cost
modular telephone wiring.
Complete system backup with auto-switchover
power and logic, plus comprehensive on-line
diagnostics.
And the price: under $100 per line. No other LAN
compares!

Call1-800-DATA-PBX* for a free color brochure and on-site demonstration.

lEOUTINOX
~

12041 SW 144th Street, Miami, Florida 33186

Systems

* In Florida call (305) 255-3500' Telex 289307
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
BENCHMARKS

ENCORE'S WOES PILE UP: Encore Computer, Wellesley, Mass., has followed the loss of its biggest potential
customer with the resignation of one of its
three celebrated cofounders. Henry Burkhardt, the troubled startup's chief financial officer, was described by insiders as a
"victim of the high-pressure work environment" that resulted from a ninemonth delay in shipping the company's
first computer. His resignation over
"management
differences"
follows
Sperry's decision to pull out of an oem
contract (see Benchmarks, Oct. 1, p. 57).
_ Sperry was supposedly planning to use
Encore's Multimax machine as the core
of a push into the Unix market. Gordon
Bell, designer of the Encore Continuum
system line, is not expected by associates
to remain with the company in a full-time
capacity. "He'll stay as an advisor and
consultant, but he wants the freedom to
pursue _other interests," says one source.
The third cofounder, Ken Fisher, is now
firmly at the helm and believed to be talking with two potential oems to fill the
void left by Sperry. A company spokesman said Encore's $25 million in cash and
manufacturing capacity would see it
through the end of FY '86 (next October).
IBM VECTORIZES:

As expected,
IBM pushed into the vector processor
market that serves engineers and scientists performing computationally intensive jobs. With the new "vector facility"
added, IBM said, 3090/Sierra processors
can execute many scientific programs as
much as three times faster than a standard 3090. Using emitter-coupled logic
(ECL) chips mounted on three thermoconduction modules, _ the pipeline machine can perform arithmetic on as many
as 128 vector elements at a time; its cycle
speed is 18.5nsecs, giving a peak rate of
108 million arithmetic operations a second when its pipeline is primed, a spokesman stated. The company described the
new product as an extension to the standard Sierra processor, not an attached
processor like the discontinued IBM 3838
seismic array processor, which adds 171
new instructions to the basic cpu's repertoire. With proper programming, the vector and scalar processor -portions of a
3090'"can be made to op~rate in parallel,
thereby providing further boosts in over,.
all throughput. New software to help users take advantage of the vector facility
under the MVS and VM/HPO operating systems includes a m!w version of the ESSL
subroutines library, a- I:"ORTRAN conversion facility that helps translate from level
66 to level 77, a simulator to adapt programs written for the 3838, enhanced versions of VS FORTRAN and assembler H,

and the CAEDS engineering package. A
handful of independent engineering software developers have said they will adapt
their programs to the vector box, IBM
claimed. The new hardware can be installed at the factory or as a field upgrade.
IBM noted that its marketing agreement
with Floating Point Systems of Beaverton, Ore., is still in place. Deliveries of the
vector facility have begun to selected users under IBM's "early support program,"
a spokesman said, but regular deliveries
are slated for next February. Purchase
price is $370,000 for the first facility and
$230,000 for additional ones. Production
is to ta~e place in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.;
Montpellier, France, and Yasu, Japan.
Meanwhile, IBM said it has moved
the first delivery date for the quad-processor 3090-400, originally slated for mid1987, to tht: fourth quarter of 1986. It also
boosted the maximum main memory on
the 4361 models 4 and 5 to 16MB from
12MB; added a 370 version of its DisplayWrite text processing software; added two new releases of the PROFS office
system, whic4 interface with DISOSS; and
came out with a -document management
facility for 4300 processors.

FINALLY TO TRIAL: Trial of a lawsuit over alleged infringement of a patent
held by Boole & Babbage Co., Sunnyvale,
Calif., for monitoring the performance of
IBM operating systems was set for Feb. 3,
1986. Attempts by Candle Corp., Los Angeles, to have the patent invalidated were
turned down in federal court there. The
two firms compete in the performance
measurement software market for IBM
and compatible computers. The action
was filed by Boole & Babbage in 1982,
shortly after it asked Candle to stop selling a software package or .to obtain a license from Boole. Candle countersued to
have the patent invalidated, claiming,
among other things, that the information
in the invention was in use more than a
year before the patent was filed in 1970.
Judge Pamela Rymer turned down Candle's request.
IBM -ADDS NETWORK(S): IBM Japan said it has agreed to enter into a joint
venture ~ith Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Corp" (NIT) to build a value-added
network in Japan. The venture would
take act vantage of that country's changing
telecommunications market, which, under pressure from the U.S., opened its
doors to foreign suppliers recently. Competing with several other networks. proposed by Japanese and U.S. firms, the
IBM-NIT net would be IBM'S third in that
country. It has already begun working on
a teleprocessing network with Mitsubishi
as well as one for which it will be sole
operator. Meanwhile, IBM Europe's chief

executive, Kaspar Cassini, said in Paris
that IBM is still gung ho about setting up a
teleprocessing network in the U.K. IBM
had earlier proposed setting up a network
called Jove in a joint venture with British
Telecom, but the British government
blocked it as anticompetitive. Casslni told
Reuters that he was "quite convinced that
we will offer value-added services in the
U.K.," but he was not sure if it would be
with a partner or alone. Britain has recently revamped its own telecommunications regulations, which may leave more
room for IBM, whose large market share
in European nations is disturbing to many
local competitors and their governments,
to get its way after all.

APOLLO HICCUPS:

Facing an impending introduction by IBM of its Quicksilver technical workstation, Apollo
Computer Inc., Chelmsford, Mass., reported an $18 million loss for its third
quarter and laid off 300 workers. The
workstation company has grown quickly
in its five-year history, but the industry
slowdown, a change in its own product
line, and reports that IBM will soon enter
its market have dampened sales. The
company recently came out with a new
product line based on the Motorola 68020
chip, which replaces the 6801O-based line
and caused Apollo to take $14 million
inventory write-down. Another $4 million loss was attributed to a slump in sales
to major oem customers such as Mentor
Graphics, Calma Co., and Auto-troI.

a

EARLY DASD: Storage Technology,
Louisville, Colo., said it will deliver dualcapacity, 3380-compatible disk drives in
the second quarter of .1986, six months
ahead of schedule. The financially troubled company said its choice of thin-film
media helped improve the delivery schedule, which was disclosed two months after IBM began shipments of its own 3380E
disk drives three months ahead of its
schedule. In an approach similar to IBM'S
product, the StorageTek 8380E will boost
track density to 1,400 tracks per inch
from about 800tpi. StorageTek had been
about a year late in shipping the original
8380 drive early last year.
JOBS SUED:

The saga of Steve Jobs,
cofounder and former chairman of Apple
Computer, continued with the company
suing the 30-year-old en~repreneur for allegedly shirking his fiduciary duties and
scheming to lure away key Apple employees. Jobs has hired five engineers from
Apple in an -attempt to develop what is
thought to be _a high-performance workstation for the higher education market.
Apple has charged that the new machine,
details of which are -still sketcllY, wOlild
use Apple's proprietary technology.
@
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network can give
. your networl~. .
the right connections.

Now there's an easy way to open
your company's data network to new
opportunities.
Connect your network to our network- the IBM Information Network.
It's your connection to a number of
computers-from small personal
computers to large mainframes, both
inside and outside your company.
And our network enables your
company to do business in new ways,
with new levels of sophistication.,

dealers. And how will that benefit you?
One way might be a system of
automatic reordering that could give
all parties the advantages of leaner
inventories and greatly reduced
paperwork. You'll be able to coordinate on-deniand delivery dates and
production schedules. And to
exchange drawings and technical
specifications to speed the process.

Your Connection to Customers,
Suppliers and Dealers

There are also cases'where an'
industry benefits from the efficient
exchange of information.
In the property and casualty insur-

Through olir network you can hook
up to your customers, suppliers and '

Your COlinection
to Industry Networks

'.
ance industry, for
example, the IBM Information
Network improves communications
between major underwriters and
independent agents.
Your Connection to
Data Bases and Software

The IBM Information Network
also makes other information and
resources available.
These can include data bases such
as Dow Jones News/Retrieval; as well
as access to software products for
the business and data processing
professional.
To give your network the right

connections, use
the coupon below. Or for literature,
callI 800 IBM-2468, Ext. 82/KZ.
===
$(J)
--:-:.
--

Dow Jones News/Retrieval is a registered
trademark of Dow Jones & Company, Inc.

==---=- -=-= -= ':' -=------,
-.

~------------------I

IBM Information Network
P.O. Box 30l04/KZ
Tampa, Florida 33630·9948

82/11-1

D Please have an IBM Information Network Representative call me.
D Please send me literature on the IBM Information Network.

D I'd like to attend an IBM Information Network Seminar.
Name' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Addressi _ _ _ _.:.....-_ _ _ _ _ _ __
City,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ Zip, _ __
I Phone

L- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

mM InforlIlation Network...The Snmrt Connection
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VM Systems Programmers
He"" or Exper.
Can you pass the VM
'enced •..
Software, Inc.

Career Quiz?

VM Software, Inc.
Career Quiz
Yes

No

0

D

Do you think VM is the wave of the future?

D

0

Do you think you know more about VM than anyone else
on earth?

D

0

Do you like to program down to the bare metal?

0

D

Do you think UNIX is a four letter word?

D

0

Do you keep an IBM 8370 Principles of Operations on
your bedstand?

D

0

Do you wear out at least one IBM yellow card a year?

0

0

Are you a closet hacker?

0

0

Do you feel sorry for people who don't know assembler?

0

0

Do you think MV8 bigots are nerds?

0

0

Do you know what control register 6 is used for?

0

0

Do you have a "Born to Code" tattoo on your arm?*

0

D

Have you ever programmed for 24 hours straight just for
the fun of it?

0

0

When you talk to IBM, do you tell THEM how the system
works?

0

0

Do you still remember the bugs you shot 10 years ago?

0

0

Do you discuss channel programming at parties?
*If you answered "NO" to this question, but "YES" to at least one
other, we have a "Born to Code" tattoo kit waiting for you.

If you answered "YE "
COUld), We have'
S to any or all of
le~eters at (l6~r ~~r job You've bee~h~11 abo~e (or wish you
VMW Peters
-6886 or send Your ~ammg about. Call
2 Software Inc
esume to:
070 Chain Srid •
Vienna, VA 2218goe Road, SUite 3SS
VMSo
.
ope .ftware, Inc, ;s a lead'
ratmg environment
mg supplier of sohwa to
.
re r IBM's VM

a,M

sonWARI INC
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Run With a Leade~

Ifyour communications network

can't get into hi hgea~
chances are its your ransmissi
Look around you. At your workstations, terminals and computers. They're
high-performance data devices. And be~
cause different devices speak different
languages at different speeds, your
transmission facilities must be optimally
matched to your specific requirements.
And that's where we come in.

We're the Customized
Network Services Experts.
With the full resources of Bell
Atlantic and the speCialized network expertise of our Bell Operating Companies
behind us, we're in position to offer customized network solutions to your specific communications needs; With
network services that are as flexible as
they are technologically advanced.

oto 500 megabits. Analog to
digital. And anywhere in between.

ments in the latest
technologies will allow you to keep
your network
ideally matched to
the changing needs
of your business.

You can check your
transmission yourself
For a free copy of
our network analysis
guide, "The OptiMiser,"
contact your Account
Executive or call toll-free
1 800 843-2255. And discover
the difference a customized
network solution can make to your
transmission's performance.

From basic voice circuits, to Digital
Data Service, to High Capacity Digital
Service, to fiber-optic-based High Capacity Lightwave Service-we offer full duplex digital data transmission services at
speeds ranging from 2400 bps to 500
megabits. On a point-to-point or multipoint basis.
Along with the operational efficiencies of precisely matching your transmission network to your equipment, significant cost savings can be realized by
replacing multiple low-speed/low-capacity lines with a single high-speed/highcapacity line.

Bell Atlantic™ Companies

Cost efficient. Cost effective.
With our full range of network services, your system can be fully customized to fit your precise requirements. So,
you only pay for what you actually need.
No more. No less.
What's more, our continuing invest-
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It takes more than a 'PC to
make a 3270 network work.
Telex understands the individual needs of managing information. That's why we've introduced the
Intelligent System Series.™
The new Telex 1260/1280 Intelligent Workstations
have been developed especially for 3270 users. Powerful, highly configurable workstations that adapt to
your organization's personal needs. From high-end
microcomputer performance to on-line host interac-.
tion, the Intelligent System Series is designed for
flexibility, engineered for power.
.
The Telex 1260 is the low cost choice for users
seeking IBM XT compatibility and AT performance.
Telex's 1280 runs up to 30% faster than the AT and
supports both AT hardware and software. Together
the 1260/1280 offer a wide selection of memory,
storage, peripheral and expansion options to
provide for today's needs as well as tomorrow's
growth. And they both support a choice of3278
or AT style keyboards.
Telex is "the" single source for 3270 intelligence,
performance and flexibility. From terminals and
workstations to. software and peripherals,
Telex provides complete customer support.
And we back every product with .over
2000 Telex dedicated service and support
people worldwide.
For more information, contact our
Marketing Communications
Department, 6422 East :
41st Street, Tulsa, OK :
74135.1-800-331-2623 .
(In Oklahoma call
918-628-3113).

Telex 1260/1280
Iritelligent Workstations
IBM AT and IBM XT are trademarks of International Business Machines.
Telex is a registered trademark of Telex Corporation.

TELEX 27
IBM 3274

HOST

TELEX 274
IBM 3274

The #1
3270 Alternative

TELEX
TELEX COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.
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Overly creative users are putting data to uses for
which they were never intended. The results can be disastrous.

ON THIN ICE:
MICROS AND DATA
INTEGRITY
by Irene S. Nesbit
Information is a vital component of business. Users know this, and are acquiring an
increasing number of tools with which to
access information. Data processing departments are busier than ever-generating
reports, building databases, distributing
data. Yet there is a growing problem. There
are virtually no checks on the ways in
which data are used. The data may be right
or they may be wrong, but they are put to
use immediately.
As the technicians and developers
of the data, it has become our responsibility
to ensure that the data are accurate and
correct. The users do not take responsibility for data integrity. They leave it to MIS.
Once it was rather simple to make
sure the information was correct. In an installation where I worked in the early '70s,
we could be certain that every report going
out of the department was correct by having Charlie, the chief accountant, review it.
We ran biweekly accounting and budget allocation systems in batch. After each report
was printed, we would personally deliver it
to Charlie.
Charlie would stop everything and
immediately review the reports. He would
look at each page, focusing his eyes on various figures and totals, sometimes checking
something on his calculator. Then, with an
important pause, he would pronounce the
report "okay for distribution." Or he
would suddenly stand up, point to something on the report and say, "No, it is not
right." Then we would try to understand
the problem by checking the input, the run
processes, or the algorithms.
Today we are no longer in a batch
world, with central controls and central
management. Data are collected and distributed everywhere. Users want data
downloaded, uploaded, and networked.
They want data on their pes and on their
3278s. They want data to share, to analyze,
and to reanalyze. Data are now used online and disseminated almost as soon as
they're collected. Information originally intended for the treasurer's office is now used
by the capital planners; information that
80 DATAMATION

feeds the general ledger has been downloaded to pcs everywhere. And there are no
Charlies to ensure data integrity.
Are there other experienced, responsible professionals who feel responsible
for checking the data? Perhaps, but not as
many as are needed. More typical is the financial executive who sends out month-end
reports without any review. "If they're
wrong," he says, "someone will holler."
True-but they scream at MIS.
We need to exert new controls and
develop new methodologies for the distribution of data. As the technology provides
users with greater ability to share data, we
must invent new procedures and methods
to ensure the integrity of that data.
We have new types of users accessing and sharing data in a variety of new and
different ways. To make this process work
right we need to take a closer look at how
data are being used-both correctly and incorrectly. If we can develop a more comprehensive understanding of the uses of
data, perhaps we can then establish the institutional controls that will make data
sharing work.
We can start by identifying five categories of data usage that signal trouble:
• multiple purposes,
• mixed time frames,
• big categories/small analysis,
• misunderstood definitions, and
• corporate data vs. private data.
If we can be alert to these uses, we may be
able to develop more effective systems and
procedures.
1. Multiple purposes. Today's user wants to massage data in creative
ways, and one of the
forms that creativity takes is the attempt to
use the same data for different purposes.
This is risky business. Information collected for one purpose seldom suits another,
dissimilar purpose. Critical data elements
may be missing.
For example, a bank was attempting
to get information on the profitability of its
branches. The financial analysts decided
that analysis of the customer information

MAKING
IT ALL
WORK

file was the best way to get the numbers.
Each customer and each account for the
customer (loan, IRA, savings, CDS, etc.) was
coded with a branch code. After analyzing
these data on pcs they were able to derive
branch profitability by summing up activity by branch.
Some time after the analysis was
complete, a bank officer informed the analysts that their numbers were wrong. Customers move around and change branches
frequently. The customer file was always
updated with their current branch. If a customer moved and began banking at the
West Side branch instead of the East Side
branch, the code in his file was changed to
reflect his new home branch. The profitability of a branch had little to do with the
branch code in the customer database. To
calculate branch profitability, the analysts
would need to use information reflecting
the branch that originated the customer's
loan, CD, or whatever. Used in its original
purpose, the data were correct; if you need
to know the number of customers in a
branch, the information is there. For the
new purpose, however, the data were incomplete and inaccurate.
Creative marketing types seem to do
this frequently. They will use information
from sales of one product to cast sales projections for a different product. The first
data set is correct, but sales for one product
do not necessarily function as accurate projections for the second product.
Information rarely serves multiple
purposes. It cannot be used across the
board for various reporting objectives.
The purpose must be well defined, and then
the data must be well understood. If the
purpose and the data match, the answers
will be correct.
2. Mixed time frames. Information
that is timely for one purpose may not be
timely for another. The "accounting close"
concept does not always coincide with other accounting or reporting periods. Marketing departments often work on a different time frame from finance departments.
Also, inventory is often accounted for on a
different calendar from the tax people's.
Accountants like the books to be
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Information rarely serves multiple purposes; it cannot
be used across the board.

neat. So, some companies even work on a
13-moilth year. Or, there is a fiscal year
that ends Sept. 30. That is fine for accountants, but people work-and want information-on other, different time periods.
It is important to develop a concept
of timeliness and time relative to data. For
example, many organizations have reported problems in accounting for inventory.
Inventory information needs to be rigorously tied to time periods. The systems that
track inventory work on time cycles that
may be different from the way the company
tracks profit. If inventory is maintained on
a month-to-month basis and the profit calculation is based on a fiscal year, there may
be a timing imbalance.
Sales departments generally have
sales reports that work on time scales totally different from those the accountants use.
Projecting and calculating profits may require manipulation of revenue with respect
to time. Persons using the profit data must
know the ground rules that were employed.
If not, everyone using the data will come up
with different figures. This has happened.
Not long ago, a financial executive with an
international consumer goods company
found he had four different consolidated
P&L statements because four analysts had
applied revenue and expense across different time periods.
Chargeback systems are
usually
affected by varyBACK IS
ing time schedules. Costs
AFFECTED
may be collected on an
accounting cycle and then charged back on
some other time frame. A cost analyst
working with chargeback data on a pc may
not recognize the way in which the data
change because of the change in time cycles. The analyst may believe that a department is being charged too much when the
number is actually corn~ct. It appears
wrong because of the manipulation from a
fiscal calendar to a regular year. The other
common dilemma associated with allocation or chargeback systems is understanding what goes into the system and on what
date. If a charge to a department is not reflected until three months after it was accrued, the charge will undoubtedly be
debated. Users need to know when information is booked.
There are also data that change over
time. Until about 1980, television ratings
data always contained a cod~ as to whether
or not the viewer had color tv. Now that
same code indicates whether the viewer
subscribes to cable (a color tv is assumed).
An analyst trying to track the number of
cable homes was not aware ofthis, and produced a report that was quite wrong.

CHARGING
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Time is an important variable with
respect to data. Data processing people are
accustomed to dating reports and even data
sources. Now we may need to think about
time in more detail. Each data element has
an origin in point of time. There are also
broader concepts to consider with respect
to time. Varying schedules and time periods have an impact on data. As files are
shared, extracted, and pulled apart, their
original time frame becomes critically important to maintaining the integrity of the
data.
3. Big categories/small analysis. Information may be aggregated in such a way
that useful data, though present, are not explicit. Users are easily confused by this.
They realize a category is composed of
many groups; it appears to be possible to
break out one group and analyze it, but it
usually isn't.
For example, in analyzing an organization's computing costs, the capital
costs are usually easy to identify and categorize. But, if the organization has a rule
allowing all purchases of $10,000 or less to
be expensed, certain costs cannot be broken
out or analyzed. The rule is satisfactory
with respect to reporting expensed costs.
However, if pcs are expensed it will be impossible to identify the amount spent on pcs
within that general category of "expensed
costs." And then the analysis of the company's computing costs will be omitting an
important cost element.
Systems analysts, when designing
databases and systems, work hard to place
data in categories that seem reasonable. It
is only a year or two later, when an unanticipated use of the data is required, that
these categories become unworkable.
A banking institution found this to
be true. An analyst was attempting to determine the number and dollar amount of
IRAS the bank had sold over the last year.
Its general ledger had two accounts that
contained IRAS, one for IRAS that earned
less than 10% and one for IRAS that were to
earn more. Each category, however, also
contained other bank products that earned
10%, and it was impossible to subtract the
IRAS from this umbrella total. The general
ledger accounts were set up that way because, at the time, the focus was on interest
rates and not the products themselves.
Times changed and individual products became the focus. The officers were interested
in the number of IRAS and not the interest
rate volume. Too bad-the bank would be
forced to continue to look at the interest
rate.
The category was too big. Most likely the bank had good systems analysts, and
the users were once asked if they would

ever need to look at individual product
data. They probably said no, that all they
would ever be interested in was interest rate
totals. Shortsighted users-but the bank officers were blaming MIS for not being able
to get the data to them.
4. Misunderstood definitions. Data, even data in
integrated data dictioDEFINED
naries, are often not fully
explained. A full definition requires descriptions of the sources of the information
and explanations of the processes that
affect the data. In addition, we must document the exceptions, valid ranges, arithmetic, and logical operations and codes. Social
scientists use "code books" to describe
their data. These books are comprehensive
write-ups on each data element collected.
They describe each type of answer that may
be possible on a survey. And the descriptions are complete-from the format of the
data to their use and relationship to other
elements.
Everyone can understand a social
security number because the definition is
widely accepted and standard. The format
of the number is always xxx-xx-xxxx. Furthermore, this format is unique. The social
security number is never confused with
some other identification number. Everybody knows what it is.
Not all data elements are as intuitively obvious as the SSN. In fact, there are
systems where no one seems to understand
the numbers. We once developed a market
projection model that made substantial use
of weighted numbers and statistical procedures. Each month the users would call
with questions. Because they could not immediately understand the output, their first
reaction was that the reports were wrong.
The users could never remember how missing data fields were handled. The reports
were unclear as to which numbers were
whole and which were percentages. There
were further questions about the way the
quarterly data· were summed and categorized. It was not obvious how to interpret
the report.
Why can't users read the reports
they have helped to design? Decisions
made in design meetings are quickly forgotten. I know of an application that reports
on sales trends. No one can ever remember
what triggers a trend category change.
Does it change when a product is dropped
or does it change after a certain number of
months? Actually, in this system it is neither-the user has control over which category is carried through on the reports.
Now, in addition to information on
reports, there are data being shipped
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It's not just that ~omeone buys
a COMPAQ Computer every 62 seconds
of every business day. ..
It's why.
For three years now, COMPAQComputers have sold at the rate
of nearly one per minute of
each business day. That's made
COMPAQ the fastest growing
computer company in the world.
Because when people take the
time to learn about computers,
they learn that COMPAQ Computers simply work better.
Our portable computers are
built with innovations that surpass most desktop computers. Our
rugged COMPAQ PORTABLE
286™ runs software 30% faster
than the IBM- PC-ATTM. And can
come with an internal tape backup system to protect your dataan exclusive in our portable
computer.
Our desktop computers are
packed with more advances.
Our COMPAQ DESKPRO- Series
runs faster than the IBM PC or
IBM PC/XTM. The COMPAQ
DESKPRO 286™ is even faster
than the IBM PC-AT.
Our desktops store more. Add
up to four internal storage devices,
including a tape back-up.
In fact, all COMPAQ Computers
are expandable and compatible. No
compromises. That's why, of the
nation's 1000 leading companies,
more of them use COMPAQ Computers than any other brand, except one. And we're closing the gap.
For more information or the names ofAuthorized
COMPAQ Dealers who can set up a hands-on evaluation, call 1-800-543-1300. Ask for Operator 270.
<01985 COMPAQ· Computer Corporation. All rights
reserved.

It simply works better.

Not all data elements are as intuitively obvious as the
social security number.

around. There is little likelihood that users
will remember the meaning, source, calculations, or processes applied to a piece of
data. If the data element isn't immediately
obvious-like SSN-users will have a difficult time comprehending its full meaning.
5. Corporate data vs. private data.
There are data that belong to a company
and there are data that belong to a person.
If the two are confused, a troublesome situation can arise.
A brokerage house was maintaining
margin accounts on a central mainframe.
This file contained the daily dollar amount
on a margin account that each customer
was eligible for. The brokers found it cumbersome and time-consuming to use the
mainframe to check margin accounts. So
all the brokers began keeping the margin
accounts for their individual customer accounts on pcs. A couple of customers got
wise. They realized they could double or
triple the amounts they could use by opening up second or third margin accounts
with different brokers in the company.
Why not? The pc files were never combined
or checked. Moreover, the brokers were
sloppy and forgetful about reporting the
daily margin changes or additions to the
mainframe system. This problem was uncovered during the audit-and only because customers began to default on
margin account payments. Clearly, margin
accounts in a brokerage house need to be
maintained in a central version. These are
corporate, not private, data.
TRW Credit is an example of a company that provides a "corporate" data service. Prior to the establishment of TRW
Credit, service companies had no way of instantly checking your credit purchases
across several creditors. Now, they simply
call TRW Credit and receive an assessment
of your credit-worthiness for that day. Every company has information that is key to
running the business and needs to be centrally maintained. It is critical to define the
databases that fall into this category.
Those are five problem
categories; there are
probably others. There is
an extraordinary amount
of data being collected, distributed, and
shared. The issues associated with this usage are complex and wide-ranging. Can we
do anything about it?
First we have to recognize that existing controls are insufficient. Stamping
time and date and source of the data will
not solve the problem. If the data are
wrong, knowing the source may assist in
tracing a problem, but it does not ensure
that the data are accurate in the first place.

CAN
SOMETHING
BE DONE?
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And, if the user of the information does not
see that the data are incorrect, the problem
won't surface until later, when it might
grow into a catastrophe.
It would be nice to think that within
the database administration function MIS
could impose sufficient controls and checks
to ensure that data are correct no matter
what happens to them or where they go.
That appears to be unrealistic, however.
The DBA function is no longer enough. It
helps and is still necessary but, as the flow
of data increases, MIS managers are losing
control over what users do with information. Placing complete responsibility for
the data in the area of the DBA· doesn't
work. The n'BA does not know the data in
the same way as the professional responsible for the information. We need people
who can look at the information and know,
from professional experience and knowledge, that the information is right and fit to
be distributed.
The solutions will be as comprehensive and as broad as the usage problems
themselves. The controls must begin in the
planning and design phase. We need to incorporate the need for shared data into our
existing methodologies for developing systems. Each phase of systems design and implementation needs to be enhanced to
address the data-usage issues.
During the functional requirements
and design phase we can include analytic
tasks that will examine the data requirements relative to
• time,
• functions and purpose,
• secondary analysis possibilities, and
• corporate vs. private usage.
With greater understanding of the potential
future uses of the information, we may be
able to achieve more satisfactory systems
implementation.
Within the technical design and implementation phases, it may be possible to
design the databases to include indentifiers
that will support data sharing. Storage is
inexpensive. It may now be practical to add
multiple identifiers to data elements in
ways that were too cumbersome or expensive in the past.
For example, we could add many
identifiers relative to time, ownership, and
function. Data that are linked to time, such
as inventory data, might have several time
identifiers-the date the inventory element
was counted, the source (and time of the
source) of the data element, the time it expires, and any other factors that can be included that will fully define the timing
aspects of the data element. Inventory is a
moving target.
Data identifiers might also include

warning codes, signaling that a particular
data group cannot be disaggregated. Or
they could include other codes warning
about limited functions or constraints on
secondary analysis. As users try to analyze
more and more data, they need to know the
analytic capability of the data. If a category
cannot be broken out it should be clearly
labeled as such. In addition, we need to
identify corporate data that cannot be
shared or distributed for private use.
Within the database itself, we can
probably do a great deal to provide controls
and information that will let users know
what they can or cannot do with data.
The final phases of system development can be
modified as well. System
documentation, training,
and acceptance can all include modules to
satisfy data-sharing requirements. We may
need to change our entire thinking about
documentation and place significant effort
in "code books." Data are becoming a commodity-used and reused. If a code book
accompanies the information, the user will
have instructions for correct use-if the
definitions for the data are complete and
understandable.
Perhaps each user needs to be given
a checklist that will provide guidelines for
the use of data. The checklist may prompt
more careful thinking in the use of inform ation. It might include specific rules-such
as "do not use the inventory file in a time
frame other than calendar year."
User education, particularly for users at professional levels, should include
sessions on data usage. We teach clerks
how to operate systems and we give management an overview of system functions.
Now, it may be time to have classes on the
data associated with an application. We
need to help users understand the function
or purpose of a particular data set. They
also need to know· that using the data for
some other objective may be risky.
These are not definitive answers.
Once we fully understand the issues, more
complete solutions may be forthcoming.
Each organization has unique data and users. Each organization's solutions may
vary. But, within the accepted system development methodologies, we can incorporate new analysis processes and techniques
that will help to address the issues raised
here. If we don't, we are likely to find ourselves adrift in a sea of meaningless data.@
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It's not just that the
COMPAQ Portable is the best-selling
portable co~puter in the world...
It's why.
The COMPAQs Portable
Personal Computer was destined to become a classic. It
does more than rnost desktops because of some farsighted engineering.
We knew that companies
would want COlllputers that
could keep up with changing
technology, so we Cl eated a
modular portable wIth a design so innuvative it's been
patented. It's cOInpletely
compatible with industry
standards. And it has enough
memory and expansion slots
to accommodate networking/ a modem, or a mouse.
Our portables will also accommodate a parallel printer,
color and comp0tiite monitors/ even an RF modulator.
All are standard interfaces;
you don1t have to give up an
expansion slot to get thern.
Many peuple prefer
COMPAQ Portables to desktop computers because of
their small footprint. Plus,
because thetre portable,
thei re ideal to share.
What/s Inore, our nlOnitors display high-resolution
text and graphics, and rugged shock mounting protects
stored data. Point beingthis is one portable COlliputer with no conlprOInises.
For more in(ormatioii O( tILt: TlilliUiS ofAuthorized COMPAQ Dealers who can set up a
hands-on evaluatioll, call 1-800-543-1300.
Ask fOI Op.::ratoi 270.
c198b ~Uiv1PAQ COlllpulel Corporation .
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It simply works better.

In this world full of small machines, maintaining data
and system security has become a new challenge.

PC SECURITY:
SO WHAT'S NEW?
by Joel S. Zimmerman
Those of us who are concerned with data
security usually see the most sinister implications of everything. As young children,
we 'were taught that in front of every silver
lining there is a cloud; cleanliness is not
next to godliness-it is next to impossible;
the early worm gets caught by the bird;
where there is smoke, there is equipment
damage; and an
/'
ounce of prevention
r
is almost useless
r
against a pound of
crime.
So it is no
surprise that data security officers (DSOS)
have been alarmed
by the proliferation
of personal computers. (These days,
many companies are
appointing DSOS to
grapple with data security problems. For
a more in-depth look
at DSOS and the
whole issue of who is
responsible for data
security, see box.)
As pcs became common elements of the
I
workplace, we instantly recognized
them as something
new that DSOS could
worry about. The
questions we asked
were 1. is the securi
ty of microcomputers really any different
from the security of minis and mainframes?
and 2. does the introduction of pcs make
the security situation better or worse? As
expected, the answers were: 1. yes and 2.
worse.
The biggest problem with machines
is people. A true computer error is among
the rarest events on earth, but human error
is rampant. While people are not the cause
of all computer problems (mother nature is
86 DATAMATION

sometimes the CUlprit), they probably account for about three quarters of them.
Whatever else is in dispute, everyone agrees that the microcomputer revolution has brought more people into contact
with computers. This lends itself to two different interpretations. One can take the
dim view that since people are the main
cause of computer problems, more people
mean more problems. Or one can take the

highest attendance at elective workshops.
The advent of the micro might finally be
the force for which DSOS everywhere have
been praying. When the media began their
hype over teenaged hackers, security specialists secretly applauded the lovable little
juvenile delinquents for bringing the issues
of information security out of the closet.
Unfortunately, the hackers' notoriety never
brought with it the increased respect, attention, and budgets for
.......
which the security~
minded had hoped.
That should have
been expected. In
the grand scheme of
things, hackers were
never as much of a
problem as they
were a media event.
More damage is
done to computers
in this country by
leaking roofs than
by hackers. Furthermore, the major perpetrators of crime by
computer have been
the organizations'
own
employees,
finding ways to enjoy personal gain
from hardware, softI
ware, and information to which they
had legitimate access in their normal
work. The kids were
never the major
problem.
Their
moms and pops were.
While hackers rarely posed a valid
enough threat to make senior managers invest in security, personal computers have.
Most companies had no exposure to hackers because they had no dial-up access, and
those who had run-ins learned that protection from hackers is relatively simple and
effective with today's remote access protection technology. But microcomputers are
everyw here. They are popping up in offices

"

!I
more optimistic approach that since computers do their work virtually error-free,
the more work that is computerized, the
less people will be able to mess things up.
In truth, it seems as if the first interpretation is correct in most situations today. Microcomputers have generated such
immediate problems that at security conferences, the topic of security in the pc
environment dominates the discussions
around the lunch tables and draws the
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It's not just that the COMPAQ DESKPRO
is a best-seller...
It's why.
For entry-level .
computing start
• with one diskette
drive and 128K RAM.

1

Add a second
diskette drive
• when the work
load calls for it.

2

In four months the COMPAQ
DESKPRO~ became the world's
second-best-selling 16-bit personal business computer.
The modular COMPAQ DESKPRO
expands from entry level to advanced computing, with up to 30
Megabytes of fixed disk storage.
Select the exact features you need,
including tape back-up. In fact, you
can have up to four internal storage
devices (the IBM~ PC or IBM
PC/XTTM can have only two).
Interfaces for a parallel printer,
RG B color and video composite
monitors, and RF modulator are
built in. So you don't use up expansion slots for them. On other computers you probably would.
You also get uncompromising
compatibility with the most popular peripherals and with thousands
of the most popular business
programs. And the COMPAQ
DESKPRO runs programs two
to three times faster than either
the IBM PC or IBM PC/XT.
The COMPAQ DESKPRO even
comes with a better monitor.
You get high-resolution text
and graphics on one screen,
saving the cost of a second
monitor.
The COMPAQ DESKPRO
continues to be a best-seller
because it simply works better.

If your files get
larger, add a
• lO-Mbyte fixed
disk drive.
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Dealers who can set up
a hands· on evaluation,
callJ-800-543-J300.
Ask for Operator 270.
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Computer Corporation.
All rights reserved.

4.

Getting new
memory-hungry
• software?
Upgrade to 640K RAM.
.

It simply works better.

Monster spreadsheets are no prob• [em. Add an 8087-2
math co-processor.

5

Protect reams
of data on a
• pocket-sized
tape cartridge by adding a tape back-up.

6

WHO'S IN CHARGE OF SECURITY?

like mushrooms in a moist dark cave, and
they are causing problems.
DSOS are thus finally receiving real attention because microcomputers have created real problems. As usual, though, if you
dance to the music you must pay the piper.
Data security officers loved the attention
they received from hacker hype because
hackers were usually not a serious threat.
The problems being raised by microcomputers, on the other hand, are actually jobthreatening in nature.

As companies become more aware of the
importance of information security, some
are creating new staff positions to handle
this responsibility. Job titles such as data
security officer, information security administrator, and computer security manager are being added to the organizational
roster.
For companies that have had information systems based on mainframes
or substantial minicomputer installations,
functional responsibility for security frequently fell to the data processing section.
But this has proved unworkable in many
organizations. Working within data processing, the person responsible for security finds it difficult to achieve either the
proper departmental support to do an effective job, or the independence of authority to do a job that is credible.
Many other approaches are being
tried as well. Some organizations lodge
responsibility for security within the risk
management group, the audit department, or the institutional security (pro-

tective services) division, or create an
independent position reporting directly to
a vice president. Some groups also assign
responsibility for information protection
to one individual (normally a data processing manager) and add to the person's
existing duties, or divide the information
security functions into several categories
(e.g., physical, logical, and administrative) that can be assigned to several existing job positions (e.g., protective services
chief, dp manager, and internal edp
auditor).
In organizations where the dp
function has grown up around personal
computers, the most common tactic has
been to let everyone be in charge of their
own security. The problem seems to be
that when everyone is in charge, no one is
in charge. Organizations today are just
beginning to come to terms with the question of how to define an effective line of
responsibility for the security of data scattered about on personal computers.

Some organizations now
have installed bases of
pcs that number in the
thousands. This would
make the job of overseeing an organization's information security tough even if all
J.S.Z.
the pc users were on their best behavior,
which they are not. The typical pc user is
an amateur, both untrained and unconFIG. 1
cerned about computer security.
THREATS TO INFORMATION SYSTEM SECURITY
Because it seems the only reasonable thing to do, security professionals have
HUMAN ERROR AND
ACTIONS OF
reached a consensus that in the pc environNATURAL ACCIDENT
MALICIOUS INTENT
ment end users and data custodians must
take final responsibility for the security of
1. Disasters
2. Vandalism
Physical resource
their own system resources. This is good
damage
theory but it may prove totally unaccept- .
able when judged by the harsh criteria of
4. Pranks and
3. Mistakes
Random information
senior managers' reactions to "an actual
nuisances
modification
crisis.
6. Sabotage
5. Erasure
Information
Suppose a highly valued employee
destruction
loses critical data or makes an expensive error working with a microcomputer. Sup8. Fraud and
7. Incompetence
Systematic information
pose sensitive data are stolen from a highly
embezzlement
modification
valued employee's pc. Will the DSO success9. Exposure "
10. Data theft
fully hide behind the defense that he and
Disclosure of confidenhis colleagues in the security community
tial information
have reached a consensus that the end-user
must bear final responsibility? More likely,
senior managers will conclude that it is the tion through systematic modification (loss either by the introduction of unsystematic
DSO'S responsibility to make sure that all pc
of validity), and disclosure of information error or because of its total loss. The key to
users have enough awareness and training to those not authorized to see it. Two col- solving these problems is the maintenance
to care for their security needs properly. A umns are used to distinguish intentional of adequate backups. Items 7 and 8 represerious security problem at any pc is likely acts of malice from human error or natu- sent situations in which systematic error is
entered into data through either incompeto reflect badly on the DSO'S effectiveness.
rally caused accidents.
Disasters and acts of vandalism that tence or criminal intent. The appropriate
Pc security problems are not new.
They are the same old problems DSOS have result in equipment damage or loss are haz- controls against these threats are primarily
been fighting ever since the time of relays, ards to pcs just as they are to large systems. quality-assurance checks, audits, divisions
vacuum tubes, and Hollerith cards. What is But disaster planning for pcs is not taken as of responsibility, and the like. Items 9 and
new is the relative importance of the prob- seriously because the losses are likely to be 10 represent threats of disclosure of sensilems and the way they must be controlled. much smaller and easier to rectify. The tive information. Controls against these
Look at the traditional security damages are often confined to only one or a threats involve taking care to secure inforproblems and compare them to problems few pcs at most. In relation to mini and mation behind physical and logical locks.
now being faced in the microcomputer en- mainframe systems, any micro system is inThe problems have not
vironment. Fig. 1 presents the manager's expensive to replace and its applications SIMPLIFY
one-minute guide to information system se- can be transferred with little difficulty to PROBLEM & changed; their priorities
have. Another change is
curity. Types of security threats are listed other equipment.
that people who work
In the remainder of the categories SOLUTION
down the side: damage to physical resources (such as equipment), unsystematic shown in Fig. 1, pcs seem to have made the with micros do not have the time, skills, or
information modification (noise), informa- situation worse. Items 3 through 6 all rep- motivation to become familiar with the
tion destruction, degradation of informa- resent cases where information is degraded long checklists of problems and solutions

BASE OF
PCSIN
THOUSANDS
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It's why.
Since we introduced the COMPAQ DESKPRO
286™ and COMPAQ PORTABLE 286™, the accolades haven't stopped:
Info World: "(COMPAQ DESKPRO 286 is) a superb
performer. It races through its tasks with efficient
competence and heartwarming speed. Most IBM PC
programs worked much faster than on the PC or XT.
Wordstars speed is a joy. Lotus' 1-2-3 zips along ...
this machine will outperform the AT."
PC Week: '~ .. the machines IBM should have
built./I '~ .. significant user advantages over IBMs
machine ... a standard dual-mode monitor, reliable
tape backup, ... better construction than IBMs, an
impressively fast drive and other little extras-at a
price q~low similarly configured IBMs./I
Popula~ Computing: ': .. genuine enhancements,
such'Q.$· higher CPU speed, greater RAM capacity,
portQ.~iji!Y, .. .greater hard-disk capacity, and an
opt((jnal tape backup unit./I

Why are the COMPAQs 286 computers getting
such rave reviews? They simply work better.
1.~\·~~·14

For more in!'d7i'jnation or the names ofAuthorized COMPAQ
Dealers who can set up a hands-on evaluation, call 1-800-543-1300.
Ask for operator 270.
"'1985 COMPAQ Computer Corporation. All rights reserved.
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FIG.2

TACTICS FOR ACHIEVING BETTER PC BACKUPS

I

that DSOS used to foist upon the dp professionals'working in large data centers. To be
succcessful with pc users, you must simplify the problem and its solutions.
We can probably capture 95% of
the pc security problem by focusing on the
three most important concerns and their
appropriate controls:
1. We are losing critical data because of the lack of proper backups.
2. We are disclosing sensitive data
because they are being left exposed and unprotected from theft.
3: We are subjected to invalid and
unreliable information because. we fail to
install quality-control mechanisms.
Based upon the unsystematic sample of my lunchtime conversations and casual observations, the most overwhelming
pc· security problem is loss of critical data
because of inadequate backups. The major
culprit is the internal hard disk.
Back in the good old days when
computer mainframes ran in a controlled
environment, the management of backups
had graduated in status from a science to a
religious obsession. Lesson number one in
"An Introduction to Running a Data Center" was how to back up everything on the
system. Users were protected from themselves. Even when users failed to make
backup files, yesterday's system backups
could always be called to bail them out.
Today's pc users have lost that oldtime religion. They nod in understanding as
you explain why and how backups are
made. But data disks need a surprise meeting with a cup of coffee or Fido's teeth before the pc user actually begins to take
backups seriously.
Internal hard disks are the worst becau,se they impede the user's learning, allowing bad habits to build for a long time.
It is simply too hard to spill coffee on an
internal hard disk, and totally impossible
for the dog to get hold of it. As a result, the
user manages to store megabytes of data
before the inevitable occurs. Whether it is a
disk failure or an accidental erasure, when
the learning experience finally happens, its
impa~t is equal to that of your first visit to
the woodshed with daddy.
For a variety of reasons, users do
not easily learn to make backup copies of
files from internal hard disks. Hard disk
files can become too large for floppies and
the process of copying large fixed disk files
to nearly full floppies can be frustrating.
Under the best circumstances, copying 10
megabytes to 25 floppy disks consumes an
annoying amount of time. Of course, one
only needs to copy critical files, but this
presumes enough data management to
know which files .contain what data and
90 DATAMATION

1. Although it is initially difficult to enforce, make a policy that pcs with internal
hard disks will not be purchased without also purchasing a streaming tape or
external hard disk as a backup. If an existing backup unit is not currently being used to capacity, it may be designated for backup in lieu of a new unit.
2. External fixed hard disks should be subject to the same policy. For removable hard disk units, a purchase may be made as long as at least one other
removable disk is available as a backup and at least one other drive unit is
available as a backup.
3. Organizational policy should indicate clearly what types of data and programs need A)no backup, 8)secure on-site backup, or C)on-site gnQ off-site
backup.
4. Every staff person who will be using a pc should be required to attend training classes on backup management procedures. Training should cover the
use of hard and floppy disk systems and provide instruction on how to make
and store backups of programs and data.
5. The DSO should be readily available to consult on questions about whether
and how to make and store backups for pc applications,
6. Supervisors should be required to perform periodic audits on pc backup activities. The data security officer should perform regular checks on the supervisors' audit records.

how critical they are. While companies order PC XTS as a matter of reflex, few order
external disks or streaming tape units as
backup media at the same time.
The exposure of sensitive information is problem number two. Once again,
the internal hard disk is a major cause of
the problem. In many offices pcs with fixed
disks are shared by several people. Of
course, every file they write can be accessed
by any other user--or by anyone else with a
key to the office who knows how to turn on
the machine. Floppy disks are also controlled very poorly in most offices today.
They are left lying about during the day
and frequently after working hours as well.
Floppies can be copied silently and swiftly
and the copies can easily be spirited away
in a briefcase or purse.
Information is· also exposed on the
screen. Because pcs tend to be shared resources in many businesses, they are frequently located in common areas rather
than in private offices. Many employees
purposely leave data on display when they
go on breaks or are interrupted so as to not
lose their place at the computer.
The final major problem
is loss of information inOF INFO
Information that
INTEGRITY istegrity.
maintained on personal
computers is not afforded the same quality
control checks that mainframe data traditionally have been given. While this also
makes it easier to commit crimes of fraud
through purposeful data adulteration, the
more frequent problem by far is just human
error. Data inserted into spreadsheets and
databases by business managers are seldom
checked for theoretical and computational
validity. The security literature is already
building a repository of horror stories

LOSS

about important business decisions made
on the basis' of pc-based information that
was totally inaccurate.
Noone is comfortable with changes
in their job responsibilities. And who
would be more in need of job security than
a security officer? Managing security was
relatively easy when equipment and staff
were centralized in a single data center.
The task has become much harder now
that information resources are scattered
throughout the organization. Perhaps the
DSOS' major concerns stem from the way
that pcs are changing their jobs.
Many of the DSOS' old standby tools
are out of commission in the pc environment. Risk analyses, of debatable value in
the old environment, are of less value now.
First, it costs more to do a pc risk analysis
than to purchase an entire pc system; and
second, with so many pcs around, the DSO
could easily spend his or her time doing
nothing but risk assessments and updates.
Password administration used to be important to DSOS, but many pcs are functioning
quite well without any password access systems. Contingency plans have been greatly
simplified-if it breaks, we will buy another one.
The microcomputer environment
calls for a new approach to the role of data
security officer. It is no longer possible to
enforce security primarily through mechanisms installed in the hardware and software of a multi-user mainfranie that
everyone was forced to use for their information needs. As personal computers have
come to. dominate the workplace, information security has been forced to become a
grass-roots movement. More than ever before, the DSO must become involved with
setting policies, promoting security awareness, and trai~ing users in security prac-

It's not just that COMPAQ Personal Computers
are used in more top .companies than
Apple, Wang, Tandy, Hewlett-Packard, Digital,'
AT&T, Data General, NCR, NEC ...
It's why.
In just three short years, COMPAQa
Personal Computers have gained
greater acceptance in business than
computers with much better
known names. A recent survey· of
Fortune-ranked U.S. corporations
revealed that more major companies use COMPAQ Computers than
any other brand except one. IBMais
the sole exception, and COMPAQ
is quickly narrowing their lead.
Such success is due to the quality
of COMPAQ products. They are
repeatedly rated faster, more flexible, more expandable, and more
compatible than their competition.
In fact, COMPAQ Computers are
actually more compatible with IBM
personal computers than the IBM
computers are with one another.
See for yourself why COMPAQ
Computers have surpassed so many.
For more information or the names ofAuthorized
COMPAQ Dealers who can set up a hands-on eval·
uation, call 1·800·543·1300. Ask for Operator 270.
01985 COMPAQ Computer Corporation.
All rights reserved.
'Source: Newton-Evans Research Co.
1985 survey.
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TACTICS FOR BETTER PROTECTION OF
SENSITIVE PC DATA
tices. The DSO must accept the role of
educator-explaining to management why
policies must be adopted, and explaining to
staff how they are to be implemented.
DSOS need to work within their organizations to install and enforce controls for
the three major problems discussed. The
controls must be simple and appropriate
for pc users, people who are new to dp,
concerned entirely with getting their work
done, and consider computer security to be
about as useful as bones in a potato.
Some tactics for achievirig better pc
backups are shown in Fig. 2. The general
approach is to eliminate the use of hard
disk systems without adequate backup resources. Policies should be established to
make clear the types of data that need secure on-site backup and off-site backup.
The DSO should arrange training
sessions to teach staff how to make and
store backups. Good controls cap. be
achieved by restricting the use of floppies
to those disks that are specially labeled and
serially nuinbered by the organization.
There should be a standard proceoure
whereby, for every important data set, a
permanent record is made of its file name
and primary and backup disk numbers.
Staff should be instructed about backing up
programs, and about the laws governing
pro"gram copying. Supervisors should be instructed on how to audit these backups and
the D~o should check periodically to be
sure the audits are being done.
Tactics for protecting sensitive data
are summarized in Fig. 3. All sensitive data
should be stored on specially colored floppy disks. Their distinctive color should
help people remember to lock them up
rather than store them with nonsensitive
disks. Sensitive disks should be the responsibility of a specially designated custodian
who has exchisive access to them. Individual access can be ensured either through a
single set of keys to a locked area or by restricted access through a central data
librarian.
Sensitive data should not
go on pc hard disks. If a
hard disk system breaks
down-an all-too-comman event-it will be impossible to
'~scrub" the data before the disk goes out
for repairs. Fuither, most hard disks are
now shared by several users. The file protection mechanisms available for pc shared
disk systems are relatively easy to defeat.
Passwords, the basis for most of the shared
file protection systems, are notoriously ineffective when used by dp novices in a
loosely administered environment.
Encryption provides an excellent

SENSITIVE
FILES
ENCRYPTED
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1. Establish clear organizational policy on what types of data are to be considered sensitive. As a matter of policy, make sure every sensitive data set has
a designated custodian to bear responsibility for its safekeeping.
2. Establish a policy that no sensitive information may be stored in a file, either
temporarily or permanently, on a fixed hard disk. All sensitive information is
to be recorded either on specially colored floppies or on specially designated and distinctly marked removable hard disks.
3. Make sure that a locked area or cabinet is available for all media containing
sensitive information. Access should be possible only for the data custodian.
Arrange this either by individually" controlled locks and keys or by using a
centrally secured data library.
4. Place pcs in private offices for work with sensitive data.
5. Encourage the use of encryption for sensitive data files.

FIG.4

TACTICS FOR IMPROVING THE INTEGRIT"Y OF
PC DATA
1. All customized microcomputer programs should be validated and certified
for accuracy.
2. All corporate databases, whether stored on micros, minis, or mainframes,
should have user-accessible date and time fields to indicate the last time the
database was modified.
3. All output from pcs should be marked clearly with date and time of production. If the report draws upon any external database, the report should note
that database's date and time stamp.
4. Afl analytical da:ta reports done on pcs should have independent va'iidations
of data input and embedded formulas. Analytical models are to be checked
for conceptual accuracy as well as clerical accuracy. The checkers should
initial the reports and note the date and time.
5. As a matter of policy, no corporate decisions shall be made on the basis of
any pc-based data unless they meet all the conditions set above.

control for sensitive data. It is a supplement to, not an alternative for, securing
sensitive data on floppy disks under lock
and key. The careful use of encryption
might make hard disk storage of sensitive
data acceptable, but this is unlikely. For
this to be so, the DSO must first ensure the
encryption process never writes unencrypted text on hard disk, either through its own
procedures or at the option of the user, a
condition that rarely will be satisfied.
In the mainframe environment,
great pains are taken to ensure the integrity
of programmed algorithms and input data.
Few of these controls have found their way
into the microcomputer environment. Yet
how can the computerized information be
trusted without them? Fig. 4 summarizes
suggestions for this third major area of concern. To ensure information validity, all
databases and pc reports should be marked
with time and date. All programs, particularly those generated by the users, should
be tested and certified for accuracy. Independent checks should be done on the accuracy of data input and processing

algorithms for all pc-generated information
before it is considered acceptable as a basis
for organizational decision-making. These
checks would normally be done by someone at the managerial level who is familiar
with the technical processes being modeled.
If the microcomputer environment
can be properly controlled, it is possible
that we may yet be able to accept the optimist's view of the world of pcs. If people
use them correctly, microcomputers have
the power to process our information more
quickly, more accurately, and more. safely
than ever before. Until such controls are
widespread, however, a large number of
pessimistic data security officers seem
doomed to grow many more gray hairs. @
Joel S. Zimmerman is president and
founder of Computer Security Inc., a Williamsburg, Va., firm that provides advisory services on computer system security
and data integrity. Dr. Zimmerman is also
an adjunct faculty member in the graduate MIS program at George Washington
University, Washington, D.C.

It's not just that COMPAQ encourages
side-by~side evaluations...

It's why.
The trade press has dubbed
COMPAQ~ Personal Computers
the Cadillacs of the compatibles
for reasons obvious to anyone
who sits down at one.
COMPAQ offers you more.
Whether it's unparalleled speed,
unsurpassed expandability, our
legendary compatibility and ruggedness, or a host of COMPAQ
innovations.
It's easy to see why well over
300,000 satisfied users feel
COMPAQ Computers simply
work better.
COMPAQ's uncompromising
dedication to quality is so apparent that we have become the fastest growing computer company in
the world and the prefen-ed alternative to IBM~ in the office place.
Companies that try COMPAQ
usually buy COMPAQ. And that's
why we want you to get your
hands on one.
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arrange for a free
hands-on evaluation of a
COMPAQ Computer,
or to receive more information,
send in the postage-paid
reply card in front of this page,
or simply call toll-fre~ .
Ask for Operator 270.

1-800-543-1300
<Il1985 COMPAQ" Computer Corporation. All rights
reserved. IBM PC-ATTM and IBM PC/XTTM are
trademarks, and IBM"is a re~istered trademark of
International Business Machines Corporation.

It simply works better.

IRMlYs reliable new
way to connect
pes to IBM System
34s, 36s and 38s.

-

I"11/1111/1111111"111111111

He's from the IRMATM family, the
people who have linked more than
150,000 PCs to mainframes.
He's Smart Alec;M the interface
board that's opening new lines of
communication between IBM®PCs
and System 34s, 36s and 38s.
The Smart Alec hot key lets PC
users' switch back and forth from
the personal computer to the host
computer quickly and easily.
Smart Alec includes his own fast
file transfer software for both uploading and downloading data into
papu1ar application packages like
Lotus 1-2-3® andWordStar~
He's so smart he can handle
three host sessions simultaneously.
And he's fully compatible with
twinax cables.
What's more, our optional file
transfer program gives you additional
security and record-selection capabilities not available elsewhere.
So if you want your mM PC, XT
or AT to emulate a 5251 Model 11,
5291 or 5292 terminal-and your
PC printer to emulate an IBM 5256
System printer-don't worry. It's so
easy, a kid can do it.
To find out more, write Digital
Communications Associates, Inc.,
1000 Alderman Drive, Alpharetta,
GA 30201. Or call1-800-241-IRMA.

ciCCi"
IRMAand SmarlAlecare trademarl<sofDigital CommunicationsAssociates, Inc. DG4 is a registered
trademark ofDigital CommunicationsAssociates, Inc.lBM is a registered trademark oflntemationa1
Business Machines Corporation. Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarl<s ofLotus Development
Corporation. WordStaris a registered trademark ofMicroPro Intemationa1 Corporation. Ci1985,
Digital Communications Associates, Inc.
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The Ibwerful, New KB 5153

Touch pad Keyboard* by Key1tonic:
EXIJ'!Ilding the Limits of
Integrated Input.
The KB 5153 Touch Pad Keyboard* is a technological breakthrough in input device capabilities. A
Mouse, Digitizing Tablet, programmable Function Keys, and Cursor Pad all encompassed in an AT style
keyboard, make the KB 5153 the most powerful input device yet!
Attach this new plug-compatible KB 5153 to your IBM* PC, XT* or AT*, and you11 discover a new
world of input simplicity. It's the ideal way to operate today's advanced environmental software.
The Touch Pad currently offers four modes of operation with unlimited flexibility for future
enhancements through utility software.

Cursor Key Mode
The KB 5153 Touch Pad makes Cursor Key
operation faster and easier, and it is compatible with all
existing software that accepts cursor key Input. Movement of your finger or stylus across the Touch Pad is
converted to equivalent cursor key strokes. The result
is faster cursor movement - by a factor of 4 to 5.
Imagine what that can mean in word processing and
spreadsheet applications!

Mouse Mode
Consider the Touch Pad as an alternative to a
Mouse. With the appropriate driver, it's compatible
with all existing Mouse software. Combining text
entry and pointing in a single compact unit frees up
desk-top space. And better yet, it makes lap-top operation a breeze.

Concurrent Modes
Both a pointing mode and the function key mode
can be used at the same time by dividing the Touch
Pad into defined areas. Or by assigning one of the
function keys as a Mouse Mode key, for instance, you
can toggle from a full function pad to the Mouse Mode
with the touch of a finger. The powerful, new KB 5153
Touch Pad Keyboard by Key Tronic provides versatility
for the most sophisticated input requirements.
'Touch Pad Keyboard is a trademark of Key Tronic Corporation.
'IBM, XT and AT are registered trademarks of IBM Corporation.
'PC Paintbrush is a trademark of ZSoft Corporation.

The KB 5153 Touch Pad Keyboard
incorporates the popular IBM AT* layout.
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Absolute Coordinate Mode
When direct pointing is required, the absolute
coordinate mode is the answer. It's perfect for graphics
applications such as CAD by providing fast, accurate
pointing to direct screen coordinates. It can be a digitizing tablet or bit pad and is likely to become your preferred pointing method.

~, ..,~,,,;.//'"

Function Key Mode
At the touch of a finger, the Touch Pad becomes
a Function Key Pad. By using the easy-to-operate
utility software, a programmable number of function
keys can be specified. In addition, a sequence of up to
70 characters can be defined for each function key,
eliminating frequent references to software manuals. Blank, snap-on overlays can be labeled for
your personal application. Pre-printed popular
software overlays are also available.

Key Tronic expands the limits of integrated input! Simply put, the KB 5153 Touch Pad
Keyboard is the most comprehensive input device available today.
Ask your Key Tronic Dealer for a demonstration of the new KB 5153 Touch Pad
Keyboard today ... or call 1-800-262-6006 between 7am-3pm Pacific for more
information. In Washington State, call (509) 928-8000.

See us at Comdex Booth 2056.

"geeltheKey 1irmiQouch "

keytronic

The Res/2.onsive Input Company
P. O. Box 14687 • Spokane, WA 99214. USA
(509) 928-8000
TWX 510 773-1885
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Providing the super software package that
banks want has been an uphill climb for vendors.

ABANKING
SOFTWARE
STORY
by Tom Lawton
What's the largest, fastest-growing, industry-specific segment of the computer services business? You get to stand in a corner
and wear a pointy hat if you didn't answer
banking/finance. In particular, banking
has been the staple of the computer services
industry since before it deserved to be
called an industry, and forecasters tell us its
importance to computer services will only
increase over the next five years.
In 1984, total computer services
revenues were $40 billion, according to Input Inc., the market research firm in
Mountain View, Calif. That was a 24% increase over 1983. A full 10%, or $4 billion,
of the business came from banks and other
financial institutions. No other group contributed as large a share. By 1989, says Input, the total from this sector will be over
$11 billion of the $104 billion computer
services industry, an 11 % component.
Commercial banks will be the biggest buyer
of services, purchasing more than 60% of
the aggregate delivered to banks and other
financial institutions.
The need for new computer systems
has been skyrocketing at banks for several
years. This need has been fueled by deregulation; competition with retailers, brokers,
and insurance firms; and a host of new applications such as automated teller machines, sweep accounts, and consolidated
customer accounts.
Traditionally, commercial banks
have developed systems using internal staff
and large numbers of consultants and contract programmers. Many professional services firms owe their existence to bank
clients. Additionally, functions easily separable from the mainstream deposit/withdrawal accounting have been farmed out to
98 OATAMATION

processing services firms-functions like
personal trust accounting, credit card processing, and customer payroll preparation.
As new requirement is placed on
new requirement, the banks' traditional approaches are faltering. The time and expense for internal product development is
prohibitive. The desire to integrate all bank
data makes piecemeal processing unattractive. Integration allows various applications systems to be used together with ease.
Data flow from one to the other as appropriate. For example, monthly loan payments can be deducted from checking
accounts automatically. The resulting data
are all included in the customers' unified
statements. The transactions are then entered into the banks' internal accounting
systems. A change to the loan system's innards will not affect the interface to deposits, statements, or internal accounting. ,
Some banks see salvation in complex software products that will do the
whole job-a superpackage. Data will be
fully integrated, balances updated on the
fly, and the supplier will keep the product
up-to-date. Such a product will fetch a very
high price.
From the perspective of the software vendor, banks are certainly a large
enough market, and well-heeled at that. In
1983 there were 15,000 banks in the U.S.
They had $1.7 trillion on deposit. That's
sufficient to make any marketeer salivatea large market composed of sophisticated
customers with a need. Those customers
understand the need and want to fill it by
buying software products. They can afford
high prices. There are enough of them so
that large development costs can be distributed over a large client base by a successful
vendor. The market is growing. All you
have to do is put together the software and

find a place big enough to store the profits.
Maybe.
In early 1983, Anacomp Inc., Indianapolis, was into advertising. A half-page
ad in the Wall Street Journal appeared to
be the company's immodest celebration of
apparent success with its product, CIS or
Continous Integrated System----continous
because all balances would be updated continously or in real time; integrated because
any data produced by one subsystem would
be available to any other. There were pictures in the ad of the 21 commercial banks
that had signed up for CIS, banks like Wells
Fargo Bank of San Francisco, Marine Midland Bank N.A. of Buffalo, Shawmut Bank
of Boston N.A., and Provident National
Bank in Philadelphia.
The ad copy stated that CIS was "the
first software system to provide all major
retail banking applications. The first to offer a complete picture of every banking activity initiated by your customer. First to
post transactions continually, 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, thereby eliminating
costly nighttime batch processing .... With
CIS you can expand services. Cross-sell existing customers. Sharpen your handle on
customer profitabililty .... "
A month later, there was
another half-page ad in
the Journal detailing Anacomp's planned expenditures for software and related services for
the financial industry. It was a five-year
projection starting with development costs
of $59 million in 1983 and ending with development and support expenditures of
$186 million in 1987. The plan also called
for assignment of 1,300 employees to new
product development by 1987. Certainly,
no one could fault Anacomp for thinking
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It looked as if Hogan Systems was to be the biggest
beneficiary of Anacomp's problems.

small. Neither of the ads mentioned that
when development of CIS started in 1979,
the product was scheduled for delivery in
late 1981. Then it was April 1982. Then it
was slated for early 1983. Then it was late
1983.
In Anacomp's annual report for the
year ended Sept. ~o, 1984, in a footnote to
the financial statements, was the following:
"During fiscal 1984, Anacomp installed CIS for· the first time in a customer
location. A small portion of that bank's accounts was converted to and processed by
CIS. The system did not perform to the
customer's expectations and installation efforts ceased .... The problems experienced
with the development and sales effort for
CIS over the past year have led Anacomp to
conclude that it may be difficult to realize
... the carrying value of assets related to
CIS •... "

Anacomp wrote off $38 million in
"unusual software-related items," and reported a loss of $116 million on revenues of
$132 million. For all practical purposes, CIS
was dead:
Until Anacomp started chasing the
elusive bank software product bonanza, it
had been one of the hottest computer services firms, albeit one often criticized for its
accounting practices and use of tax-shelter
partnerships to fund software development.
Sales grew from· a negligible $130,000 in
1969 to $172 million in fiscal 1983. It was
and still is the largest provider of computer-output microfilm services in the world.
It offers processing services to banks and to
state and county governments. It still sells a
range of software products to banks.
In January 1985, its founder and
chairman, Ronald Palamara, died of cancer
at just 46 years of age. Some say Anacomp
might have found a way to salvage CIS if
Palamara had not fallen ill. Under the leadership of chief executive Louis Ferrero,
Anacomp has returned to profitability,
earning $4 million on sales of $63 million
during the six months ended March 31,
1985.
Ferrero says the company is still
committed to CIS and is working with some
banks to complete the system. The problem, of course, is funding. Banks or other
investors will have to foot the cost of the
effort and no schedule can be prepared until that funding is in hand.
When Anacomp's delivery schedule
for CIS began slipping in 1982 and 1983,
many banks began looking at alternative
suppliers. They quickly identified a vendor
that promised a system as powerful as CIS
but with pieces of that product already operating at customer sites. That supplier was
Hogan Systems of Dallas.
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financial damage was wrought. In the year
ended March 1985, Hogan reported that
sales fell 23% to $28 million, and profits
turned to losses of over $19 million before
inclusion of tax benefits. It has been running the product at six validation sites and
was expected to have been released again in
September.
Hogan's chairman, Richard
Streller, expects the firm to recover fully
from the loan system fumble. He says Hogan's problems are not similar to Anacomp's. First, says StrelIer, Hogan has
many successful client installations. As of
June 1985, 76 were in production, doing
bank customer accounting on a daily basis;
that's 65% of Hogan's total client roster.
Second, continues StrelIer, Hogan's troubles stem from premature delivery, not failure to deliver at all. The rerelease of the
loan package will get Hogan back on track.
But if Anacomp is out and Hogan is
down, is there another computer service
Hogan delivers its sys- firm waiting in the wings with the superFLEXIBLE,
tems
in modules, such as package the banks want? There are certainEASY TO
the Integrated Deposit ly some possibilities.
UPDATE
System that processes deConsider UCCEL of Dallas. That's
posit transactions, the On-Line Delivery the old Wyly Corp./University ComputSystem that supports teller terminals, the_ ing. With new management recruited from
On-Line Collection System that automates General Electric Information Services Co.
monitoring and collection of all types of de- in the spring of 1983 there came a new imlinquent payments, and the Preferred Cli- age, a new name, and an emphasis on softent Services System that generates ware products. UCCEL had been selling
combined financial statements. Individual applications packages to banks for some
modules are integrated through time. Now it emphasized its bank products.
In late 1983, UCCEL acquired Finan"middleware," software that provides an
interface between various Hogan systems cial Software of America Inc., Orlando,
and the client's systems software. It's a Fla., for over $5 million. FSA had sales at
method that provides flexibility and easy· the time of just $4 million, but UCCEL wantupdating. The total system can be assem- ed its development capabilities. The knowlbled in a reasonable amount of time and be edge and products of FSA were used to asput together reliably.
semble a group of bank products called
In February 1984, Hogan began Infopoint. In 1984, UCCEL'S sales of applishipping its newest module, the Integrated cations products to banks totaled $28 milLoans Processing System. Priced at lion, according to Don Steele, vice presi$500,000, the system had been under devel- dent of the company's application software
opment for three years. Hogan said it had division. In 1985 that is expected to grow to
an order backlog of $6 million before the over $30 million, a 20% increase.
More important, says Steele, UCCEL
software was completed. Installation testing was performed at Society National is spending $6 million in 1985 on developBank in Cleveland.
ment of its bank products, part of a total
Steve Stibbens, a Hogan vice presi- $20 million development commitment over
dent, says premature release of the loan the next few years. Infopoint is essentially a
system was "suicidal." The product went transitionary system and new products will
to 40 client sites. With over 500,000 COBOL be moved in as they are ready. It's a gradusource statements, it was the most complex al upgrade.
loan system ever developed, integrating
In 1984, UCCEL'S sales totaled $173
consumer, mortgage, and commercial million. Net earnings were $12 million.
loans. And it didn't work reliably: it had Sales of systems and applications software
never been thoroughly tested. In one fell products contributed $88 million, or 51 %
swoop, Hogan lost a large measure of the of total revenue. The bank applications
credibility it had taken seven years to build. software, $28 million, was 16% of sales.
Kirchman Corp., aho of Orlando, is
In the fall of 1984, Hogan pulled its
loan product out of production. Enormous not widely known. Yet it's the largest indeHogan Systems was founded by
Bernie Hogan in 1977. He had been an officer at a commercial bank and saw the need
for bank software products that were oriented to terminals and easy to modify. He
raised $250,000 in venture capital and began development. The first product was delivered in 1980. By the middle of 1982,
Hogan boasted 55 installations. Sales for
the year ended March 31, 1982 were $9
million vs. the previous year's $3 million.
By the end of that year, Hogan was public.
Bernie himself sold out and moved on to
other things.
The year ended March 31, 1984
produced sales of more than $36 million
with earnings of $7 million. The company
had 360 products licensed to 120 customers. It looked as if Hogan Systems was to be
the biggest beneficiary of Anacomp's problems. The only thing that could stop Hogan
now was Hogan.
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Quality is not a matter of one
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one,page letters. Through meaningful service and support. By
offering a range of printers and
system peripherals that truly satisfy
your word processing and graphics
output needs.
It means Qume.
OUI printers average three
years between repairs. Unmatched
service and support options are

provided through the
combined resources of
ITT's 170 SERVCOMTM
sites and a nationwide
network of authorized
service outlets.
We helped pioneer and
set the standards in
daisywheel printers.
We will do the same for
you in the emerging
world of non,impact
printing.
Let us put our name on the line
for you, too. Contact your nearest
Qume dealer. Or, call us at (800)
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223,2479, Qume Corporation, 2350
Qume Drive, San Jose, CA 95131.

In five years things may slow to the point where a
single vendor can supply most needs.

pendent provider of bank software, with
sales in 1984 topping $50 million. A private
firm, Kirchman operates as a holding company for five operating subsidiaries, all selling software and services to banks. Its
largest subsidiary is Florida Software Services Inc. in Orlando, whose sales, all software products, were about $40 million in
1984.

NOTA
CONTENDER

Kirchman isn't usually
considered a con tender
for the superpackage
FOR PRIZE prize because it is regarded as a supplier of small- to mid-sized
banks. But Kirchman president, Bonnie
McIntire Smith, says the firm also sells to
large banks, and its growth amounted to
45% in 1984. She says Kirchman understands product development for banks better than anyone else in the business because
the company's been around since 1969, doing real-time updating of bank balances.
Kirchman has the expert personnel the
banks n~ed for their data processing development. It will be a major contender.
There are many other firms participating in the bank software package market. There's Cullinet Software, Westwood,
Mass., which recently bought Bob White
Computi~g and Software, Oakbrook, Ill.

Bob White's sales were about $2 million in
1983. Cullinet bought the firm to integrate
a set of bank applications around the IDMS
database that it sells. Cullinet is always a
tough competitor.
Sterling Software, Dallas, commenced business just two years ago. It was
founded by Sam Wyly and has acquired
several bank product companies. It has not
announced any intention to do the sort of
development required for the total bank
package.
Systematics, Little Rock, Ark., is a
facilities management supplier to mediumsized banks. It recently started selling its
software separately. SEI Corp., Wayne, Pa.,
sells processing services to banks. It might
well move to software.
After severe hemorrhaging by Anacomp and Hogan, will banks rush to scoop
up another superpackage? Probably, even
though there's a bit of hesitancy just now.
Boston-based Shawmut Bank was one of
the original Anacomp clients. Shawmut is a
big bank (it ranked 59th in Fortune's June
listing of the 100 largest commmercial
banking companies, with $6.5 billion in
assets as of Dec. 31, 1984). William
Schrader, executive vp of Shawmut's corporate operations, says the bank was and
still is one that buys most of its applications

software. It depends on vendors to update
that software. Sometimes it buys systems
that include hardware, such as a mutual
fund processor and a trust. system. Schrader says Anacomp claimed, in effect, that it
could produce all the software Shawmut
needed, integrate the applications so they
worked together, and maintain it all. That,
says Schrader, proved to be too large a
task. Now, he continues, Hogan seems to
be trying the same thing.
Today, Schrader believes no one
supplier can satisfy all, or even most, of
Shawmut's needs. He cites insurance and
discount brokerage as two applications neither Hogan nor Anacomp supports. Shawmut also wants to continue to offer some
products through service bureaus, so the
bank will buy applications from a variety of
vendors and perform its own integration.
Schrader says that in five years things may
slow to the point where a single vendor can
supply most needs. But never all. The
world will continue to change too quickly
for that.
First Tennessee Bank of Memphis
(which ranked 82nd in the Fortune listing,
with assets of $4.7 billion) is a very satisfied
Hogan client, but it has no intention of
buying all of Hogan's offerings. Ken
Youngblood, senior vice president, says the
bank is "very comfortable" with the loan
package it bought from UCCEL. It tied that
system to others through Hogan's Client
Services System. Youngblood doesn't see
banks dealing with one vendor in the near
future. He does think there will be fewer
vendors to deal with, though, as the existing suppliers merge.
Considering the market potential,
there aren't that many firms chasing the
bank software product market, at least the
market for what we call the superpackage.
That's interesting. In 1983 and 1984, companies were unabashedly spending money
to produce products for microcomputers
that looked just like other companies' products. People complained about how difficult it was to find a market big enough to
interest investors.
Maybe satisfying the desires of the
banks is too tough a job for most firms to
contemplate. On the other hand, perhaps
people never look at the obvious. One thing
is certain-the bank superpackage will not z
be developed in a garage.
@ ~
~

"Thirty days hath September and you."
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Tom Lawton is editor and publisher of
Computer Services Report, a four-yearold business and financial monthly for
the computer services business, based
in Belmont, Mass. He has 25 years' experience in the computer services business in management and technical
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Forte PJThl The soft-loaded

Forte 3270PCThl A smarter desk

ForteNetThl CMS-TSO host software

3278/79 emulator for PCs. A powerful core product with IBMQP
compatible file transfer support.
You can add mainframe graphics,
3270PC and more features as you
need them.

on a disk. The power of IBM's 3270
PC with a simple software upgrade of the Forte PJ. You can "hot
key" between host and mainframe windows, and do up to four
concurrent file transfers.

with menu-driven transfers of
binary and text files in either direction. Considered one of the industry's fastest software packages.

ForteGraphThl The first link to

ForteGraph (for IRMA)Thl The

ForteLink SNN A remote 3274

put IBM mainframe graphics on
the Pc. Add it to Forte PJ. Supports
GDDM: SAS/GRAPHQP and
TELlAGRAF~ and IBM's host file
transfer support.

graphics power of ForteGraph for
IRMAlM users. Plus compatibility
with ForteNet host file transfer
software.

controller in your PC. Handles up
to five concurrent sessions. Like
PJ, it supports TopViewlM and ForteNet file transfers.
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II.
COMMUNICATIONS

ForteCall TIYThl 3278/79

A major graphics series, rated

emulation for remote ASCII terminals. Just dial into your PC to
reach the mainframe via PJ.
FortePrintThl Software for PJ that
turns your PC printer into a 3287.

APA. 3270PC enhancements.
Twinax. LAN Gateways. All part of
the Forte network. All attuned
to IBM's office systems strategy.
for full information, call toll-free.
2205 Fortune Drive, San Jose, CA 95131
Telex 3717447
TOLL-FREE HOTLINE (800) 233-3278
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From now on, business peo- Aperture Grille. It
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Because Sony proudly unveils the first computer monitors lng your screen.
dramatica~ly brighter colors than the conventional shadow mask.
in the world endowed with Trin- Which dramatically increases
soaps at will by merging a comitron technology. RGB monitors the vibrance and brightness of puter monitor and full- feature
which, in the laudatory words
the colors reaching your eyes.
TV into a single unit.
of Computer Buyer's Guide and
And third, a dot pitch so
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Handbook, give you "crisp, brilfine, the horizontal resolution of the IBM~PC, Portable PC, PCI
liant, utterly flicker-free images a Sony is not only the highest
XTand PCIATthrough built-in
that take. the'eyestrain and head- in its class, but "close to that of RGB circuitry. And compatible
aches out of both color ~raphics models costing twice as much" with most Apple® and other
and text or data processing."
(Computer Buyer's Guide and personal computers through opWe've achieved
Handbook).
tional accessories.
this through technoYou can enjoy
So call Sony for further inlogical breakthroughs
this extraordinary formation at 1-800-222-0878
that literally divide
picture quality on
(In New Jersey, 1-800-222-0879).
the computer-monitor
screens ranging
Because there's no longer
world in half: Sony's,
from 9"- the first
any reason to view your technoand all the others'.
ultracompact mon- logically-advanced computer
First, the patented
itor in the business
through a technologicallyone-gun, one-lens
1jJpical coarse dot pitch vs. Sony capable of displaydeprived monitor.
Trinitron system itself, Trinitron sllper-fine dot pitch. ing 2,000 characters
with a picture sovivid, so critically of text-to 13'~a model that lets
SON~
Information Products
lifelike, it's become a legend.
you switch from software to
© 1985 Sony Corporation of America.

Sony Information Products Division, Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Sony and Trinitron are
trademark of Sony Corp. IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM Corp. Apple is a registcrl!d trademark of Apple Computer. ·Computer
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The problems of integration in th~s industry are
particularly acute because manufacturing automation
is not predominantly IBM-based.
er. Therefor"e, the remaining three subsets
of integration technology contain most, if
not all, of the functions of the applications
services layer of the OS! model.
Network transaction management
technology enables one process to send
messages to another process, identified by a
logical name, without specifying whether
that process is on the same host or on a
different host. Besides message transfer,.it
provides for functions such as job transfer
and file transfer. Transaction management
technology also provides many of the functions of a distributed operating system, including system-level resource accounting,
recovery, security, and initialization.
User interface technology allows users to construct and use a wide variety of
features, including windowing, searching,
graphics, and report writing, using one
standard language. A virtual terminal in~
terface enables the user to use any terminal
type to perform all of his language functions, regardless of what make or brand of
terminal or terminal software he may have.
Distributed heterogeneous data
management technology provides for the
retrieval and update of data distributed
throughout the environment. Through its
data dictionary, it knows which data are
where, what the logical and physical structures of those data are, and how to access
them. It consists of a global, or neutral,
data definition language that describes
common data, and a global, or neutral,
data manipUlation language that manipulates those descriptions to provide access to
the data, whether they are stored in a database management system (DBMS) or under
a specialized file control system. The data
dictionary can be either passive or active,
i.e., it can be used to c.ompile network programs or it can be active at run time.
What does integration
integrate?
SOFTWARE technology
Two things. First, there is
SYSTEM
the current automated
environment. Integration technology can
be viewed as a special software system
whose sole purpose is to integrate an existing environment of heterogeneous hardware., system software, miMss, file control
systems, application systems, programs,
databases, and data. When inserted into an
existing environment, integration technology tends to stand out in that environment.
The second thing integrated by integration technology is the future automated
environment. Future projects must use the
technology as part of their development. In
this way they share the integration technology. It is embedded within them. It constitutes the "parts they have in common." In
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THE FOUR SUBSETS OF INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY
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future .environments, integration technology will not be visible. It will just be t.here.
No one believes it is possible to
build a single software system that will totally integrate all existing environments.
Most researchers believe, however, that
some degree of integration is possible for all
existing environments. They also believe
that if future additions and changes to the
existing environments are implemented
around such a software system, an optimum level of integration can be achieved.
Environments exhibit varying degrees of
hostility toward integration technology.
Least friendly are those where specific
hardware and data management technologies have been implemented just because
they supported a given application. These
environments can hardly be interfaced,
much less integrated.
Environments built from a technology plan that standardizes DBMS software,
as well as hardware and operating systems,

are much more friendly to integration technology. Network and relational database
management technology are much more integratable than are hierarchical database
management technologies or environments
with no .DBMS technology at all.
Progress has been made in. all four
areas of integration technology. The ISOI
OSI reference model, for example, has
helped in setting standards for interprocessor communication technology. In the area
of user interface technology, concepts such
as SQL, QBE, and lexical report writers have
helped to transcend application particulars.
But to find the Holy Grail, the really tough problem of distributed, heterogeneous data management must also be
solved. Reference models and standards
must be established so that particular software systems can be designed and built.
Reference models and standards
evolve from projects that invent and test
possible solutions. To date, probably $50
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There is no general agreement among commercial
software vendors as to what the executive
functionality should be.
million has been invested in four public
projects, each of which is attempting to expand our knowledge and technology for
dealing with distributed, heterogeneous
data management. These projects are
Multibase, sponsored by DARPA and the
U.S. Navy; the Integrated Information
Support System (IISS), sponsored by the
U.S. Air Force; the Integrated Manufacturing Distributed Database Administration System (IMDAS), sponsored by the
National Bureau of Standards; and the Integrated Design Support System (IDS), also
sponsored by the Air Force (see box).
It should not be a surprise that most
(though not all) of these efforts have their
roots in the manufacturing industry. The
problems of integration in this industry are
particularly acute because, unlike most
other industries, manufacturing automation is not predominantly IBM-based. The
problems of integration revealed themselves early in manufacturing. But with the
exception of integrating business data with
technical (geometric) data, the technologies
for integrating distributed, heterogeneous
databases are not peculiar to the field.
There are two distinct
concepts and approaches
to distributed, heterogeneous data management.
Very generally, they could be portrayed as
the interfacing approach and the integration approach. The key difference between
them is that in the interfacing approach
there are no technological controls over
data integrity; in the integration approach,
data integrity in a distributed heterogeneous environment is a major issue.
Interfacing technology is done with
what is called a two-schema approach. This
approach builds a cross-reference table or a
matrix between each pair of physical files;
databases, or systems to be interfaced. This
matrix is used to transform one physical
structure into another, as required. Thus,
there are N x N - 1 matrices and transforms required in the environment, where
N equals the total number of physical files
or databases to be interfaced.
Interfacing can be accomplished
through either transaction passing or controlled redundancy. In transaction passing,
the source database automatically dispatches transactions to the destination
database. The destination database usually
handles schema transformation, having received transactions as if they were normal
output files or reports.
If controlled redundancy is used,
snapshots of the source database (or a subset of it) are created and stashed at various
locations throughout the network. These

TWO
DISTINCT
CONCEPTS

snapshots can be accessed by destination
databases, but they cannot be updated by
them. They are periodically replaced by
new, updated files.
Both transaction passing and controlled redundancy must be managed by
special software systems. These systems
perform certain executive functions such as
transaction initiation and redundancy management. These executive functions are beginning to find their way into data
dictionary/directory software packages.
Thus, we are beginning to hear about global, network, and master data dictionaries.
These data dictionaries include special twoschema functionality for distributed, heterogeneous data management.
There is no general agreement
among commercial software vendors as to
what this executive functionality should be.
This, of course, is where the standard reference model comes into the picture. Developing and evaluating this functionality is
what the IDS, IISS, IMDAS, and Multibase
projects are all about. Thus, all four programs use strategies like those listed above.
But those strategies are good only for interfacing data structures within the existing
environment. They do not integrate them.
To do so requires a three-'schema approach.
The third schema is focused on data
integrity.
The three-schema approach to data

integration is being developed by all four of
the integration technology projects. It introduces a' "conceptual schema" into the
technology picture. The conceptual schema
defines a consistent set of business rules
that are needed to manage integrity in
shared data (see "Business Rules: The
Missing Link," Oct. 15, 1984, p. 145).
The conceptual schema is always
defined by an entity relationship or semantic data model. IDS and IISS use IDEFI-Extended, IMDAS uses SAM*, and Multibase
uses DAPLEX.
All of the data in the environment under the control of the integration
technology are defined in
one global conceptual schema. The conceptual schema is mapped to many file and
DBMS structures (internal schemata), as
well as to many user views (external schemata). All three schemata and the transforms among them are managed via a
three-schema data dictionary.
The data model required for the
conceptual schema is a very powerful data
definition language that defines the global
(sometimes called a "neutral") conceptual
schema in terms of objects, events, and
states (in time). It also defines integrity
constraints on the relationships and dependencies.

ALL DATA
INONE
SCHEMA

INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH PROJECTS
Multibase
Multibase is a prototype software system
that provides a uniform, integrated interface, which allows the user to reference
data in distributed, preexisting, heterogeneous databases with one query language
over one database description. Practical
applications of the prototype are being
made at General Dynamics (Le., the CADI
CAM Database Management System) and
at Rockwell International. The project is
being conducted by Computer Corp. of
America (CCA), Cambridge, Mass., and is
jointly supported by DARPA and the U.S.
Navy.

Integrated Infonnation Support System
(IISS)
IISS is a software system that achieves
control of and access to information in
preexisting, distributed, heterogeneous
databases to allow data shareability and
to provide a means for improving data
quality and data timeliness. Practical applications of this technology are being
made by Boeing and McAir. IISS research
is being conducted by Boeing, DACOM,
SDRC, and CDC under contract with the

U.S. Air Force at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base in Dayton, Ohio.

Integrated Design Support (IDS) System
The IDS project is chartered to assemble
various off-the-shelf tools and to add
technology as required to support the
management and control, update, and retrieval of existing and future technical
data for the B-IB aircraft. These technical data are distributed in heterogeneous
databases. The technical project is being
conducted by Rockwell, DACOM, SDRC,
and CCA for the USAF at the Wright-Patterson base in Dayton.

Integrated Manufacturing
Distributed Database
Administration System (lMDAS)
IMDAS is a prototype software system that
provides update and retrieval services
over preexisting, distributed, heterogeneous files and databases. The project is
being sponsored as part of the National
Bureau of Standards' Advanced Manufacturing Research Facility and is being
conducted by NBS (Gaithersburg, Md.)
and the University of Florida.
-D.A.
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HOW TO KEEP YOUR NETWORK
UP AND RUNNING.

THE DATAPHONE II SYSTEM. FROM AT&T.
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The basics.
Today, you're more dependent on your data network
than ever before. You have no time for downtime.
You need reliable data communications equipment
that can keep your network running strong. That's
the DATAPHONE- II System from AT&T.

The DATAPHONE II System is an evolving line of
high-performance data communication productsmodems, multiplexers, data service unIts and diagnostic control devices-that combines data transmission
with real-time diagnostics and sophisticated network
management and control.
It's a modular system of hardworking components,
designed to keep your network up and running. And to
easily grow in SIZe, speed and diagnostic capability to
meet your changing needs.
Whether you have an analog or digital network, the
DATAPHONE II System offers a full line of microprocessor based private line modems and data service units
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Build on the basics.
to provide reliable transmission and sophisticated diagnostics. These modems are the backbone of our system.
From this base, you can enhance your system in
easy, planned stages. You can build an extensive network management system to match your precise needs.
To get the most of your network, you need to make
maximum use of your transmission facilities. The
DATAPHONE II System offers a full line of multiplexers to meet that need, and to satisfy both point-to-point
and multi-point requirements. They get your data traffic moving fast and minimize line costs. All of these
mUltiplexers work with our analog modems and DSU s.
And they connect to our System Controller to give you
total network management.
Recentadditions to the DATAPHONE II multiplexer line include: The 735 T-Mux, a high-speed, timedivision mUltiplexer for T-1 facilities. The 718 Stat Mux,
a statistical multiplexer with unique expansion capabil-

©1985 AT&T Infonnation Systems
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Add on a little more.
ities. The 719 Networker, a combination of statistical
mUltiplexing and data switching.
We're determined to keep the DATAPHONE II
System at the leading edge of technology. That's why
we're constantly researching and developing new
products and enhancements to keep your information
on the move.
Our latest digital product offering includes two new
data service units, the 2500 and 2600. The feature-rich
2500 offers quick, on-site, graphic, LCD displays of test
and fault reports. The 2600 provides all the features of
the 2500 and the added bonus of advanced diagnostics
through connectivity to the DATAPHONE II System
Controller.
You can be certain a DATAPHONE II System is the
right choice, offering the capability you need now with
flexibility for the future. And AT&T backs the
DATAPHONE II System with the most experienced
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Get as big as you want.
sales and service force in the industry. We're available 24
hours a day to provide support and service, to troubleshoot faults and prevent problems before they occur.
To learn how our DATAPHONE II System can
meet your needs from start to finish, call your AT&T
Information Systems Account Executive. And ask
about our flexible purchase and leasing options.
Or call 1800 247-1212 for more information.

.-.-ATs.T

~:.~'The right choice.
~

The data dictionary is a major issue for integration technology.

The schema is a very special logical
data model. It must be consistent, accessible, extensible, and transformable. It derives these qualities from the data model in
which it is defined, and from the procedures used to build and maintain it.
Because the conceptual schema is in
a well-defined entity relationship or semantic construct, it can be transformed into
user views by a "global" data manipulation
language that is very similar to relational or
extended relational algebra. This transformation is called the conceptual-to-external
transformation, and it generally is integrated into the user language of the software
system.
The other transformation, conceptual to internal, is the hard part. Generally,
transformations of both structure and form
of the schema must be made to handle the
wide variety of DBMSS and file control systems (FCSS) in the environment in which
the schema is being implemented.
Since not all of the environment's
DMBSS and FCSS are of equal quality,· the
conceptual-to-internal transformations are
performed by software at each node, and
data are moved through the network in the
conceptual form. This is more economical
anyway, since nodes can always expect to
transmit and receive data in the same form.
The data described by the conceptual schema are viewed by many users as different external schemata. The data described by the conceptual schema are
physically implemented in many databases,
each described by an internal schema. In
the IDEFI-Extended notation, each box
represents an entity; each arc represents a
relationship. A "big dot" indicates that the
relationship is "one to many."
The conceptual schema describes a
neutral, integrated view of the shared data
resource. There is one global conceptual
schema in an enterprise. It is independent
of physical database structures and boundaries and is neutral to the biases of individual applications. Each internal schema
represents a user or applications view of
data. Requests are made against external
schemata.
The following are the objectives of a
conceptual schema:
• Data standardization-by defining a consistent, extensible, and transformable set of
business rules to be used by all data
projects.
• Data integration-by pulling together
facts in multiple databases.
• Data sharing-by supporting multiple
user views (i.e., external schemata) of the
data resource.
• Data quality-by specifying and enforcing data integrity constraints. .
114 DATAMATION

• Data administration-by documenting
the meanings in the data resource.
• Data independence-by isolating data
structure changes (i.e., changes to internal
schemata) from user views and programs.
• Data growth-by evolving consistently as
its scope is extended.
The data dictionary is'a major issue
for integration technology. In fact, all four
of the integration technology research
projects determined that they had to build
special data dictionaries to handle the distributed, heterogeneous data management
problem. Existing commercial data dictionaries fell far short of their requirements.
All commercial data dictionaries
are basically two-schema data dictionaries.
They have little or no capability to define
or store a conceptual schema and its transforms, much less to use them for anything.
Most commercially available data dictionaries are designed for one DBMS only, and
they are not even designed to handle physical distribution of the data in that DBMS.
All four integration technology
projects are building and using three-schema data dictionaries. Typical of the threeschema data dictionary architecture is
what IISS calls the CDM (Common Data
Model) subsystem. The CDM subsystem
consists of two software modules. The CDM
dictionary is a database that describes
shared data (the conceptual· schema) and
the network environment. The CDM processor is software that accesses the CDM dictionary and transforms users' data requests
into transactions that can be processed by
the local DBMSS or FCSS. The CDM processor
is the distributed database manager of IISS.
All four technology projects have
tackled what they call the retrieval problem. They all employ their data dictionaries
to access data in the environment.
The objective, of course,
is to use the conceptual
schema as a Rosetta
Stone to translate user
queries that require data distributed over
heterogeneous hardware nodes, DMBSS, and
application databases. The user query is
unaware of where and how the data are
stored. These systems process both ad hoc
and standard queries, and they have builtin security and access controls.
The retrieval problem is simple
compared with the update problem, because retrievals do not affect database
states; updates do. The three-schema
data dictionary, therefore, has to worry
about concurrency problems and about
backup and recovery problems. These
problems can be aggravated depending on
how much the system uses redundancy

SCHEMA AS
ROSETTA
STONE

to improve efficiency.
IISS, IMDAS, and IDS are committed to
attacking the update problems. To do this,
they will use dependency and relationship
constraint logic embedded in the conceptual schema to ensure the integrity of updates.
Obviously, the ideal is to have a
three-schema data dictionary that controls
updates and retrievals in a distributed, heterogeneous environment and that operates
in-line with all application programs. To do
so, it would have to operate at run time.
Few commercial data dictionaries operate
at this level today. Most of them are passive, i.e., a precompiler takes metadata out
of the data dictionary and puts them into
the source code of a program, which must
subsequently be compiled into object code.
Some of them are active, which means they
are used by language compilers.
Three of the four research projects
have requirements to develop run-time,
three-schema data dictionaries for both update and retrieval. Today, however, they
are content to achieve active status on retrievals (both ad hoc and standard) and on
updates. In-line is still a ways away.
There is no doubt that the demand
for integration technology is very high.
This demand is driving all four subsets of
the technology-interprocessor communications, network transaction management,
distributed heterogeneous data management, and user interface technology-in
clearly defined directions.
While progress is required in all
four areas, individual businesses are attempting to assemble their own integration
software subsystems from technological
pieces that are currently available. Some
organizations are attempting to build threeschema master data dictionaries using relational DBMSS or 4GLS. Others have chosen
one of the many data dictionary products
such as the IBM Data Dictionary, Data
Manager, or the ADR Data Dictionary, and
have performed surgery on it to turn it into
a master data dictionary. Depending on the
data dictionary, this surgery can be a simple appendectomy or a difficult quadruple
heart bypass. The degree of difficulty is also
dependent on what they want the final
product to be: a two-schema or a threeschema master data dictionary, or both.
Before this can be decided, some key architectural commitments must be made.
The first commitment is what I call
the commitment to heterogeneity. Some
businesses believe they can solve the integration problem by committing the future
automated environment to one single hardware or software vendor. They believe they
can solve their current integration prob-

When your system components
mixed-vendor system from one
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A commitment to data integrity means a commitment
to data management by thorough business rules.

lems by committing to build a homogeneous environment, e.g., a single "total integrated application."
Businesses that think and
plan their automated environments in this way
have no commitments to
heterogeneity. They are, in my opinion, unrealistic and myopic. No environment is
more dynamic than the information environment. No technology moves more
quickly or in more directions. Businesses
need to take advantage of these dynamics,
not defend themselves. A commitment to
heterogeneity will provide the context for
taking advantage of all opportunities.
The second commitment is what I
call a commitment to standards and the reuse of assets. Most businesses still see IRM
standards as controls and constraints to
creativity and progress. This is because of
the way they have traditionally been developed and implemented by dp departments.
Good standards enable creativity and progress. They are offensive, not defensive.
Without a commitment to standards and

MYOPIC
BUSINESS
PLANNING

reuse of assets, no concept of integration is
even remotely feasible.
The commitment to standards and
reuse of assets means first that special organizations, which I call asset engineering organizations, must be commissioned to build
assets that are reusable. This requires an
investment in asset development. Such an
investment program requires significant
changes in traditional IRM planning, system
engineering, financing, performance management, staffing, project definitions, and
project management processes.
The final commitment is what I call
a commitment to data integrity. The most
valuable information assets are data. In
fact, today, the asset engineers in the IRM
world are the database administrators and
managers. (Maybe we should start calling
them that.)
A commitment to data integrity
does not mean standardizing the names of
data elements. It means a commitment to
data management through business rules
and a focus on common and shared data
(see "Law of the Data Jungle," October
1983, p. 225). This commitment is what

"data-driven" information resource management is all about.
Most businesses are stepping up to
these commitments. The excuse I most often hear for deciding against making all
three commitments is that "the technology
is not here to support the commitments."
But it is.
There are major technological
movem<:(nts in all four levels of integration
technology. Some vendors even claim to
have active three-schema data dictionaries,
and more vendors are advertising that they
have them in the works. But these technologies are not self-implementing.
Technology is holding nothing
back. Cultural changes and changes to traditional IRM beliefs and processes are the
real inhibitors to integration. But those are
changing too-as I will explain in my next
article.
@
Dan Appleton is president of DACOM
Inc., a Manhattan Beach, Calif., firm specializing in manufacturing information resource management. He is chairman of
the CASA/SME Technical Council.
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model diagrams, and presentation graphics.
2. Analysts gain productivity from
having all the information about
the system in one place-the
Excelerator Dictionary. As your
system design changes, the
dictionary is updated to reflect
these changes. Reviewing and
updating can be done quickly
and efficiently.

3. Analytical tools for verifying
your design allow the development of better systems. Analysts
can validate their designs using
"where used" and "cross-reference" reporting. Explosion
reports describe the data and
related processes in up to 10 levels of detail. And a powerful
report writer lets you produce
preformatted or custom reports
directly from the dictionary.
4. Project team members can
access a central data dictionary
using Excelerator's data sharing
facility. Import/export functions
allow users to move data from
one workstation to another
quickly and easily, and audit attributes automatically track
changes to every entry.
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Completely menu, driven design
One UNIX computer manufacturer
. and industry standard IBM SQL
after .another has come to the same
decision: UNIFY is the fastest, most
query language make it easy for non,
powerful, most flexible data base
pro~a~mers to develop data base
management system for users of all
applications.
skill levels.
The most powerful "back end"
By their own investigation and by
design in the industry, including 90
system integrator requests, computer
subroutines at the host language
manufacturers representing some
interface level, promises that UNIFY
900/0 of the market choose to offer
can keep adding features, keep adding
users, without eroding performance.
UNIFY with their UNIX compute~s.
They include IBM. AT&T. DEC.
Judge for yourself. Send for our
Data General. Honeywell. Four Phase. demo kit-disks, tutorial and refer..
Sun. Perkin, Elmer. NCR. Tandy.
ence manuals, all for only $150Pixel. Cadmus. Plexus. Altos. Gould
that shows you how to build virtually
Computer. NBI. CCl. Sequent. And
any application. Contact UNIFY,
many more.
4000 Kruse Way Place, Lake Oswego,
OR
97034,503/635 ..6265. TELEX
The evidence is overwhelming.
469220.
In independent benchmarks, UNIFY
consistently ranks as the top performer.
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Here's a way to determine which systems projects
will be most important and profitable to your company.

PROJECT
EVALUATION
MADE SIMPLE
which have the highest priorities. You will really good projects dramatically. The grid
find the users are indeed very prolific at will also identify the real dogs that should
All companies 'have limited amounts of re- thinking up new projects, and consequent- not be done at all. Likewise, the low-priorisources for doing systems projects and ly, the list will continue to grow. You cer- ty projects can easily be identified and put
must therefore carefully choose the best tainly won't be able to complete projects on the back burner until there is nothing
projects. We can define the best projects as ' faster than the users can request new ones. more worthwhile to do. In short, the use of
Hence, you are hopelessly fighting a the grid will reduce your backlog immedithose that are most important to the company and contribute to higher profits. But battle that appears to be heavily stacked in ately while making sure that your company
before committing to a seemingly impor- the other guy's (the user's) favor. What do is working on the best projects.
A secondary benefit to using the
tant project, companies should carefully, you do? Hire more programmers and sysevaluate the project's probability for suc- tems analysts? Ignore the user requests? An grid is that it is an excellent communicacessful completion.
alternative is to reduce the number of open tions aid for discussing project priorities
Projects that fail to deliver what projects by doing a careful, objective analy- with top management and, in general, the
they promised or, even worse, deliver noth- sis using the request-success grid shown in user community. Top managers are likely
ing at all represent a staggering amount of Fig. 1. You will find that the results of the to have been exposed to grid presentations,
waste to corporations all over the world. In grid analysis will reduce the number of especially if they have ever employed outthe United States alone, software development is estimated to cost corporations over
FIG,1
$20 billion per year. It is also estimated
15% of these projects deliver nothing! AsTHE REQUEST-SUCCESS G'RID
suming that the completed projects delivered 75% of their intended benefits, we can
5 ~-(-O-,-5-)-----------------r--------------------~
estimate that some $3 billion to $7 billion is
wasted on software projects each year.
HIGH
PRIORITY
This article proposes a new simplified approach toward accurately evaluating
the merits of project requests. It is an important responsibility of every director of
II
information services to ensure that his
company uses a reliable and quantitative
®
?
?
method of selecting IS projects. Failure to
® I
en
do this will probably result in an ever-ina:
?
I
creasing project backlog, dissatisfied users,
®
loss of the IS director's hair, or worse yet,
u.:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _1
his unexpected early retirement.
ff3
:::>
If you're like most information ser@
vices department heads, you are probably
a:
constantly frustrated by the never-ending
®
®
stream of new project requests. Backlogs of
two to three years are not uncommon. You
IV
III
may be one of the only people in your company who appreciates what an enormous
effort it will take to satisfy your projecthungry user community. Generally, you
REJECTS
LOW
won't get much sympathy from your boss
PRIORITY
either; after all, he didn't approve that last
o
hardware upgrade and the additional maintenance programmer you requested.
SUCCESS FACTORS
5
o
Your boss has asked you to make a
list of the open projects to help him decide

by Donald Spadaro

A
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The aim of the grid is to quantify the project's value
to the company.

FIG. 2

PROJECT APPRAISAL WORKSHEET (FACTORS VALUES 0--..5)
PROJECT
NAME

REQUEST FACTORS
& WEIGHTS

SUCCESS FACTORS
& WEIGHTS

ICO.
ROI WEIGHTED' 'PROBLEM
USER
DEVELOP DEPT.
WEIGHTED'
NEED
SCORE
RESOLUTION AVAILABILITY TIME
SPANNED SCORE
.60 .40
R.F .
.60
.40
-.20
-.20
S.F.

8

Billing system

3

5

3.8

4

3

2

2

2.8

®

Pricing analysis

3

0

1.8

4

5

0

0

4.4

@

Customer
profitability

4

0

2.4

5

4

2

0

4.2

@)

Investment
planning

4

3

3.6

5

4

2

0

4.2

®
®

Sales analysis

4

1

2.8

5

5

0

1

4.8

Fixed assets

4

2

3.2

3

2

2

0

2.2

@

Computerized
scheduling

3

0

1.8

3

1

2

0

1.8

side business consultants. There are, to be
sure, many famous grids that have been developed over the years to help in management decision-making. One of the most
famous is the Boston Consultants Group
market sharelbusiness growth grid. And,
of course, there is the Blake-Mouton management grid, which sought to classify the
different types of management styles.
The best bunch of people
to do the grid evaluation
is the company's inforFORM
mation systems planning
committee. (If you don't have one yet, you
should start one as soon as possible.) The
requesting user department should fill out a
systems project request form that outlines
the nature of the request and its expected
benefits to the company. The information
services department should then work up a
preliminary time estimate both in mandays and in calendar months.
.
The request-success (RoS) grid is a
two-dimensional analysis of the merits of a
particular systems project. Its aim is to
quantify the project's value to the company
and to ascertain its probability of being successfully completed and implemented. The
grid's Y-axis represents the project's request factors or, in other words, why the
project should be done at all.
The X-axis represents the project's

FILL OUT
REQUEST
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success factors. These include factors related to the project's ability to succeed, such
as problem definition and resolution, user
availability, etc.
To use the grid, one must assign a
rating from 0 to 5 to each of the request and
success factors (see Fig. 2). The rating is
then multiplied by that factor's weight. The
results of each multiplication are then added together to form the weighted scoresthe X and Y coordinates on the grid. Next,
simply plot these coordinates on the grid.
The maximum weighted value for either
coordinate is 5. Therefore, a project that
scores a 5, 5 is theoretically the best possible project to undertake. Conversely, a 0,0
score would indicate an extremely poor
project choice. Projects with long development times or those that cross several departmental boundaries tend to diminish the
probabilities for successful completions and
would therefore carry negative weights.
In general, a rating of 0 means minimum and a rating of 5 represents maximum. Here's how to do it:
Company needs. Assign a 5 if it is
absolutely vital to the company's survival.
A 0 means you really don't need it.
Return on investment. Assign a 5 for
a project that promises a huge ROI, say,
over 40%. Assign a 3 for a 15% to 20%
return, and so on.
Problem resolution. Assign a 0 ifno-

body knows how to solve the problem. Assign a 5 if you and the user understand
exactly how to solve the problem. Use your
judgment for relative levels of understanding in between 0 and 5.
User availability. Assign a 0 if the
user is never available (i.e., he's on the road
four days a week and won't delegate the
systems definition work to a subordinate).
Assign a 5 if he's a former systems man and
is always there when you need him.
Development time. Assign a 0 if estimated development time is less than one
month and a 5 if it is greater than 18
months. The reasoning here is that lengthy
projects involve a much higher degree of
risk than do shorter ones. Organizations
change and company business objectives
may also change the systems requirements.
Choose appropriate ratings for projects between one and 18 months. Thus a rating of
5 multiplied by the negative .2 weight will
reduce the score that a project can have for
its success factors by one point. If the development time is short, a rating of 0 will
not decrease the success factors of problem
resolution and user availability.
Department spanned. If only one department is affected by the system, assign a
rating of O. Assign a 5 if more than three
departments must participate in the system
definition, design, and implementation.
Choose intermediary ratings 1 through 4

IT'S HERE! SAFE, SIMPLE, RELIABLE,
HIGH-SPEED DATA WITH CENTREX!
"8 found the way to build an integrated digital voice and
data network within my Centrex system-no new wiring
and at a fraction of the cost of a new switch!'
Introducing the one and only Ameritech Information Manager™
from DAVID Systems, Inc.

It delivers 2 Mbps digital power to the desktop. Through the same twisted-

pair copper wires already in place for your voice-only Centrex system.
Plug it in "at the wall:' The magic begins. Each line you lead into it
becomes part of an exceptionally versatile simultaneous voice
and data digital network.
Create a high-speed LAN between any number of
PCs. Without duplicate wiring.
And tap into an existing Ethemet~ Without
new coax.
And build or expand your local terminal-host
networks. Without modems.
And move, add and change within the network
with perfect ease and economy.
Because it is modular, you can always do
what you need, pay as you go-with complete
future flexibility and compatibility. No large
switch costs today, no obsolescence tomorrow.
Find out why Ameritech On Something
Means Something~ Especially when it's on

the Ameritech Information Manager.
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Dimension is a registered trademark of AT&T:
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Don't feel left out. The Ameritech Information
Manager will save you a bundle, too.
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Knowing which are the most profitable customers
should be of utmost importance to companies.

depending on the number of departments
and the extent of involvement required.
Like the development time factor, this factor has a negative .2 weight. This means a
high rating (many departments involved)
will reduce the project's overall success factor score.
Fig. 2 shows the project
appraisal worksheet with
seven evaluated projects.
Fig. 1 shows these projects (A through G in circles) plotted on the
request-success grid. The grid is divided
into four quadrants.
Projects A, D, and E are in quadrant II, which means they are high-priority
projects-they are· strongly needed and
have a strong probablity of succeeding.
Note that project E, sales analysis, could
not clearly demonstrate a quantifiable return on investment. Its high company need
rating (4), however, insured that it would
be above the midpoint coordinate of 2.5~
And, since its success factors equaled an
extremely high score of 4.8, the project
should be given a high priority.

SCORING
ON THE
GRID

Projects C and B fell into low-priority quandrant III. But project C, customer
profitability, is obviously a borderline case,
which could easily be treated as a high-priority project. Knowing which are the most
(and least) profitable customers should be
of utmost importance to companies. In this
case, the user was unwilling to commit
himself to a measurable ROI, hence the return on investment factor was rated as a
zero, causing the project to attain a total
score of only 2.4 for its request factor coordinate. Therefore, with good management
there will be some tangible return on investment from using these reports.
Project F, fixed assets, fell into
quadrant I. This quadrant is labeled with
three question marks. There is a strong
need and ROI for this project, but the company's controller is always busy and
doesn't feel he can delegate the systems responsibilities to a member of his staff. In
this case, the quadrant I project can easily
move accross the line into quadrant II and
become a high-priority project, provided
the user problem is resolved.
Project G, computerized vehicle

scheduling, is rejected because of a low
score in both the request and success factors. It is important to realize that a rejected project may in fact be accepted at a later
time. Business conditions always change,
new users are employed, and technologies
improve. Rejects should be reviewed once
each year to see if their ratings have
changed.
The use of the request-success grid
will help company administrators organize
their thoughts concerning the project selection task. If used properly, it should weed
out some of the projects that often result in
many man-months of wasted time. In addition, as mentioned, this methodology has
the important benefit of improving communications and hence relations with the
users. It's not going to solve all of the MIS
director's problems, but it will help.
@
Donald Spadaro is director of information services at AGA Gas Inc., Cleveland.
Before joining AGA 10 years ago, Spadaro was with Airco Industrial Gases,
Murray Hill, N.J., in both systems and
programming management positions.
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Introducing
The Honeywell Office
Honeywell is about to change
the way you think about office
automation.
'
Because standalone and
non- compatible product lines
aren't enough to provide the
most dramatic increases in productivity and corporate profitability.
The biggest increases in performance can only come from
office automation capabilities like
integration and networking that
allow all systems to "talk" to each
other-which is why we designed
The Honeywell Office.
The Honeywell Office integrates
office processing, data processing,
networking and communications,
and distributes these resources
across a single, compatible product line of micros, minis, and
superminis.
It's the reason why one customer
credited our approach to office integration with helping to increase
sales by 500/0.
Here's how The Honeywell
Office can help you manage and
direct your information resources
more efficiently.

Unsurpassed
Office Processing
We started with competitive
word processing in virtually
every area and developed superiority in the crucial area of file
management.
INFOCALC, our three dimensional spreadsheet,
lets you merge financial data and text,

Flexible Data
Processing
'.~! No word

Honeywell ties
PC processing and
terminals into one
departmental system.

processing vendor can
! integrate the extensive array of
i data processing products you'll
! find with The Honeywell Office.
The Honeywell Office
provides unrivaled flexibility
by combining office and data
processing into one distributed,
departmental system. It supplies
integrated transaction processing,
database management, program
development tools, query and
report, data entry and specialized
industry applications.
So now your accounting, marketing, and other departments can
access and control their information.

But we didn't stop there.
We integrated decision support
tools and distributed networking
capabilities so that your departments can transfer, share, and
combine office and data
processing information
with simple commands.
Without unnecessary
• Compatible Product
steps. Without costly
Line
duplication of efforts.
• Consistent User
InfoCa1c, our integrated Interface
Integrated Word &
spreadsheet, lets managers • Data
Processing
access information from
• Full Office
the department across
Processing
Capabilities
the country as easily as
• Integrated Spread
the sales office from
Sheet
across the corridor.
• Easy to Use
There is also a database Programming Tools
management capability
• Query & Report
Facility
that allows professionals
to set up their own depart- • Data Entry Facility
• User Application
mental databases.
Interface
And that's only half of it. • X.25 Networking
The other half is how
• SNANetworking
well it integrates the office • Exceeds ISO
side of your business with Networking
Standards
the data processing side. • Electronic
Mail-Peer to Peer

IIONEYWELL WANG
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Honeywell Office * OISNS IBM 5520
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·Over 2000 installations,

And when it comes to writing
new applications, we offer a full
complement of programming
languages that include BASIC,
COBOL, FORTRAN, ASSEMBLY, ADA, C, RPG, and PASCAL.
Quite simply, T~e Honeywell
Office gives you a better growth
path, stronger database management, and greater systems flexibility than our competitors.

Advanced networking
lets you connect all your departments.

Over 1300 Met Life district
sales offices in North America are
automated using our DPS 6 minicomputers, linked through an SNA
network that supplies reliable
branch office-to-IBM host
communications.
Unlike competitors who require
mainframes for network control,
we aren't limited to creating star
networks. Our ISO based Distributed Systems Architecture (DSA),
gives you the flexibility to config-

sented to all systems, small and
large, permitting the virtually limitless exchange of information.
Standard menus and prompts provide major user training benefits.
Upgrade options are more flexible
and economical because all systems can be linked together.

ure ring, mesh, peer-to-peer, and
other styles of networks.
For local and remote user-touser communications, our integrated electronic mail helps
minimize network costs by letting
you route your mail and documents in economical quantities,
and prioritizes transmission by
time of day.
Finally, The Honeywell Office
lets you access network services
such as CompuServe, Dow Jones,
Source and Westlaw right from
your desktop.

Service and Support that
Make All Systems Go

Complete Micro
to Mini to Supermini
Compatibility

Integrated
Networking and
Communications
Honeywell expertise in networking and communications helped
the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company create one of the largest
distributed branch office networks
of its kind.

From the very beginning, The
Honeywell Office was designed for
complete compatibility from top to
bottom. Compatible hardware.
Compatible software. And compatible communications facilities.
One consistent interface is pre-

Honeywell's complete
micro to supermini
compatibilIty means
flexible, economic
growth.

The Honeywell Office is backed
by TotalCare: our comprehensive
nationwide support program.
Uptime, after all, is everything,
and TotalCare provides everything
you need in programs and services
that can be tailored to help meet
your requirements.
M

M

The Honeywell Office
The Smarter Choice
The Honeywell Office reflects a
strong commitment and adherence
to a standard interface, state-of-theart technology, and a modular, open
ended design, so that your office
can grow as your needs do.
For more information call 1-800328-5111, Ext 2783. Or Honeywell
write: Honeywell Infor- .~~~,:jt
mation Systems, 300
""~5"
Concord Rd., MS 810,
Years
Billerica, MA 01821.

Together. we can find the answers.

Honeywell
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Double your ffiM PC's
processing speed for under $650.
AT speed for your ffiM PC, with
QuadSprint by Quadram.
Quadram introduces a rapid advancement in IBM
PC performance. QuadSprint. The innovative ex'
pansion ooard that doubles the processing speed of
your personal computer. Just plug the totally
transparent QuadSprint into your system and
watch all your PC programs (Lotus 1,2,3, dBASE
ill, Wordstar, and more*) run faster and more
ciendy than ever before...without special com,
mands or interface software.

double the processing speed of your IBM PC.
With QuadSprint by Quadram. For more
information, call or write us at Quadram
Corporation, One Quad Way, Norcross, GA
30093,2919 (404) 923,6666.

QuadSprinf

em.,

But best of all, you can pick up QuadSprint
without running up a huge bill. At lefS than $650,
QuadSprint is about half the price of other ac,
celerator (turbo) cards and turns your PC into a
machine that's virtually as fast as the new PC AT.
So make your own rapid advancement. To the
Quadram dealer closest to you. And see how to
IBM~ pc, PC AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. *1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corp. dBASE III Is a
trademark of Ashton·Tate. Inc. Wordstar is a trademark of MicroPro Corp. QuadSprint is a trademark of Quadram Corporation. Quad ram is a registered trademark of
Quadram Corporation. CCopyright 1985 Quad ram Corporation. All rights reserved.
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We continue our exploration of database design in
parts six and seven of this 14-part series,
Process-Driven Data Design.

HEADLESS
AND OPTIONAL
ARROWS
by Frank Sweet
Bachman diagrams show relationships (arrows) among information entities or records (boxes) in conceptual database design.
Now, symmetry seems to demand that realworld relationships should come in three
flavors:

ONE·TO·ONE

ONE·TO-MANY

MANY·TO
·MANY

The idea is so appealing, in fact,
that to say only the one-to-many flavor
really exists seems to imply an irrational
universe. Yet this is the case. Douglas Adams, author of A Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy, theorizes that if anyone should discover the purpose of the universe (what it's
good for), it will instantly vanish and be replaced by something even more bizarre and
inexplicable. I believe this has already happened. In conceptual database design, only
one-to-many relationships actually exist for
long. The other two are simply intermediate design steps that must be resolved into
one-to-manys.
We looked at the many-to-inany relationship last time. We showed that such a
two-headed arrow tells us we are not finished. It points out that there's an intersection record missing which, when identified,
resolves the two-headed arrow into two
one-to-many relationships.
The one-to-one headless arrow tells
us that there are too many boxes present.
Consider the following design modeling a
restaurant chain:

Every restaurant is also an organizational unit of the firm. Moreover, each
one is only one such unit. Not all units are
restaurants, of course; there are also offices,
warehouses, districts, and so on. But for every unit that is a restaurant, it is only one

restaurant. Some units, like districts or regions, may have several restaurants reporting to them but these aren't the same thing
as the restaurants themselves. We first
model the situation with a one-to-one relationship, and then consider: are retail
stores and organizational units really different entities? No. The terms used are
merely context-dependent names for the
same class of real-world tangible objects.
The general rule is that when we
find a one-to-one relationship between two
boxes, we replace them with just one box.
The headless arrow means that we are really dealing with one entity. The final criterion, based on normalization, is that if every
data element in both boxes cae be uniquely
and unambiguously determine ~ by the keyfield of either box, then you really just have
one record type.
For example, the four boxes, "CICS
User," "Insurance Claimant," "Credcard
Holder," and "Computer Programmer"
are all just different views of "Employee."
"Inbound Shipment" and "Outbound
Shipment" just mean "Shipment."
In physical database design, we do
sometimes implement one-to-one relationships in order to conserve core, disk-space,
liD, or cpu cycles. Consider an employee
record with fields for executive stock options and bonuses. Since these data apply to
only a few employees, the record would
have much empty space for most personnel. Wasted disk space at $2 per megabyte
per month (3350 rental) is not as costly as it
once was, but it's still irritating. We could
compress the employee record, but that
costs cpu cycles and makes restructuring
more difficult. A cleaner solution is to hang
a smaller record off it, to hold the fields
that apply only to executives. Only an employee record that needs those fields would
own such a subordinate record and, at
most, it would own just one.
As another example, Ken Thorn, of
Giant Food Inc. in Washington, D.C. asks,
"What's the relationship between 'states of
the union' and 'governors of states'? Clearly, they bear a one-to-one relationship with
each other yet they are not the same entity

(one is more organic than the other)."
Part of the problem yields to better
definition: if it's an American history database, for example, where we store political
biographies, a one-to-many relationship is
revealed. Each state, since its entry into the
Union, has had many governors. If, on the
other hand, we only mean to capture data
about current officeholders, then normalization tells us that they are truly the same
information entity, despite intuition.
But now we're sailing the treacherous shoals between theory and reality. For,
even if our users earnestly promise that all
they'll ever want is current data, experienced database designers would still make
them separate physical records. Historykeeping (audit trail) is eventually required
by almost every application and it would be
easier to add it if the volatile portion (elections in this case) were separate. That way,
you could add an effective-date field,to the
governor record and keep historical occurrences alongside the current one.
But these one-to-ones are made to
fit the conceptual design into the limitations of our software, hardware, or planning ability. In a theoretically perfect
conceptual design, neither the headless arrow nor the two-headed arrow would exist.
Now, as we begin part
seven,
let's look into how
SPLlnlNG
we go about splitting a
A BOX
box in two when an optional arrow appears.
We've been manipulating data
structure, and operating conceptually on
Bachman diagrams while designing a database. In part five we saw how to derive a
new data entity (a box) with the two-headed arrow rule. Just above, in the headless
arrow discussion, we showed how to eliminate a box by merging two entities into one.
Both rules are reliably objective; like arithmetic, they always work.
Next, we'll inspect two more manipUlations: splitting entities with optional
arrows and merging those with similar relationships. These rules are more subjective
than the prior two. In other words, they
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We consider splitting entities with optional arrows
and merging those with similar relationships.

indicate solutions that are likely, but not
absolutely certain. They warn us to investigate further.
Consider the following database design for a pipe-tobacco wholesaler. Cut tobacco is stored in w.arehouses and
distributed in trucks.

The locationlblend record tells how
many pounds of one tobacco blend there
are at a specific warehouse. If there are 20
warehouses and 50 blends in all, we could
have up to 1,000 occurrences of this record
(perhaps not every blend will be stored at
each location). Any blend may be shipped
or received many times. Similarly, each
truck may be involved in many movements.
But, by definition, each movement represents an occasion where a single location's
inventory of a blend was either incremented because tobacco arrived or decremented
because some was sent off. Also, each
movement involves only one vehicle.

The situation seems straightforward. The fields in the locationlblend record include location number, blend
number, inventory balance, and the like.
Truck record holds vehicle number, cargo
capacity, miles-since-maintenance, etc.
And movement contains date, quantity
shipped, and an in-or-out flag. But doesn't
the truck-to-movement arrow mean each
movement must involve a truck?
Think about transferring tobacco
within a location. Many pipe tobaccos are
produced by blending others-that's why
they're called blends. The process is one of
simply shoveling a measured amount from
one hopper to another and, though it certainly affects the inventory balances, no vehicle is involved. The truck-movement
relationship is then optional in some sense.
Only one truck is involved in any shipments that go by truck, but some shipments
do not involve trucks at all.
The optional arrow is a warning
that the movement box, in an information
modeling sense, could represent two fundamentally different entities. Redrawing it as
two boxes, we have:

User
Now there's a data
Informal ian
design methodology for structured
analysis that takes
advantage of the best of
I
- -,
Logical
the data-oriented sysI Logical "Dala Modef
tems design techniques.
\ Data
Logical Data DeSign for Structured \ Design I
'-_/
Analysis, a new five-day seminar from
Ken Orr & Associates, Inc., will teach
you how to logically develop a fully normalized data
base without the 'frustrations of classic normalization.
Working from your system data flows, you will use steps from Ken Orr's
Data Structured Systems Development (DSSD®) methodology to build
a logical data model that can easily be translated to any physical DBMS
environment. DSSD logical data design makes explicit the implicit link
between structured analysis and detailed design.

liThe Missing Link"
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Shipment and transfer tell about different real-world events. As we refine the
design further, their record layouts continue to diverge until, eventually, we find
the only data common to both are date and
quantity.
Our first indication of their duality
was that optional arrow.
Now look at the arrow between location/blend and transfer. We can't say
each transfer is associated with only one 10cationlblend because the transfer event affects two different balances. It decrements
the inventory balances and increments the
locationlblend balance it goes to.

The diagram does not mean that
each transfer is related twice to the same
locationlblend, by the way. On the contrary, each transfer has two different relationships with two different locationlblend
record occurrences-a "from" relationship
with one and a "to" with the other.
Merging records with similar relationships is basically the reverse of the process just described. For example:

Both intersection records, inbound
shipment and outbound shipment, hold the
same data elements and are related to everything around them in precisely the same
way. This situation warns us to look at
them more closely and see if they're not
really modeling the same class of realworld event.
Next time, we'll look at hard sets,
soft sets, and summary fields.
@
Frank Sweet is corporate manager of
data administation for the Charter Co.,
Jacksonville, Fla.
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PC/FOCUS outloads, outruns, outperforms
and outreports dBase IIITM and R:Base™ 5000.
Don't believe us. Believe National Software
Testing Laboratories of Philadelphia. They proved
PC/FOCUS to be clearly superior to dBase IIITM and
R:Base™ 5000. Here's how:
Several real-world, business situations were
created to examine each system's speed and
capability.
Their findings are published in an extensive report
now available to you free of charge. Their results,
as stated by NSTL, showed that..."PC/FOCUS was
faster overall than the other programs tested:'
For example ...
Database Loading:
In this test series, database loading time for each
DBMS was measured by loading three transaction
files. Eight separate test runs were conducted, with
PC/FOCUS averaging 20.2% faster than dBase III;M
and 37.3% faster than R:Base™ 5000.
Database Reporting:
Report requests of various levels of complexity
were run against single and multiple databases.
Eighteen separate test runs were conducted, with
PC/FOCUS averaging 45.2% faster than dBase III;M
and 40.0% faster than R:Base™ 5000.

•

REPORTING FROM DATABASES
AVERAGE ACROSS 18 TEST RUNS
PC/FOCUS

c==J

100.0

R:Base 5000 F<}§~</>i??>:

Nt q 223.7

dBase III li~//i/?»;:}:}:' \\

<MWH#iMJJWJMd

407.9

There's more to the study than can be described in
this ad. Lots more tests ... and much more proof. So,
we've reproduced the NSTL Performance
Comparison in full. To obtain your
free copy, just fill out the coupon
and mail it to Donald Wszolek, Dept.
C4, Information Builders, Inc., 1250
Broadway, New York, NY 10001.

See us at Comdex Booth #8036.

r----------

dBase "' is a trademark of Ashton-Tate.
R:Base 5000 is a trademark of Microrim.
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Dear Don;
J want proof! Please send my free copy of
"A Performance Comparison" to:
Name ____________________________

Title _____________________________

I [F-1[~!CS[QJ[b[1dJs I

,.II

Company__________________________

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
City____________ State _____ Zip ______

•

INFORMATION BUILDERS, INC.

•----------------

New York: (2) 2) 736-4433· Washinton, D.C.: (703) 276-9006· Chicago: (3) 2) 789-05) 5· St. Louis: (3) 4) 434-7500· Dallas: (2) 4) 659-9890
San Jose: (408) 293-6600 • Los Angeles: (2) 3) 6) 5-0735· Houston: (7) 3) 952-0260· Boston: (6) 7) 272-8600· Atlanta: (404) 980-0874
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··Wlien an NECprlritet stbPS,:it'stJsu~Iyforagoodreason. Somebody
wartts it to. ' ' ',,', ',' " ' , ", "" " " ' , ' ,
, ,,·thafsbe,catl$eNECmprin~e~sa~eincrediblyrel~able. In fact, they can ,
, run:anaverageof5ye~~s,in p-orrnaluse,without a repair. And when they
,needorte; chance,s·are, ifwillonlytak~ 15}llinutes~ ,. " ,
,",
, " " :'" To bec'?tp.eth~tJ;eliabl~rCinNEC·prhjter,has'~o gothrough some of the
.' mo~tdemancjingte,$tsi~ thejncfustry:~irst)Netestevery,single part. Then,
we :testthe cotnpl~te'print¢r~'N9~hiijg:i~fQtgotten.Nothing is left to chance. '
". That kind,ofreliCibility.isbuill iritG()ur fullline6f$pinwriter® letter~ ,

. .•. qualitY, pri~ters a1ldPino/rlt~rN~t19~o.r9r,:Pin~ritetdotmatrnc Printers, ....
, Incl1Jding. o1lrnew~stmo,d~l,thePlnwrlter P5~ ,::': ' ", '" ' ",,' ,'.
'.,
ReIiabi1ityjS'n6ttlje'oh~ything'yt?ucan;cOlilnt()ninthe P5. Ifs also

fER FROM PRINTING, . . .
JMETHING UKE THIS.

,

,

,

the quietest dot matrix printer in its class. And the fastest. Plus its uniQl1e
NEC 24-pin printhead gives it the finest graphics resolution.
'., "
To find out more about the new Pinwriter P50r other NEC printers,
caUI-BOO-343-441B(in MA617 -264-8635). Or write: NEe Information'
Systems, Dept. 1610, 1414 Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough, MA 01719~

NEC PRINIERS.THEYONLY STOP'
.
WHENYOUWANTlHEMTQ

,

Spin~ter3550

letter-quality printer

'7

From the experts in interactive graphics1be Professional's Wodtstation
The InterPro 32 from Intergraph ... the multi-task£ng,
multifunctional workstation for today's professional
A personal computing resource

Plus interactive color graphics

Powerful processors - including the 32-bit NSC
32032 - and extensive memory equip the InterPro 32
as a standalone computing resource under UNIX
System V and PC-DOS. With no hidden processor
under your desk.

Even more, the InterPro32 features highresolution, interactive color graphics ... graphics
backed by Intergraph's years of technological
leadership. With a palette of 4096 for the image
clarity and impact that only color can give.

A distributed processing resource

The InterPro 32™ - a multi-functional
professional workstation.·

For access to distributed corporate computing
resources, we built the InterPro 32 with industrystandard networking - Intergraph's ISO 802.3
(Ethernet) architecture - and terminal emulation the InterPro 32 serves as an Intergraph graphics
workstation linked to a VAX or MicroVAX, a VT100
and VT220, Tektronix 4100 series, and (via a
gateway) IBM 327x.
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Department DM1100-5
One Madison Industrial Park
Huntsville, Alabama 35807
205/772-2000
lntergraph is a registered trademark of lntergraph Corporation.
InterPro 32 is a trademark of lntergraph Corporation.
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T, Bell Laboratories.

pmPLE
GETTING
THE
PRICE
There are not many happy stories emanating from Silicon Valley these days.
Vendors of chips resemble the Little
Match Girl in the dead of winter, and
various computer vendors continue trying to flog their wares to empty stands
long after the crowd has headed home.
Unsold inventory gathers dust and the
bankruptcy courts are clogged with terrified petititioners. In this darkest of all
seasons, please welcome Ross Dove.
It is doubtful that the successful
Dove knows Ethernet CSMA/CD from
Olof Soderblom's token ring, but then
there is no good reason for him to know
the difference. In a world where dreamy
technocrats have invented schemes that
still await a proper application, Dove's is
the voice of brisk reality. In a land where
spreadsheet-driven marketing types run
amok with lavish projections, Dove is the
man who eyes mountains of moldering
widgets and offers a way out of corporate
travail. Ross Dove is an auctioneer. He
takes electronic white elephants and turns
them into money.
Thirty-two-year-old Dove comes
credentialed. He is named after the cofounders of a 38-year-old furniture and
restaurant equipment auction housegrandfather Harry Ross and father Millard Dove. The San Mateo, Calif.-based
Ross Dove, whose company is called
Ross Dove Inc., knew absolutely nothing
about the computer industry back in 1983,
when Osborne Computer Corp. got into
trouble, but he knew enough to pick up
the phone and call them.
"Osborne was trying to reemerge
from bankruptcy proceedings and I had a
mailing list," Dove recalls. "After I con-

ROSS DOVE: "Heck, I've sold whole
computer rooms a couple of times."

vinced them that an auction wouldn't
hurt their standing-big oil companies
have them all the time-I went to work.
We were lucky because Osborne had
competent personnel to help out. They
taught us the technology and we taught
them how an auction works."
Dove, his father, and his brother,
Kirk, raised $1.4 million at two Osborne
auctions last fall and may well have provided enough seed money to let the micro
maker have another shot at immortality.
"In all, we had something like 12 auctions," says Dove. "We sold the entire
plant. We even went on the road, grossing
something like $450,000 more selling 750
new 8-bit Osbornes."
Triumph followed triumph. When
Dynabite sought to lean upon the everlasting arms of Chapter 11, Ross Dove
was there to see the Milpitas, Calif., vendor through. He sold off some $250,000
worth of its unique machines that offer
both 8- and l6-bit microprocessors.
It was about then, says Dove, that
he began to perceive another vertical
niche for his salesmanship. Suppose that
one contacted a company that merely had

a great deal of high-tech gear sitting
around in inventory, and used the vehicle
of an auction to sell it for them. "Up to
60% of our business is now from very
healthy companies," says Dove. "They
just use us as a marketing tool-a fairly
inexpensive tool, actually-to sell off a
helluva lot of stuff. We tell them, 'Look,
maybe we can get you 30% more our way
than you can get on your own.' "
Buying Ross Dove's talents involves a commission of from 7~ % on
multimillion-dollar consignments to up to
20% on small auctions. Other costs include the preparation and mailing of brochures showing the gear. Dove uses a
special mailing list he swears by. "That
list represents people who have in aggregate spent around $30 million, and it's
worth its weight in who knows what? I've
had people ask to rent it, but no soap. It's
not for rent or sale."
Who ends up with what? A typical
buyer might end up with a radar tracking
system for $8,000 that originally cost
$25,000, or a System/38 computer that
went as a virtual steal, says Dove, at
$110,000 including an IBM maintenance
agreement. "IBM was very cooperative on
that one," he says. Or consider a Fuji
auto inserter, a $200,000 gadget formerly
owned by Apple that stuffs circuits onto
boards. "Heck, I've sold whole computer
rooms a couple of times," notes Dove.
A computer auction is not the
kind of high-jinks affair associated with,
say, peddling bales of tobacco. Dove's
voice rings out loud and clear as he may
entice a lackluster crowd with the cry,
"Awful cheap, awful cheap." A crowd,
incidentally, is given two days to inspect
the gear, which is then sold on an as-is
basis. Ninety percent of the time Dove
does not set a minimum bid for openers,
and cries out, "Are you all done?" after a
raised finger, a flapping auction card, or
even a discreet wink signifies a final bid.
Does anybody really get a steal at an auction? "When the gear is highly special@
ized, you probably can," says Dove.

-Charles L. Howe
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Now there~s an mM
personal printer that can play
. whatever you COIllpose.
.'-" .... -
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It doesn't matter if you're writing
contracts or concertos; whether you print
labels, librettos or on letterheads-IBM has
a personal computer
printer that is perfect
for your needs.
If you're looking
.. for speed, all-pointsaddressable graphics
and versatile paper handling, there's the
new dot-matrix IBM Proprinter. For drafts
it does up to 200 characters per second (cps)
-aboutthree pages a minute-and at 40 cps it does near letter qua!.ity-.==:·'_.
Surprisingly, the price is under $550.
-.-~--.
If letters are important for
sot
your business~ we've got two
~e'd
extraordinary letter-quality
machines. The IBM
Quietwriter® Printer.
gives you high-quality··, . . .
printing, whisper-qui
operation and highresolution graphics. For
sharp letter quality~ easy paper
handling arid carbon copies, there's the IBM Wheelprinter.
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Ticket Sales

When your compositions call for color
you can call upon the
Southeast
brilliance of the new
Color Jetprinter from
IBM. It combines
splendid color, nearletter-quality text and
the capacity to work
-in color-with a wide
range of the latest softText and color graphics
ware. And it~s also all
points addressable for virtually any kind of graphics.
Lastly~ if you really do need to put notes on paper-or print floor
plans or other complex diagrams-IBM offers a choice of highresolution color plotters.
All of our personal_ :~:~§§~~~~~~_~
printers attach to
IBM PCs~ and many
attach to other
leading personal
computers as well.
They~re all designed
to serve a single
purpose: To give
everything you do
-Plotter graphics
the finishing touch.
For more information call your IBM marketing representative.
For free literature-or for the IBM Product Center or authorized
dealer nearest you-call1800 IBM-2468~
==-==:®
--Ext. 82/LR.
= :=:.
------Northwest

- ===

-~-,-

IBM Personal Printers.. The Finishing Touch

IN THE EXECUTIVE SUITE...
"CLAUDIA, SALES ARE
DOWN, THE CAFETERIA
IS SERVING TOFU
AND THE INVESTORS
HAVE CALLED AN
MEETING."

"IVAN, WHY CAN'T
EVERYTHING BE AS
WORRY-FREE AS ,

DISKIT?"

~~'"

~)r~
~-)

~
INTRODUCING DISl(llIM THE PC HARD DISK
YOU CAN COUNT ON WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
Claudia Witherspoon, President of Acme Manufacturing' bought bare-bones XT's and AT's and had Diskit
installed in each and every one of them. She saved herself
money and a host of headaches.
For in Diskit, IDEA has created the most reliable family
of disk drives you can buy. That's why each Diskit comes
with a full one-year limited warranty.
Diskit has the widest range of storage capacities,
10-120MB, backed by the only upgrade policy in the industry.
Diskit is easy to install and use. Even the packaging
is designed to withstand greater shocks than your delivery
man can deliver. And if you still have questions, IDEA's
Hot Line is there to help.
So, take some advice from Claudia When it comes
F':--"c_",.~:-•.•"--",•. ,,,.,,._,,., __ >,,,,~
_.,,,.,,,,,,,,~,,<
to mass storage, why risk it? Diskit.
Call BOO-257-5027 for the dealer
nearest you.
••,_,,,••

IDEAssociates, Inc., 35 Dunham Rd., Billerica, MA 01821
(617) 663-6878 Telex 94-8245. Paris, Geneva.
IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Diskit is a registered trademark of IDEAssociates, Inc.
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HARDWARE
OFF·LINE
One of the more satisfactory
ways to form an alliance between industry and education
is to create a buffer zone:
the institute. A little over
a year ago, just such an organization was established
at the University of Santa
Clara in California.
Named the Institute for
Information Storage Technology , its existence rests
on two fundamental assumptions: first, that the storage and retrieval of rapidly
increasing quanti ties of information is basic to the
evolution of information
processing systems, and second, that the demands on the
technology will become increasingly complex.
The institute I s codirectors are Raymond Yarborough,
a longtime faculty member at
the university, and Albert
Hoagland, who has spent most
of his working life with IBM
and is recognized as one of
the leading experts in the
field of magnetic storage.
Their charter is to make
the institute a key technical resource for the information storage industry.
They are focusing on applied, rather than basic,
research to solve today IS
technical problems and unearth future applications.
About 10 projects are under way at the undergraduate
level; at the graduate level ,two projects involve
low-end Winchester technology--an integrated read/
write circuit for thin-film
heads, and research into improved fault isolation for
small files. In addition,
because of the dearth of materials concerning video recording, the institute is
developing a series of
courses covering this disci-

pline. These will join the
short courses and seminars
already being provided by
the in$titute to the data
storage community.
Sponsor and associate
companies--including Seagate Technology, Quantum,
IBM, 3M, Control Data, Memorex, Cybernex, Verbatim,
Ampex, and Applied Magnetics--support the institute
through financial contributions, service on an advisory board, and participation
by their technical personnel
in various institute programs. Annual membership is
$50, 000 or $20, 000 a year,
depending on the level of
commitment. More information is available by wri ting
to either of the codirectors
at the Institute for Information Technology, University of Santa Clara, Santa
Clara, CA 95053.
Speaking of uni versi ties,
Purdue in Lafayette, Ind.,
is high on our list of contenders for the Developers
of the Most Nifty Application of the Year Award. Using
a Control Data Cyber 205 supercomputer, they have made
a computer-generated map of
the common cold virus. In a
Sept. 12 Wall Street Journal
article, one of the team members said that the "results
provide insight into how a
virus works and may suggest
ways for developing vaccines
for the common cold, as well
as other viral pathogens."
The article reports that
the scientists used the
Cyber to construct a threedimensional map of the atomic structure of human
rhinovirus-14, one of about
a hundred known strains of
the common cold virus. As appl ica tions go, it I S nothing
to sneeze at.

NETWORK AUDITORS
The 8030 Network Auditor provides network measurement, control, and configuration functions. As devices and users are
defined to the network, the product maintains an authorization table to control
and manage access. Each user, port, logical unit, and communication line can be
monitored and statistics can be collected
to provide a record of system activity. Users, lines, and authorization levels can be
enabled, disabled, or changed by the system operator at any time. Security features include application disconnect,
activity tracking such as the number of
unauthorized attempts to access an application, and the number of times a user
has been rejected by an application. The
8030 can connect up to 32 devices to both
bisync and SNA networks. The system
comes with a 10MB Winchester disk.
The 8100 system provides 3270
protocol conversion and gateway services
for personal computers, ASCII terminals,
and graphics devices. It supports both bysync and SNA protocols concurrently and
can be upgraded to the 8030. The price of
the 8100 starts at $9,900; the price of the
8030 begins at $14,900. DATA STREAM
COMMUNICATIONS INC., Santa Clara
FOR DATA CIRCLE 301 ON READER CARD

ASCII TERMINALS
The WY-30 is an ASCII terminal designed
for the entry-level market, which features
a mechanical switch keyboard, four dedicated function keys, 41 programmable
functions, an 80-column display, a printer
port, smooth scrolling, horizontal spiltscreen capability, and a 14-inch flat
screen. In addition to Touch-Tilt, a
screen-tilting mechanism, an optional
arm allows the screen to be adjusted to
various angles and heights.
Besides its native Wy-50 mode,
which is compatible with the Lear Siegler
ADM 3A/5,the Wy-30 is also compatible
with the ADDS Viewpoint, TeleVideo 925,
and TeleVideo 910+ terminals. The terminal can send data at 38.4KB.
The WY-50+ contains a number
NOVEMBER 1,1985139

HARDWARE
of enhancements to the vendor's WY-50.
The display buffer memory has been increased to two pages, with four pages as
an option. Terminal compatibility modes
now include the IBM 3101, the Data General 200, and TeleVideo 950 terminals.

With the dynamic allocation of 256 bytes
over the WY-50 +'s 16 function keys, each
function key can be programmed up to a
maximum of 64 bytes. A bidirectional
auxiliary port has been added allowing
any peripheral in which data flow both
ways to be attached to the terminal.
Wyseword, designed to make WordStar
easier to·use, is standard on the WY-50+.
Price for the Wy-30 is $399. The

WY-50+ is priced at $699. WYSE TECHNOLOGY, San Jose.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 302 ON READER CARD

WORKSTATIONS
The Sun-3/75M workstation is designed
to function as a "diskless node" in a distributed computer environment or as a
standalone system. The 32-bit architecture is powered by a 16.67MHZ Mc68020
processor and a 12.5MHZ Mc68881 floating-point coprocessor. Two MB of main
memory can be expanded to 8MB; a 71MB
mass-storage subsystem is also an available option. The operating system is the
vendor's version of Unix based on Berkeley 4.2BSD. Using Ethernet, several workstations can operate without a local disk
drive and share other resources. The SunLink option provides an SNA or bisync
link to IBM mainframes. Price is $12,900.
An optional mass-storage and disk
subsystem starts at $8,500 for 71MB with
up to 142MB of on-line storage available.
The Sun-3/160M workstation includes all the features of the Sun-3/75M
as well as a 12-s10t card cage, which allows the system to be customized for oem
and end-user applications. This monochrome workstation comes standard with
2MB of main memory and memory expan-

HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT
INTERACTIVE FAMILY
The HostStation Family includes workstations, associated network communications computers, and software for
interactive computing. The HostStation
110 displays 1,056 by 864 pixels on a 19inch monochrome screen and adds the capability to download custom bit-mapped
fonts to the company's already announced 100 system. The system permits
users to preview and edit documents containing high-quality graphic images and
text of typeset quality, according to the
vendor. Drafts can be printed on an optional laser printer directly from the
screen, or from the host for camera-ready
copy. Price for the 110 is $3,795.
The 110 is capabable of being upgraded to the HostStation 550 interactive
workstation. The 550's standard features
include floating-point and memory management units; 1MB of main memory expandable to 2MB; 41MB of internal hard
disk storage expandable to over 370MB;
integral Ethernet and Cheapernet LAN interfaces; three Rs232 ports; compatibility
with vT100, ReGIs, Tektronix 4010/4014,
and ANSI 3.64 terminal protocols; and a
tilt-and-swivel monitor with detached
DIN-standard keyboard. The system operates under Umax, the company' Unixcompatible operating system. Initial
software includes C, FORTRAN, and Pascal compilers, the vendor's Ally applica140 DATAMATION

sion options upto 16MB. Price is $20,900.
At the top of this line is the Sun3/160C workstation, a color display version, which comes standard with 2MB of
main memory, and up to 16MB of memory. Price is $31,900.
Mass storage for the 160C and
160M is available in tape and disk configurations from 71MB to multiple 380MB
drives for a total of 1.5GB.
Additional products include the
Sun-3/160S Fileserver at $17,900 and the
Sun-3/180S Fileserver, a rackmount version, at $18,900. A Floating Point Acce1.erator, which is said to increase floatingpoint performance by four times the base-

line Mc68020/MC6881 performance, lists
at $4,900 and is available for Sun-3 models 160M, 160C, and 180S. SUN MICROSYSTEMS INC., Mountain View, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 303 ON READER CARD

tion development system, and CGI (VDI)
and GKS graphics protocol support. Other
optional hardware is available. Price of
the 550 is $14,000.
The Annex network communications computer is a 32-bit subsystem for
connecting up to 16 38.4KB serial ports to
any IEEE 802.3 LAN (Ethernet) using
TCP/IP protocol. The Annex ux is compatible with all Unix systems using TCP/IP
and rlogin. Price is $6,000. The Annex
MX Multimax input-output processor is
priced at $8,000.
The Multimax family of 32-bit superminicomputers has a performance
range of from 1.5 to 15MIPS in 1.5MIPS increments. The system permits 20 main
processors to share a single, high-speed
memory. Memory capacity is from four
to 32MB, and the system contains from
one to 10 I/O channels. The Multimax's
Umax 4.2 operating system is based on
Unix 4.2. System prices begin at $112,000
for a dual-processor (1.5MIPS) system
with 4MB of shared memory, one I/O
channel, one 515MB disk drive, and one
6,250bpi ~-inch tape drive and a HostStation 110 display or console printer. A
large system with 20 processors (15MIPS)
configured for parallel processing, and
32MB of memory with the same peripherals, is priced at $340,000. ENCORE COMPUTER Corp., Marlborough, Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD

LAP·TOP COMPUTER
The pc-8401A-LS "Portable Office" computer features an LCD screen, which produces characters up to 63% larger than
the typical lap-top computer on the market today, according to the vendor. In addition to the 16-line by 80-column
display, the machine features 64K RAM, a
300 baud modem, an expansion slot to
connect optional 3~-inch disk drives for
external data storage, optional 1,200-

The new, 1985 Local M~tropol'ta~,~P{lt,,:_'~fj
absolutely no cost or obhgatlon to you: ' , ,..' •. . ~.:. . . . '. '...,
In it, you'll learn where salaries are .onthe rise, Wherethey"ar~ .··. ~."". ,. ".~c
most demand and which new areas of specialization youreaUy ..
The Survey covers sixty-two position categories ranging from'ProgrorY"\.~t'~r.
to Computing Systems Director in
fifty-three different metropolitan
areas across the U.S. and Canada.
So whether you are interested in
learning what your peers aremaking all across North America-'or .
you want to get an idea of. what you
can expect to earn as you move up
through the ranks of the professionour new Survey will give you the
most timely, accurate and thorough
information available to computer
professionals.
Simply call the Source Edpoffice
nearest you, and we will mail a copy
to you in complete confidence.
..

Call the office
nearest you•
If you're unable to call,
write:

SourceEdp
Dept. D5
P.O. Box 7100
Mountain View, CA,94039
United States:
Alabama
Birmingham ....• 205/322·8745

Arizona

Phoenix .....•.. 6021279·1010
Tucson ..•...... 6021792-0375

Call'omla

Northern
Mountain View .. 415/969-4910
Sacramento .... 916/446-3470
San Francisco .. 415/434·2410
Walnut Creek ... 415/945·1910
Southern
Fullerton ...... 7141738·1313
Irvine .......•. 714/833·1730
Los Angeles
Downtown ..... 213/688·0041
South Bay ...• 213/540·7500
West ........• 2131203-8111
San Diego ...•• 619/573-0100
San Fernando Vly 818/781·4800

Colorado

Colorado Springs. 3031632·1717
Denver .•.... : .. 303/298-8268
Englewood .....• 303m3·3700

Connecticut
Danbury .......• 2031797·0590
Hartford ........ 203/522-6590

New Haven ••..• 2031787-4595
Stamford .•••... 2031967-4888
Stratford .••.•••• 2031375-7240
Waterbury •..••. 203/574-5633

Columbia .••.••• 3011730·6833
Greenbelt ••.•••. 301/441-8700
Rockville •..•.•. 301/258-8800
Towson ••••••..• 3011321-7044

Delaware

Ma...cbu.eU.

0'

,.

Wilmington ••.•• 3021652-0933 Boston •.••..••. 617/482-7613
District Columbia
Burlington ..••. . 617/273·5160
Washington D.C. ~ 2021293-9255 Springfield .•..•. 413/739-4083
Florida'
Wellesley . .•••.• 617/237·3120
Fort Lauderdale .. 3051491-0145 Michigan
Jacksonville •..•. 904/356·1820 Detroit ••.....•. 313/259·7607
Melbourne ••.•.. 3051725·3095 Grand Rapids •.• 6161459-6539
N. Miami Beach .. 305/940-1014 Lansing •......• 517/484·4561
Orlando •...••. ; 305/282·9455 Southfield •...•. 313/352-6520
Tampa .....•.•• 813/251·3215 Troy .•.••.....• 313/362-0070

Oeorgla

MInnesota

Atlanta/Downtown 404/588·9350 Minneapolis
.
Atlanta/North .••. 404/953-0200 West .••..••••. 612/544-3600
AtlantalPerirntr.-400 404/255-2045 Downtown .• '; .. 6121332-6460
IIUnol.
St. Paul .••..... 6121227·6100
Chicago/E. Loop. 3121861·0770 MIssourI
ChicagolW. Loop. 3121346·1280 KansasCity ..•.. 816/474-3393
Oak Brook ..••.. 3121986-0422 Clayton •.•..•.. 314/862·3800
Peoria .....••.. 309/673-0274 St. Louis ....•... 314/576-4444
Rolling Meadows. 3121392-0244 Nebraslea
Indiana
Omaha .••....•. 4021346-0709
FortWayne .•..• 219/432·7333 New Hampshire
Indianapolis .•.• . 317/631-2900 Nashua .•...•.. 603/888·7650

Iowa

New Jersev

Des Moines .••.. 515/243-0191 Cherry Hill ...•.. 609/488·5400
Kansas
Clifton ......•.. 201/473·5400
Overland Park •• . 913/888·8885 Edison ..•.•.... 2011494-2800
Wichita ......•.. 316/688·1621 Morristown •..... 201/267·3222
Kentuclcy
Paramus ....... 201/845·3900
Louisville ...•.•• 5021581·9900 Princeton ....... 609/452·7277
Louisiana
Somerset .. ..... 201/469·9444
Baton Rouge ..•• 504/924·7183 NewMexlco
NewOrleans •... 504/561-6000 Albuquerque ...• 505/247·4270
Shreveport ...••. 318/222-6188 NewYorle
Maryland
Albany ......... 518/482·2035
Baltimore •...... 3011727-4050 Buffalo ......... 716/855-0400

Eirantt L;Antl'ai .: 2121557·8611

Penn Station ••• 2121736·7445
Wall Street., •.. 2121962·8000
Rochester ...••. 7161263-2670
Syosset, L.I. • '" • 5161364-0900
Syracuse .••.•.• 315/422·2411
White Plains .••. 914/694-4400

North Carolina

.

Charlotte .•..••. 704/552·6577
Greensboro ...•. 919/379·1155
Raleigh .•.•••.• 919/847·7605
Winston·Salem •• 9191724-0630

Oblo
Akron ., ....••.. 216/535·1150
Cincinnati .•...• 5131769-5080
Cleveland .....• 2161771·2070
Columbus •...•• 614/224·0660
Dayton ......•.• 513/461-4660
Toledo ... ; ..•.• 419/242·2601

Olelahoma
Oklahoma City •.. 4051722·7410
Tulsa •........• 918/599-7700

Oregon
Portland .•...... 503/223-6160

Central .• : '.
North ...
EI Paso •. ,
.915/532-6316
Fort Worth , • •• :.• 817/338-9300:
Houston ..•
.": ." . . "
Downtown .•••. 1131751·0100
GailerialPost Oak 713/439-0550
San Antonio ..•.• 5121342·9898

Utah

.

VIrgInIa

Washington
Wisconsin

Green Bay •..•• . 414/432·1184
Madison ••.•.•.. 608/251-0104
Milwaukee ...•.. 4141277-0345

Canada:
Alberta
Calgary •....... 403/279·1940
Edmonton ...... 403/459-1153

Harrisburg ...... 717/233·8066
King of Prussia .• 215/265·7250
Philadelphia .... 215/665-1717
Pittsburgh ....•. 4121261·6540

Manitoba

Providence ....• 4011751-0065

Vancouver ..... . 604/222·1155
Winnipeg ....... 2041942·1151

OntarIo

Mississauga ... •. 416/848-3344
Toronto •..•..... 416/591·1110
Willowdale ...... 416/495·1551

Columbia .. ..... 803/256·7446
Greenville •..... 803/271·7044

Tennessee
Chattanooga .... 615/265-8890
Memphis .....•. 901/525-0743
Nashville ..•.••. 615/256·0625

Texas
Austin ...•...... 5121479-0720

..•.

Seattle .••..•... 2061454-6400
Spokane . .•.••.• 509/838·7877

Pennsvlllania

South Carolina

..

McLean ... , .••• 703/790·5610

British Columbia

Rbode Island

.... ' •..•...•

Salt Lake City ••• 801/966~3900

The world's largest recruiting firm
devoted exclusively to the
computer profession.

HARDWARE
baud modem, optional adapter for a fullscreen monitor, and plug-in 32K RAM
disk for portable data storage. Also included is a· parallel Centronics printer
output and an Rs232 port. Built in is the
CP/M operating system and a telecommunications utility. Word processing,
spreadsheet, and file management programs are furnished with the machine.
Price is $999. NEC HOME ELECTRONICS
INC., Elk Grove Village, Ill.

feature permits dialing through PBXS and
connection to the various long-distance
services. Options, including EIA signal
timing that customizes the EIA interface
for use with multiplexers and port contenders, is stored in nonvolatile memory.
Diagnostics include automatic self-test,
analog lopback, local and remote digital
loopback, and a built-in test pattern generator. Price is $795. RACAL-VADIC, Milpitas, Calif.
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APRICOTS AND GEMS

DISK CACHE PROCESSOR

The Apricot F2 and FlO, 512K RAM microcomputers capable of running color,
use 3!6-inch microfloppies and are bundled with the GEM Collection of software,
systems software, communications and
file transfer utilities, and an infrared
trackerball mouse. The F2 is an MS/DOS
twin half-height micro priced at $1,495;
the FlO features a 10MB Winchester disk
drive with a double-sided, 3!6-inch microfloppy drive and is priced at $1,995.
The GEM Collection, which includes GEM Desktop, GEM Write, and
GEM Paint, is a set of microcomputer soft-

A disk cache processor option for users of
Honeywell's 16-bit DPS 6/75 and 32-bit
DPS 6/95 minicomputers manages disk
caching on a "global" basis instead of assigning a disk cache buffer· to individual
disk controllers, according to the vendor.
It is claimed that by being able to access
all of a system's disk data, the buffer is
not limited by the addressing range of a
given controller, thereby increa'sing system throughput and cpu utilization and
improving terminal response time. Use of
the processor is transparent to the user so
applications can run unmodified. On the
DP 6/75, the disk cache processor price,
with 2MB of cache buffer memory, is
$18,000 if factory installed and $22,000 if
field installed. Additional buffer memory,
in increments of 2MB, can be added for
$10,000 up to 6MB. On the DP 6/95, the
price is $12,000 if factory installed, and
$16,000 if field installed. Users must allocate at least 2MB of system main memory
for the buffer; the system can support up
to 14MB of disk cache buffer memory.
HONEYWELL INC., Waltham, Mass.
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sMc-compatible) and RM/COBOL are supported and can run concurrently as well.
Additional software offerings with these
systems include networking, application
development tools, and data. communications. Prices start at $26,000. PERTEC
COMPUTER CORP., Irvine, Calif.
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BROADBAND CONTROLLER
An intelligent broadband controller (IBC)
allows Data General Eclipse MV/Family
computers to connect with Un germann'Bass Net/One broadband local area networks. The IBC is an IEEE 802.3 standard
interface that performs protocol handling
and other communications tasks. The 15inch board includes 256KB of RAM, a: microEclipse processor, a data channel interface, and a serial I/O section. Price is
$6,500. DATA GENERAL, Westboro, Mass.
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FREQUENCY CONVERTER
The RFC Silenced Frequency Converter
supplies 415Hz of power to IBM 3090 and
other large IBM computers as well as Amdahl and NCR computers. An acoustic
cabinet reduces the noise level to 58dba.
The inherent inertia of the RFC allows it
to ride through power failures of 0.5 seconds, which, the vendor says, eliminates
most computer power problems. Manual
switching and psc automatic paralleling
switch gear provide redundancy for eight
cpus or more." Standard power ratings
are 40KVA and 74KVA with larger ratings
optimized for system loads available.
Price, depending on configuration, ranges
from $30,000 to 35,000. POWER SYSTEMS
& CONTROLS, Richmond, Va.
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ADDITONS TO THE FAMILY
ware from Digital Research Inc., Monterey, Calif. APRICOT INC., the U.S.
marketing and distribution arm of U.K.based Apricot Computers, Fremont,
Calif.

Cable computer system models 3250 and
3260, with over 600MB of Winchester disk
storage, are additions to this vendor's
multi-user Mc68000-based 3200 line.
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AUTO·DIAL MODEM
The 2400PA-S, according to the vendor, is
the only auto-dial 2,400-baud modem
compatible with the IBM bysnyc communications protocol. The unit provides
dial~up, unattended communication for
IBM 2780/3780 remote job-entry systems,
and is aimed at host-to-host and microto-mainframe applications.
The full-duplex synchronous modem eliminates the need for personnel to
initiate and monitor communications and
allows the transfer of large batch files at
night. Pulse or tone dialing are automatically selected, and the speed of the host
computer is matched at either 1,200bps
or 2,400bps. Complete call progress information is displayed and a tandem dialing
142 DATAMATION

These floor cabinet models can support as
many as 32 users with upto 4MB of memory. Backup options for the models include half-inch magnetic tape and streaming cartridge tape. BASIC (Basic Four and

CHANNEL EXTENDER
The MBX-250l channel extender for highspeed peripherals used with large IBM
computers provides two-way host-to-peripheral data communications at the standard block multiplexer channel speed of
10 million bps for up to 2,000 feet. Compatible with existing IBM system software,
the system requires no additional programming or software modification by
users; channel extension systems are
transparent to mainframe operation,
functioning as sophisticated high-speed
extension cords. The device operates over
both coax and fiber-optic cable. The MB2501 consists of two self-powered controllers that are plug-compatible with
standard IBM connectors. The controllers
function as serial!parallel and parallel!
serial converters with high-speed handshaking and communications protocol.
Price is $60,000. MEGABIT COMMUNICATIONS INC., St. Paul.
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-John L. Kirkley

The new Gri Series 5000 has done away with
protocol converters and attachment cards. That's one
nice thing about it.
Another is that if you've been looking at a cost
of roughly $700 per port for a remote workstation
cluster communications controller, we can offer
you more flexible communications for about $500
per port.
But the best reason for buying the Gri Series
5000 is the fact that it's the only workstation attachment device that does everything it does. It connects
as many as seven devices-3270 "N.' Coax and Asyn5275 North Boulevard, Raleigh, NC 27604, Phone (919)876-8731. Or call CTiDATA tollfree at 1-800-334-8473, Operator #50.
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VMCENTER•••
THE DATA CENTER
EMENT
SYSTEM FORYM.
INDISPENSABLE
AT
PRICE,
UNBELIEVABLE
AT.CALINE.
If VMCENTER cost a zillion dollars, you'd
still find people who couldjustify it on price.
After all, how else could anyone running
VM gain so much control for so little effort?
Whether the issue is security, DASD
management, scheduling, billing, cost containment, or simply eliminating
administrative headaches,
VMCENTER's facilities offer
a degree of control that's
unprecedented in
theVM
, environment.
But if
VMCENTER's
great at a zillion
dollars, it's even
better at less than 8¢ a line.
That's far less than it would cost you to
write the same system yourself.
It's also faster. No one can write that much
code and deliver it overnight. We've been
working on it for years.

But even more to the point, VMCENTER really
works. In fact, it's working right now in some of
the most demanding VM shops in the world.
It's working to keep data and resources secure
from outsiders and from those within the organization who should have limited authorizations.
It's working to protect data from disaster, or the
simple inadvertent deletion of a needed file. It's
balancing workload by moving work to offpeak
times, and accounting for all resource usage.
VMCENTER is even prescribing specific actions
to regain use of under-utilized disk space.
So ifthings seem out of control in your data
center, you don't have to spend a lot to get back
on top.
Just spend a minute. And give us a call.
VM Software, Inc. 2070 Chain Bridge Road
Vienna, Virginia 22180

800-562-7100
703-821-6886 in Virginia and
outside the continental U.S.

11M
SOFTWARE INC.

RUN WITH THE LEADER
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SOFTWARE
AND SERVICES
UPDATES
The potential in the office
automation market is enough
to make any vendor's eyes
glaze over. All those offices still slogging along
using nineteenth century
techniques. All those whi tecollar workers, all those
middle managers, desperately in need of advanced office
technology. You'd think that
a vendor with aggressive
management, excellent products, inspired marketing,
and a comfortable cash reserve couldn't miss. But
without LU 6.2 and PU 2.1,
the unprepared vendor may
find that his optimistic
projections have turned into
a Chapter 11 filing.
Most industry pundits
agree that the office automa tion marketplace for the
foreseeable future will be
an IBM environment and that
SNA, for better or for worse,
is the communications key.
And IBM's communications protocols, Logical Unit Type
6 . 2 and Phys ical Unit Type
2.1, are emerging SNA standards. Any vendor who wants
to compete in the office
automation marketplace must
implement these protocols,
or find itself on the outside
looking in.
Consul tant Dale Kutnick
of Wayland, Mass. , explains
that the protocols allow
communications between various devices on the network
wi thout going through the
host, a high-overhead requirement of earlier LU and
PU protocols. Because all
the terminals, no matter
what their resident intelligence, had to appear dumb to
the host, such key office
automation functions as intelligent file transfer, remote device host sign-on
wi thout polling, and the

EXECUTIVE INFORMATION
building of subarea SNA nets
within the primary SNA comThree enhancements have been added to
munications link were not
Command Center, a system that simultaallowed.
neously resides both on a mainframe and
All this now becomes poson microcomputers and is used by MIS desible. LU 6.2, says Kutnick,
partments to develop executive informais IBM's precursor to its totion applications. The system, initially a
ken ring local networking
DEC Vax-based offering, will now run on
strategy.
IBM mainframes under VM/CMS, the prinVendors such as Digital
cipal IBM environment for decision supEquipment, whose financial
port and Information Center software
futures depends on a strong
showing in this marketplace,
products, according to the vendor. Price
are busily implementing
for the IBM version is $125,000. A Prime
their compatible versions of
version is also available and is priced at .
the protocols on their gear;
$75,000.
others are looking for outThree specialized applications
side help.
packages combining graphics, text, and
Several companies, intabular displays, have also been added to
cluding Rabbit Software in
Command Center. The Competitive
Malvern, Pa. , Communication
Analysis application allows managers to
Sol utions in San Jose, and
review the relative performance of their
the Orion Group in Berkeley,
company against user-selected competiCalif. , are addressing themselves to providing a thirdtors. Raw financial data and key perforparty source for these
mance measurements are used to evaluate
critical protocols. Orion's
corporate leverage in terms of human, fipresident Paul Rampel claims
nancial, and physical resources. The Corthat "IBM's new enhancements
porate Productivity Analysis application
are going to make the SNA
uses a variety of value-added, output/innetwork the key to office
put, and financial leverage measurements
automation. These network
to chart productivity ratios. The Ecoprotocols have been identinomic Analysis application allows users
fied by IBM as a point of conto combine economic information with
vergence for all its
equipment, and no hardware
internal company data. Corporate models
vendor will be able to ignore
can be generated to forecast the impact of
it. "
economic change on both the company
Understandably, Rampel
and its industry. Price for the applications
has high hopes for Orion's new is about $5,000 each. PILOT EXECUTIVE
product, sna62 Peer CommuniSOFfWARE, Boston, Mass.
cations Facility, which he
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claims is the first thirdparty product to implement
RESOURCtMANAGEMENT
the protocols fully in
Quantum RS is a resource management
software.
No matter what the source,
system that combines department and
it's quite clear that all the
project resource accounting, budgeting;
major office automation conand chargeback, with features such as
tenders will have to incorperformance analysis, capacity planning,
porate LU 6.2 and PU 2.1 into
and cost tracking, on single VAX systems,
their architectures . . . or
VAxclusters, and networked VAXS conface being locked out of what
nected via DECnet.
may become one of the fastest
Billable resources include connect
growing market of the next
time, cpu time, page faults, buffered and
decade.
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SOnwARE AND SERVICES
direct 110, volumes mounted, pages printed, and disk storage. The software also
maintains information on 35 resources
and over 30 statistical measures.
The package uses both summary
and session accounting procedures simultaneously; it also tracks VMS systems processes that contribute to overhead, such
as DEcnet, job controller, and all print
symbionts.
The system handles chargeback
and budgeting, featuring royalties, discounts, flat charges, and minimum and
maximum rates. Included is a login defeat
capability, warning messages, and up-tothe minute user budget and session cost
displays. A virtual logging utility allows
users to change projects without going
through logout/login procedures and
provides the capability of accounting for
multiple projects for a user name. Quantum RS prices start at $2,500 with site and
corporate license prices available. COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS, Braintree,
Mass.
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REMOTE COMPUTING SERVICE
ForumOne, a nationwide remote computing service, is available to all users of docForum and eForum products. The
network is accessible through a variety of
terminals and microcomputers by a local
phone call from more than 300 U.S. cities. ForumOne is operated by Automated

Data Processing (ADP) and provides 24hour service and access to NETI products
over the AutoNet system. NETI TECHNOLOGIES INC., Vancouver, B.C.

Framework II is an integrated spreadsheet and word processor that includes an
80,000-word spell checker with automatic
correction, visible page breaks, and a
built-in mailmerge capability. The two
primary functions are supported by fully
integrated telecommunications, database,
outlining, and graphics modules.
The product's spreadsheet is
claimed to operate on average twice as
fast as the vendor's earlier Framework
product, introduced over a year ago, and
is two to five times larger using the same
amount of random access memory. The
spreadsheet uses sparse matrix implementation; that is, unfilled cells within a
spreadsheet take up little or no memory.
Additional workspace may be accessed
from either a hard disk or add-in memory
boards such as the ASTRamPage! and Intel Above Board. The spreadsheet can
handle a maximum of 32,000 by 32,000
columns.
The word processor's record mode
allows users to record and store frequently used words or phrases as abbreviations
for single-keystroke retrieval. It also provides built-in mailmerge and label printing along with a style library for creating
148 DATAMATION
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GET YOUR CICS
CICS Manager is a real-time monitoring,
tuning, and analysis system for the CICS
environment running under DOS or MVS.
Real-time monitoring is accomplished
through overview screens. For quick inspections, a problem screen examines
areas ranging from short-on-storage to
transactions waiting on VSAM strings.
Other screens report on activities,
transactions, files, storage, terminals, programs, and DL/l activities (DOS only).
Many of these areas can be expanded to
show more detailed information. The system also incorporates a batch reporting
facility with over 350 reports, for the storage and later analyisis of data in hard
copy form.
Also provided are over 330 on-line
bar charts; thresholds for all graphic representations are established by the user
and a warning appears when a service level is exceeded.
Network operators are assisted
with menus, help screens, and an on-line
glossary to monitor response time and
solve such problems as bringing into service or taking out terminals, opening or
closing files, and canceling tasks. The DOS

SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT
WP PLUS SPREADSHEET

version of CICS Manager is priced at
$8,000; the MVS copy costs $22,000.
BOOLE & BABBAGE INC., Sunnyvale, Calif.
CIcs/Swap allows users to swap back and
forth between two CICS transactions with
a significant reduction in logging on and
off, and moving in and out of menu selection screens, according to the vendor. The
system allows changes to be made to either transaction or for information to be
transferred without backing out of either
transaction. No extra ports in the terminal control unit are needed and system
overhead is claimed to be minimal. Price
is $995 for MVS and $695 for DOS; annual
leases are $395 for MVS and $295 for DOS.
Show and Tell is a CICS aid for
trouble shooting, security, training, and
documentation. The Show function indicates what is currently on another CICS
terminal, allowing programmers or technicians to see a user's screen without having to be at the user's location. A Spy
function can be used by internal auditors
for quality control or by security personnel to monitor terminal operators. The
Tell function echoes a series of transactions run on a master terminal, on other
terminals, or on printers, and the MAPS
function displays and prints CICS maps.
Data may also be entered. The product
runs on IBM or compatible mainframes
with DOS, OS, and MVS. Price is $695 or
$295 for annual lease. MACKINNEY SYSTEMS, Springfield, Mo.
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and storing different print formats. It incorporates menu-driven print formatting
and can print and format spreadsheets,
graphs, and text on the same page.
A special library cabinet includes
all recorded abbreviations, macros, and a
phone book.
The program's telecommunications module can be accessed from a pulldown menu that includes single-key
access to Dow Jones, the Source, and
Compuserve. This function freely converts and exchanges data with the spreadsheet and word processing modules.
A variety of import!export formats are provided, as is room for additional formats.
The system runs on the IBM PC,
XT, AT, 3270 PC, and compatible systems
with 384 bytes of RAM and two 360KB
floppy drives, or a single 360KB floppy
and a hard disk. In addition to the AST
and Intel boards, the product supports
four different modes of the IBM Enhanced
Graphics Adaptor; a monochrome or color monitor; PC DOS 2.0 or higher; and
more than 100 'different printers, plotters
and graphic cards. Price is $695. ASHTONTATE, Culver City, Calif.
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INfoMAN is a fourth generation utility
that enables users to alter and expand
screen display data to create tutorials,
help screens, coding schemes, security access control, and data validations without
programmer intervention. Text and table
editors provide on-line tools to fix problem CICS applications software and bring
problem programs up to user requirements. The system is priced at $3,500 for
DOS/VSE installations and $4,500 for
OS/MVS applications. INfoCENTIVE SYSTEMS, Temple City, Calif.
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SQUDS INTERFACE
W/SQL Pipeline interfaces to IBM'S SQLlDS
database management system. Targeted
primarily for companies using SQLlDS as
an information center product, w/SQL
Pipeline provides a data view from the
vendor's System W to SQLlDS databases,
allowing either read-only virtual access or
extraction of data. The system replaces
intermediate extract files, eliminating the
process of loading and unloading extracts
for end-user applications.
Other features include direct use
OfSQLlDS security, concurrency, and data

~,<
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C macro preprocessor. Waterloo C runs on 18M,
mainframes under VM/SP CMS, OS/VS2 MVS,
and MVS/TSO.* Waterloo C has been in production use for aver a year at sites around the \/\'orld.

2ri~iif:,IUf~"'iA:~pIUs ",.' .' " .' ., suc~:as structur~/
,,' . '. ,"
and enumerated types. And special />
'system-dependent features forCMS and MVS.
So, developing new programs or porting~xist
ing programs from UNIX· PC-DOS,· and other
systems; ;s easy.
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Waterloo C letS you produce high-quality programs through efficient, optimized object code.
And, fast compilation with precise error diagnostics frees your programmers from needless
frustration, allowing maximum energy to be
focussed on software engineering.
Waterloo C is a full implementation - Kernighan

WATtOM's support ensures that you get the
most out of your C investment including regular software releases and our Newsletter.
Our telephone Hotline provides extra help when
you need it. WATCOM's practical, hands-on
seminars, given on-site by people with extensive C programming experience, help your staff
become more productive with C.

With more than 200,000 licenses VvOrldwide, WATCOM is a
leading developer of software tools. WATCOM means
compilers and interpreters. Plus document composition and
data management. All WATCOM products are engineered
for optimum human efficiency and productiviW,
But we're more than just software. WATCOM's people have
been on the leading edge of software research and
development for more than tVvO decades. Our commitment

to innovation is a continuing tradition at WATCOM, enabling
us to produce software that meets your exacting requirements. And, our comprehensive support seNices and
innovative licensing will help you get the most out of your
software investment.
Make the right choice. Call or write WATCOM today and
we'll tell you all about our people-efficient products and
seNices.
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The right choIce In software.

WATCOM PRODUcrslNC.
415 Phillip Street
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

N2L3X2

f~!2Ml~~-3700
'UNIX is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories.
'IBM PC VM/SP CMS, OSN MVS and MV/TSO are registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corporation.
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SOnwARE AND SERVICES
dictionary capabilities; full screen facilities for browsing through windows of
SQL/DS data using W/Datman, System W's
relational data manager; and explicit or
conditional selection of SQLlDS rows and
columns for DSS applications processing.
The product runs on 4300 series or
larger IBM machines and requires SQL/DS
Release 2 or 3 and a minimum System W
configuration that includes W/Datman.
Price of W/SQL Pipeline is $7,500. COMSHARE INC., Ann Arbor, Mich.

tool; streamlined installation procedures;
the ability to store data sets on magnetic
tape; and a facility for user-written file interfaces to third-party vendor databases,
indexed or keyed files, and data dictionaries. The annual fee is $1,500 to $8,000.
Enhancements to SAS/GRAPH allow users
to place multiple graphs on a page, define
multiple axes and legends, and manage
graphics output more efficiently. Annual
fee: $1,500 to $6,000. SAS INSTITUTE INC.,
Cary, N.C.
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SOFTWARE FOR VMS USERS

QUERY/REPORT WRITER

Five products and enhancements to base
SAS and SAS/GRAPH software are targeted
at end-users and programmers working
under VMS for Digital Equipment Corporation's VAX 8600 and 11/7xx series.
SAS/AF is an applications development facility that allows novice users to
interact with the SAS System and can be
used to developed computer-based training. Annual fees, based on machine classification, range from $1,000 to $3,000.
SAS/FSP provides tools for interactive data entry, query, reporting, and
spreadsheets. Data entry screens can be
designed to look like invoices, forms, or
questionnaires. Included is a letter composition and storage facility for combining letters with mailing lists. Annual fee is
$1,500 to $4,000.
The SAS/OR project optimization
tool allows users to schedule projects
based on structural, time, and resource
constraints. Distribution, transshipment,
and assignment problems can be addressed; the GANTT procedure monitors
the progress of projects and can be used
to produce line printer or graphic output.
Annual fee: $1,500 to $4,000.
SAS/ETS is used to analyze time-dependent data, including econometric and
business data, and to perform planning,
forecasting, financial modeling, and rowand-column reporting. Version 5 of this
product includes prewritten procedures
for creating nonlinear models, fitting
polynomial lag models, and handling
maximum likelihood estimation and output confidence limits. Also provided are
the Holt-Winters forecasting method and
financial functions, including depreciation. The annual fee is $1,500 to $4,000.
SAS/IML, an interactive data manipulation language, operates on entire
matrixes of values, with the most commonly used mathematical and matrix operations built into the software. Users can
transcribe formulas almost directly from
matrix algebra notation into SAS/IML
statements, according to the vendor. Annual fee is $750 to $2,000.
Enhancements to version 5 base
SAS software include a data management,
report-writing, and statistical analysis

Access+ is a dictionary-driven, query/
report-writer system for IBM mainframe
users. The product provides on-line query
or hardcopy report output, and allows users to cross several applications in one request. End users are able to design their
own querys/reports without assistance
from dp personnel, according to the vendor; dp staff controls security and the
number of I/OS allowed. Access+ DOS is
priced at $22,000; the os version is
$28,000. LAWSON ASSOCIATES, Minneapolis, Minn.
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TERMINAL EMULATOR
Enhancements to Honeylink, a terminal
emulator for Honeywell VIP Series terminals, which operates on IBM pcs or compatibles,
include
form
storage
capabilities; off-line data entry; and enhanced file transfers, including binary file
transfers between Honeylink and Honeywell mainframes. The vendor claims
the forms storage feature improves terminal response time by storing the forms locally on the pc's disk. Rather· than
transmitting more than 4,000 characters
per requested form, a lO-character command sequence tells Honeylink to retrieve
the form off the IBM Pc's disk and display
it on the screen. The added file transfer
capability allows eight-bit program or
data files to be transferred to and from a
Honeywell host. The key to disk feature
allows for subsequent file transfer of the
key to disk data to the Honeywell mainframe. Price for Honeylink 7800, including the enhancements, is $995.
PARADAT A COMPUTER NETWORKS, Farmington Hills, Mich.
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NETWORK OPERATING SYSTEM
Advanced NetWare/G, a network operating system compatible with IBM'S PC
Network and PC/DOS 3.1, runs on Gateway's G/NET LAN designed to interconnect IBM pcs, XTS, ATS, and compatibles.
G/NET, developed by Novell Inc., provides LAN-tO-LAN local and remote
bridges, micro-to-mainframe links, and a
multi-user X.25 LAN gateway to public

data networks. The system supports up to
eight file servers per LAN and also provides electronic mail, remote workstation
access, full-function printer spooling, system security, and applications development support. The product is priced at
$1,595. GATEWAY COMMUNICATIONS
INC., Irvine, Calif.
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INTEGRATION PACKAGE
Super-Link is a micro-to-mainframe processing package consisting of a master
microcomputer control program, a library of mainframe subroutines that handles the microcomputer interface, and a
microcomputer screen management program. The package, according to the vendor, is designed specifically for the
mainframe applications developer of online systems. The screen management
program permits the developer to paint
user screens, create validation criteria for
the data fields, and generate the source
code (in PL/l, FORTRAN, or COBOL) to define the application data. Super-Link will
support any IBM mainframe computer
running VM/CMS, TSO, or CICS, as well as
any micro running S1 or PC/DOS. The system also supports all programmable interface
boards
for
synchronous
communications. Prices range from
$10,000 to $30,000, depending on the
mainframe and the operating system.
MULTI SOFT INC., Edison, N.J.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 337 ON READER CARD

DISASTER RECOVERY
Based on a database management design,
Recovery/I, a micro-based product, provides the tools needed to create, maintain,
and execute a disaster/recovery contingency plan. Plan elements, such as company and personnel names and addresses,
primary and backup computer equipment
inventories, recovery team structure and
duties, and production control requirements, are interrelated by a set of userdefined action plans covering a variety of
potential problem events. The system is
menu driven and data entry forms allow
fast access to the various plan data for review.and modification. Available reports
include company and personnel profiles,
activity schedules, call lists, and primary
and backup site equipment comparisons.
An additional feature allows the user to
generate "quick" reports based on specific needs. All reports can be directed to the
screen or system defined printer. Recovery/I operates on all IBM microcomputers
and compatibles, and other non-IBM micro systems. It requires a minimum of
256KB of memory and two floppy disk
drives. Price is $3,000. COMPUTER PERFORMANCE INC., Tolland, Ct.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 338 ON READER CARD

-John L. Kirkley

It's the best thing since 1-2-3.
Introducing 1-2-3® Release 2 from Lotus~
A new 1-2-3 that works like the original, but
gives your experienced users a far more powerful, more versatile tool. A new 1-2-3 that's actually easier for your first time users to learn and to
use. And a new 1-2-3 that can easily be integrated
into your organization's information needs.
Users can now do more.
The new 1-2-3 worksheet has been expanded
to 8192 rows-4 times the original size. It's now
more flexible because advanced memory management allocates memory more efficiently and
allows data to be stored anywhere on the worksheet. Larger applications can be developed
because 1-2-3 Release 2 addresses memory above
640K when used with new expanded memory
boards which support the LotuslIntel®/Microsoft®
Expanded Memory Specification.
New 1-2-3 is designed to support the Intel
8087/80287 math coprocessors so users can
perform many calculations faster. And it incorporates a wide range of added functionality from
string functions and string arithmetic to easier
range and error handling.
1-2-3 Release 2 has 40 advanced macro commands, so it's easier to develop customized
applications from the simplest to the most
complex.
And users can run new 1-2-3 directly off
a hard disk without using a key disk.
It makes a good corporate fit.
If your company is already using Lotus products, new 1-2-3 makes an easy transition.
There's no need to retrain current users. And
now 1-2-3 comes with a learning guide to help
new users get up and running quickly and easily.
1-2-3 Release 2 is designed to work with the
entire family of Lotus products-1-2-3 Release
lA, Symphony® and Jazz: So files can be

exchanged, and information processed among
all your Lotus software users.
And upgrading is painless for you and
your company.
Lotus is offering a 1-2-3 Upgrade program to
all registered users. For $150, registered users can
purchase a special Upgrade product. Copies of
1-2-3 Release lA purchased on or after April 24,
1985 can be upgraded for free.
Individual users can register by returning their
1-2-3 Warranty Registration Card to Lotus or by
calling 1-800-TRADEUP.::· Upgrade instructions
will then be forwarded by Lotus.
Companies who want to order more than 100
copies of the upgrade product should contact
their local Lotus sales office or call 617-253-9186.
For everyone who upgrades, there's also a $40
rebate offer on Intel's Above Board, the first
expanded memory board certified by Lotus.
We think you'll find new 1-2-3 the best thing
since, well, 1-2-3.
M

"In Canada call 1-800-447-4700.

M

Suggested retail price 0/1-2-3 Release 2 is $495. 1-2-3 Release 2
requires 256K RAM. Minimum requirement/or 1-2-3 Release
1A is 192K.

© 1985, Lotus Development Corporation. Lotus, 1-2-3 and Symphony are registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. Jazz is a trademark of Lotus
Development Corporation. Intel is a registered trademark and Above is a trademark of Intel Corporation. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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BOOKS

MEASURING PROGRAMMER
PRODUCTIVITY AND
SOFTWARE QUALITY
by Lowell Jay Arthur
Every book on software productivity and
quality is important, necessary, and useful; at the same time, everyone of those
books fosters hopes that can't be fulfilled,
frustrations, and sometimes cynicism:
Each book and article on the subject helps
to increase the awareness of the need to
improve productivity and quality and creates demands from customers and managers that will force software producers
to higher levels of excellence.
Those very same heightened expectations, however, increase our realization that creating software is currently a
craft, a task requiring artistic skill, dependent on the unique abilities and motivations of individuals. Likewise, the process
used to construct each product is unique.
Therefore, measurements taken on one
process with one group of developers provide little guidance to other groups using
other process variations.
Benefits from measurement will
occur only when the total process, or specific steps within the process, can be replicated so that learning can occur each time
the process is performed. Functional specialization will also help, allowing people
to learn from past experience and become
experts in specific process steps rather
than be the proverbial jack-of~all-trades
and master of none. Both productivity
and quality will be maximized when we
assemble new systems as much as possible
from proven, prefabricated, standard
modules. We learned this lesson in building cars and ships; until we apply these
lessons to software, our efforts toward
continuing improvements in productivity
and quality will' be erratic, at best.
It is also important to note that
the optimum software development process should encompass the entire software
cycle, from initial customer/user specifications through support/maintenance
and enhancement. Program coding and

testing, on which most productivity and
quality efforts are focused, account for
less than 25% of the life-cycle costs. In
addition, fully 80% of maintenance costs
. are required to adapt and perfect the system to suit new or misunderstood specifications, rather than to correct development errors (see Martin and McClure's
Software Maintenance, Prentice-Hall).
Measuring Programmer Productivity and Quality adds to the call for software management awakening. The text is
readable, well illustrated, and focuses on
information systems, not computer science or scientific computing requirements. Arthur tries to be prescriptive as
well as descriptive and provides, in the
back of the book, examples of good programming style in assembly language,
COBOL, and PL/l. His scope is broad but
appropriate as an introduction to software productivity and quality issues. Real
accomplishments will require additional
research by technical specialists.
Arthur presents his topics from a
specific viewpoint. For example, in the
preface he justifies a focus on programming by saying that "Code is the one
thing that influences productivity and
quality beyond all others." I disagree with
this limited view, preferring to look either
at the entire process or at least at design
and support issues in addition to those in
coding. From my viewpoint, it is the difference between doing the right things
and doing things right. Quality code may
ensure an efficient, maintainable system,
for example, but the system may fail because the specifications and design caused
the wrong system to be built. I do agree,
however, that code is important, and at
the very least, code productivity and
quality can be a place to begin a company's software quality efforts.
Arthur also creates some limitations by defining quality in terms of quality metrics and criteria. This definition
provides the basis. for a technical set of
quality standards, but omits the linkage
between quality and the expectations of
the customers. To me, the ultimate measures of quality are made by the customers; if their expectations are not fulfilled,

quality is not achieved, regardless of the
products' technical merits.
In spite of its title, the book gives
productivity only passing mention, and
focuses mainly on quality after Chapter 2.
(Those interested primarily in productivity might consider Arthur's first book,
Programmer Productivity, John Wiley
and Sons, New York, 1983.) Chapter 2
provides a broad overview of productivity
issues, enough to orient the novice. Significant by its omission, however, is mention
of the measuring concepts introduced by
Tom DeMarco in Controlling Software
Projects, (Yourdon Press, New York,
1982). DeMarco's concept of what is appropriately called "software cost accounting" is really basic to any discussion of
software productivity measurement. (Surprisingly, DeMarco is quoted once in another part of Arthur's book, but reference
to the text is somehow omitted from what
is an otherwise superb bibliography.)
As noted above, Arthur defines
quality in terms of software metrics and
criteria. These are essentially the same in
form and substance as software "attributes" introduced by Barry Boehm et ai,
in 1978 in Characteristics of Software
Quality (Elsevier North-Holland Publishing Co., New York). Boehm uses attributes to define expectations in all parts of
the software life cycle, while Arthur focuses on coding considerations.
Arthur's metrics are defined in
terms of 11 characteristics, including correctness, efficiency, flexibility, and integrity. Criteria are components of metrics;
Arthur lists 22 criteria, including auditability, consistency" expandability, and
modularity. A metric is defined as a function of its criteria.
Arthur points out that projects
can be focused on different metrics, and
he provides a simple System Quality
Analysis Worksheet for use in assigning
different weights to the various metrics.
He recalls the famous Gerald Weinberg
experiment (Psychology of Computer Programming, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New
York, 1972) in which different' groups of
programmers, when presented with the
same programming problem but different
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Now IRMA's family is aboutto grow once again.
With over 100,000 boards already in place,
few would argUe that IRMATM has become the
Introducing IRMAlink/Windows~
IRMAlink/Windows is an inexpensive and
standard inmicro-to-mainframe communication links in the 3270 environment.
easy-to-use software product that gives the PC
Especially since IRMA's grown into a family user the ability to display a single host session
of compatible hardware and software products. and a PC session on the screen at the very same

Now IRMA
even does windows.

,~

I
/

/
.--

time. No flipping back and forth between the PC
and the host sessions.
With DCA's host-based software speed you'll
be able to transfer files from the mainframe in
background mode while working in PC mode.
Which will help you increase your productivity.

, Find out more about IRMAlink/Windows.
Just call1-800-241-IRMA.Telex 261375 DCA UR.

cicci

Digital Communications Associates, Inc.

IRMA and IRMAlinklWindows are trademarks o/Digital Communications Associates, Inc.
DCA is a registered trademark ofDigital Communications Associates, Inc.
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SOURCE DATA
optimization objectives, each solved the
problems so that the optimization objective was met. This experiment basically
proves that software projects can be managed, and Arthur's metrics/criteriaand
Boehm's attributes make up the language
used to define management expectations.
A chapter is devoted to complexity metrics, based on the assumption that
quality is inversely proportional to complexity. Well-known complexity measures by McCabe and Halstead are
reviewed. Each of the next 11 chapters
expands one of the quality metrics showing how each of the criteria can be
achieved. Some characteristics can be examined automatically; others can be reviewed only manually at walkthroughs or
inspections. The points made in these
chapters are excellent, but their narrative
format requires each reader to search for
the key points. The text would be vastly
im proved by one or more checklists in
each chapter, highlighting key issues.
Some of the metrics and criteria
are mutually exclusive. It would be useful
to note, for example, that setting high priority on the efficiency metric may compromise performance on maintainability.
After all the metrics are discussed,
Arthur inserts a brief chapter on the management aspects of software productivity
and quality. He discusses management of
bot h the project and the people, suggesting different measures for systems analysts and for programmers. It is hard for
me to fault his general ideas, but I am
very comfortable measuring a system, a
project, or a process; I am less comfortable measuring people directly. It would
probably have better impact somewhere
before the chapters on metric details.
In aggregate, this book adds its
weight to the call for software productivity and quality. It provides a valuable introduction that can lead readers to improve their work. But its limitations
mirror the limitations of the state of the
art (at least in the U.S.), and until software development processes can be stabilized, standardized, and replicated, we
wiII improve only in small steps, dependent on the learning curves of each new
development team. John Wiley & Sons,
New York (1985, 325 pp., $34.95).

-Joseph L. Podolsky

BOOK BRIEF
THE SACHERTORTE
ALGORITHM AND OTHER ANTI·
DOTES TO COMPUTER ANXIETY
by John Shore
As far as I'm concerned, the arrival of
this book was pure serendipity. Some
weeks ago, my sister asked me to recommend a basic text on computing. She said
156 DATAMATION

that, despite some trepidation, she felt
obliged to learn something about computers because everyone in the world seemed
to be studying, working with, or buying
them and she was beginning to feel left
out. She cautioned me that the book had
to be a very elementary one that made no
assumptions about the reader's previous
knowledge of the field. The very next day,
along came The Sachertorte Algorithm.
I won't deny that as a lover of Viennese pastries, I found the title of John
Shore's book immediately appealing. (To
enlighten those poor souls who have never tasted a Sachertorte, it is an unforgettably delectable, rich chocolate cake.) But
while Shore is undoubtedly a chocolatophile, he is also a scientist and a lover of
language. A theoretical physicist, he is
currently a research scientist at the Naval
Research Laboratory in Washington,
D.C., specializing in information science.
His admiration for good writing is such
that at one time, he says, "Had there been
a Strunk and White ashram, I would have
been there."
Nor has he forgotten his own introduction to computers and computer
anxiety at Yale in the sixties. "To those
who've never experienced it," he writes,
" 'keyboard paralysis' sounds like a joke.
But it's a real problem for many people,
both those who want to use computers
and those who'd rather not."
With this background, Shore is
able to present his subject clearly, deftly,
and with never a mention of a term without an explanation. He progresses fromjargon and terminology to interfaces,
languages, and programming, winding up
with the work computers will do in the
future in areas like artificial intelligence.
The title comes from the fact that
Shore calls the exact directions needed to
follow Aunt Martl's vague Sachertorte
recipe an algorithm, which he then defines as a precise description of a method
for solving a particular problem.
With a guide like this book, the
kickers and screamers will surely go gently into the good night.
This, then, is the book I plan to
give my sister. It would be a good present
for the uninitiated on your Christmas list.
(Give them some Sachertorte, too.) Viking Penguin Inc., New York (1985, 270
pp., $16.95).

-Florence Lazar

REPORTS & REFERENCES
NATURAL LANGUAGE
APPLICATIONS
Getting machines to understand freeform natural languages has been a major
goal of computer scientists for years, but
only recently has it become a commercial
reality. In this widely researched report,

totaling· 459 pages of facts, interviews,
product and company profiles, research
reviews, and market analysis, is provided
what is probably the most comprehensive
and literate overview of the natural language field yet.
Topics include natural language
interfaces, content scanning systems,
talkwriters (typewriters that need only be
spoken to, which are expected to surface
as products shortly), text editing systems,
and machine translation from one language to another.
Market projections show the entire natural language business will hit $1
billion annually in the U.S. before 1993.
A must for investors, product planners,
and curious users, Natural Language
Computing: The Commercial Applications
sells for $395 (payment must accompany
all orders), and includes airmail. The
book can be ordered from Ovum Ltd., 44
Russell Square, London WClB 4JP,
England.

VENDOR LITERATURE
THE POWER SUPPLY JUNGLE
How to Get the Best Value for Your Power
Supply Dollar provides circuit, system,
and instrument designers with advice on
selecting power supplies and a power supply vendor. This eight-page brochure,
which is published by Computer Products Inc., examines such topics as basic
selection criteria, current industry trends,
determining long-term reliability, and
what to look for in a power supply company. COMPUTER PRODUCTS INC., Pompano Beach, Fla.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 350 ON READER CARD

PLANT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
An eight-page brochure from Honeywell
Inc. explains how process plant efficiency
can be improved through the coordination of computers and control systems.
Entitled Integrated Plant Management,
the brochure introduces the Plant Management System, an iriformation processing network that integrates process
control and plant information. HONEYWELL INC., Minneapolis.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 351 ON READER CARD

STATIC·SAFE STORAGE
Stanley-Vidmar Inc. has published a fourpage brochure describing its electrostatic
discharge (ESD) protective cabinets and
workstations for the storage and handling
of static-sensitive electronic components.
How Do You Store Your Static Sensitive
Components? describes and illustrates
modular storage drawer cabinets and additional components for static-safe workstations. STANLEY-VIDMAR INC., Allentown, Pa.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 352 ON READER CARD

The online resource to recommend when your
company wants business and financial news.
If there is one timely information resource that can keep everyone in your
company a step ahead, it's Dow Jones
News/Retrieval®. For business and financial
news, it's irreplaceable.
News/Retrieval provides exclusive electronic access to The Wall Street Journal plus
a wide range of constantly updated information. It can help you meet the research
demands of all levels of company personnel,
in all departments. And it will let end users
answer questions, produce reports or turn
up data faster.
With News/Retrieval, users can get current world, government, industry or
company news just 90 seconds after it appears on the Dow Jones News Service®
(the broadtape). Or they can search as far
back as six years for selected articles from
The Wall Street Journal, Barrons, or the
broadtape.
News/Retrieval supplies news on stock
market activity, and Dow Jones Quotescurrent and historical-to help spot performance trends. Or users can review
economic and earnings forecasts or SEC,
Merrill Lynch and Standard & Poor's
reports. Best of all, there are no communication costs and no expensive
equipment to buy. All that's needed is a personal computer and modem, a communicating word processor, or a time-sharing
terminal.

Spend a day at your office with
Dow Jones NewslRetrieval for FREE.
Learn first-hand the benefits
NewslRetrieval offers your company.
For all the details, call Linda Steele or
Doris Runyon at (609) 452-2000.

Dow Jones News/Retrieval
Keeping you a step ahead
';""'"

,

© 1985 Dow Jones & Company. Inc. All rights reserved. Dow Jones News/Retrieval and Dow Jones News Service are registered ser.;ce marks of Dow Jones & Company. Inc.
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WHY THE #1 COMPANIES HAVE CHOSEN
THE #2 FAULT TOLERANT COMPUTER COMPANY.
America's largest car makers, banks, brokerages, and some of the U. S. government's
key installations have chosen to depend on Stratus Computer, Inc. for their newest, most
critical on-line applications. Even the world's largest computer companies have put their
names on Stratus fault tolerant computers.
Why was Stratus picked over its larger fault tolerant competitor? It is because Stratus
has quickly proven that its hardware-based fault tolerance is the superior approach to
reliability. It is because Stratus computers have demonstrated outstanding throughput
and expandability for large-scale networks. It is because of Stratus' ease of programmability, its range of software, its innovative service technology, its customer education.
It is for many reasons that all center around one word - reliability. Because after all,
when you want to be known for reliability, you have to excel in everything you do.
As we move into an age of greater and greater computer dependency, many of the
giants of business and industry are lining up with the one they have decided is better,
Stratus. Apparently they prefer to do their thinking for themselves. Perhaps that's how you
get to be a giant. For information call Peter Kastner in Massachusetts at (617) 460-2192,
or toll-free at 1-800-752-4826. For a copy of our annual report, ~ ____
write: Marketing Communications, Stratus Computer, Inc., ~-=-=-~== =~
~--~55 Fairbanks Blvd., Marlboro, MA 01752.
~_.
____~~
a
®
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CONTINUOUS PROCESSINGTM
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Now that the world relies on computers it needs a computer it can rely on.

An exchange of readers' ideas and experiences. Your contributions are invited.

READERS'
FORUM
COMPUTER
ERROR
"Ah ha!" my mother began. "You always told me computers
don't make mistakes. Look at this letter from the bank." As a
maintenance programmer, proud of my profession, I had long
ago given up trying to explain to my mother what I did for a
living, much less how computers work. During one discussion, I
tried an extensive analogy comparing programming to figuring
the odds on roulette wheels and in bridge games. Her horrified
reply: "Four years of college and you hang around casinos repairing slot machines?"
I thought I had made one point, though: that computers
don't make mistakes; people do. I read the letter as we sat down
to dinner.
"Dear Customer: Enclosed is an additional interest
check for $72.53. Last week our computer made an error in
calculating the monthly interest on your CD. We hope you were
not inconvenienced and apologize again for the mistake our
computer made. Sincerely, James Branscome, Chief Teller."
"Well, there's certainly something fishy going on here," I
replied. "I'll call the bank next Monday and find out what's
going on. This beef Stroganoff you made is really "delicious,
Mother."
Monday, after solving five weekend crises, I decided to
look at my appointment book to see what might be on line for
the rest of the day. The famous letter was stuck inside. I called
the bank and talked to Mr. Branscome. "My mother got this
form letter from you. Why did you say the computer made a
mistake?"
"Ah, yes, we had a little problem. And I'd like to personally say we're sorry she may have been inconvenienced. We assure you it won't .... "
"Now look, Mr. Branscome," I interrupted, "I myself
am a computer programmer. You can't snow me! What happened? An abend, perhaps? A control clerk out to lunch?"
"Oh. Well, what actually happened is that an operator
overlooked a weekly tape in the monthly interest run. We didn't
notice it until after the checks had been mailed. The next release
of this program will feature an extensive calendaring module."
"But you're contributing to the public's misunderstanding of computers! You can't anthropomorphize them! Computers are simply tools. Why didn't you admit there was a human
error?"
"Perhaps, sir, you haven't heard of the problems certain

banks in the Midwest have had? Confidence is essential. We
discussed the phrasing of that letter for several hours here in the
bank. Finally, we decided that it would be better to put the
blame on the computer. People like to think that computers
make mistakes-it makes them less frightening.
"Besides, if we admitted it was a human error, our CllStomers might take their money to an institution where the bankers don't make mistakes. By the way, I'd just like you to know
that my own mother was delighted when the bank computerized
a few years ago. She had imagined that we had rows of clerks
with quill pens figuring the interest, like in a Dickens novel. And"
she assures me that her washing machine never feels a thing
when she kicks it."
What more could I say?
Next Sunday I was again having dinner with my mother.
"Say, dear, did you ever find out what happened at the bank?"
she asked.
"Yes, I did, Mother. There was a computer error. Say,
this chicken is excellent. Is it a new recipe?"

-W.B. Ward Arrington
Coconut Grove, Florida

THE ACRONYM: A
USER'S LAMENT
"What's in a name?" wrote W.S.;
What's in acronyms is anyone's guess.
With acronyms, one does save space,
But loses hope-as one tries to trace
Back through the pages, perhaps to glean,
Just what in heck the darn things mean.
Acronyms help our technicians
Avoid the verbal repetitions.
But how 'bout us, the uninitiatedThose whose code books are outdated?
We float alone, and too pathetic,
In a soup that's alphabetic.
Our overload becomes more terrific
With each new high-tech hieroglyphic.
A "ROM" or a "RAM" or even "DISOSS"
Keeps us from sounding too verbose.
But to me, it seems beyond belief
That we'd go to such lengths to try to be brief.

-Jo Ann Oravec
Madison, Wisconsin
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So you've been put in
charge of making sure data flows
smoothly to and from your
company's remote offices.
You could continue the
expensive practice of trans..
mitting strictly by modem. (The
phone company would like that
very much.)
Or you can cut costs by
© Copyright 1985 Codex Corp,

cutting phone lines.
With Codex's complete
line of statistical multiplexers.
You see, what a Codex
mux does is take data that
used to be transmitted over
two, three, even sixteen lines
and transmit it over just one.
Doing this not only decreases
phone line costs, but increases'
operating efficiency as well.
In fact, a Codex mux can
save your company consider..
able time and money. Even if
youte only networking as few
as two terminals.
Later" when your needs
expand, so can your network.
Codex has muxes that can sup..
port anywhere from just a few
terminals to several hundred.
Whether theyte graphics ter..
minals, printers, pc's or CRT's.
A Codex applications
expert will gladly tell you more
about the advantages of taking
away your computer's phones.
Get us on the line. For more inform..
ation, call 800..426 ..1212.
Extension 240. Or write Codex
Corporation,
Dept.
707..240,
20 Cabot
Boulevard,
Mansfield
MA02048.
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SYNCHRONOUS
X.25
CAPABILITIES
YOU WON'T BELIEVE.
FROM ACOMPANY
YOU'VE·NEVER··
HEARD Of.
We're Protocom Devices. And if
you have a synchronous packetswitching application, we're good
people to know ... whether your
network uses IBM SNA/SDLC,
3270 BSC, 2780/3780, Burroughs,
Honeywell or Sperry-to name
but a few. Because our advanced
PADs will allow your network to
perform faster and more flexibly
than ifall your equipment used
the same protocol and were hardwired together.

Consider our exclusive PAD
architecture, that allows different
types of synchronous terminals
on the network simultaneously.
Or our guaranteed data integrity,
with end-to-end error checking.
And there's more: Turbo
Packetizing;M for the fastest response time of any synchronous
PAD. Unique Dual Session™
capabilities, which allow any terminal to toggle back-and-forth
between two hosts. Plus multiple
security levels, to provide the
best data protection in the
business.
As a result, we've become the
first and only multi-protocol PAD
certified for use by the U.S.
Department of Defense Communications Agency. The
first PADs supporting coastto-coast automatic teller

machines. The first PAD selected
for all integrated state data network. The PAD selected by the
leading Canadian health insurance organization for transmission of confidential records. And
the PAD selected for NASA by
one of the country's largest aerospace manufacturers.
At Protocom, we have the technology-and the creativity-to
help you realize all the advantages of packet switching. And
build a network that meets your
needs, without compromising
your expectations.
Contact us for full information
on our P2500 and other P-series
PADs. Or help with your special
networking requirements.
Once we hear from you,
you'll like what you hear
from us.

e
'A

Protocom Devices
You'll be hearing more from us.

190 Willow Avenue Bronx, NY 10454 (212) 993-0077
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FREE...
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layout and typesetting of your copy
with your Marketplace ad.
Call Kathy Monaghan or
Shirley Stirling at (800) 223-0743
(outside NY) or (212) 605-9732/33
(in NY) to reserve your space in
the next issue of DATAMATION.

CRTRMRTICN®
SOFTWARE SERViCES

IBM 5/36
ON-LINE

COBOL
ACCOUNTING
• LEDGER
• RECEIVABLES
• PAYROLL
• PAYABLES
• DOCUMENTATION/TRAINING
(716) 675·1944
MANUFACTURING EDP CONSULTING, INC.
25 Rano St., P.O. Box 320, Buffalo, NY 14207·0320
MFG/EDP is an IBM Value Added Remarketer for the IBM System 36.
COpYlight 1985 Manutaclunng EDP Consulting Inc
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Increase your sales...
advertise in the
Marketplace
The cost-effective direct response service that helps you sell
your expendables, accessories, pes, services; distribute catalogs;
test new prices/products. Reach more than 183,000 DP buyers
and specifiers with your 1/9 or 2/9 page ad ... right here.
DATAMATION Marketplace
Call Kathy Monaghan or Shirley Stirling for details:
(800) 223-0743 (outside New York) or
(212) 605-9732/33 (in New York).
ORTRMRTICN®
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If you buy a TI 855 printer now,
you won't have to upgrade to one later.
Don't tack just any printer on your
new PC for now, thinking that you'll
get what you really need later. Start
with the best, a TI 855 or TI 865
printer. That way you can put the
money you'd have spent on a need ..
less upgrade on some other smart
investment.
You see, our OMNI 800 ™
Model 855 is actually three printers
in one. For word processing, it deliv..
ers letter..quality printing that rivals
the best daisy wheel printers around.
For data processing, it prints at 150
characters per second. And for your
graphics, it reproduces screen or
OMNI 800 is a trademark of Texas Instruments, Incorporated.
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monitor images in the finest detail.
Of course, these advantages are
all true of our TI 865 wide .. carriage
printer, too.
What's more, since our printers
are among the easiest to use, you
can utilize all the capabilities built
into your PC and software right from
the start. Instead of sometime later.
You even have a choice of over 30
different plug.. in type fonts, any
three of which can be printed on the
same page without ever stopping the
printer! Just touch the control panel
and it happens. Simple. So every
document looks just the way you
want it to. Professional.
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As for reliability, TI printers are
legendary. Just ask any major airline.
So don't downgrade your PC's
performance with a printer you'll
outgrow in a month. Get yourself
a TI 855 or TI 865 printer now.
It's easy. Just call 1.. 800.. 527 ..3500,
ext. 801, for the TI Dealer near you.

TEXAS ~qgp
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.
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